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ABSTRACT
Energy efficiency is one of the key drivers for technology development in the present time.
Low-friction surfaces are a key enabler towards the production of more energy-efficient and
robust mechanisms, since their usage minimizes the amount of energy that is lost, typically in the
form of heat.
Low-friction polymer coatings find applications as diverse as piston skirt lubrication in internal
combustion engines, bearings for equipment working under chemically aggressive environments
and a wide array of mechanisms that require lubrication in vacuum conditions like in space
environment.
One known shortcoming for low-friction polymer coatings is their durability, which is a direct
consequence of their low film thickness. In this work, the formulation of such coatings is worked
towards optimizing the coatings’ wear resistance without compromising their excellent
lubrication capabilities.
The most important component towards delivering low-friction behaviour in this family of
coatings is PTFE. This polymer is used for that effect in all the formulations produced in this
work. Nanocomposite coatings are formulated using graphene nanoplatelets and variants of this
material with different chemical functionalization, as well as fullerene-like tungsten disulfide
nanoparticles. The mentioned nanomaterials are incorporated in coatings using polyamide-imide,
epoxy, and epoxy-phenolic hybrid polymers as binders, and the tribological properties of the
resulting coatings are assessed. This work also presents two novel approaches in the formulation
of this family of coatings. The incorporation of polysulfone microcapsules filled with ionic-liquid,
whose production process is fully explained, and the incorporation of unconstrained ionic-liquids
in formulated polymer coatings. Formulations combining the use of graphene nanoplatelets and
oxidized graphene nanoplatelets with different alkyl-chain length ionic-liquids are also presented.
The tribological characterization of the produced coatings is performed via a crossed-cylinders
test configuration under varying load and sliding speed conditions.
Oxidized graphene nanoplatelets are shown to be very efficient materials for enhancing coatings’
tribological properties without compromising their low-friction characteristics.
Ionic-liquid filled polysulfone microcapsules are shown to be especially interesting for wear rate
reduction without much impact on coating’s low-friction characteristics.
The synergy potential from the combined usage of oxidized graphene nanoplatelets and
unconstrained ionic-liquids as coating constituents is also demonstrated.
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SUMÁRIO
A eficiência energética é atualmente um dos fatores chave para o desenvolvimento tecnológico.
Superfícies de baixo atrito são uma necessidade crucial para a possibilidade de produção de
mecanismos mais robustos e energeticamente eficientes, uma vez que a sua utilização minimiza a
quantidade de energia que se perde, tipicamente na forma de calor. As aplicações para os
revestimentos poliméricos de baixo atrito são diversas e abrangem áreas tão distintas quanto saias
de pistões de motores de combustão interna, chumaceiras para equipamentos que trabalham em
ambientes quimicamente agressivos, e uma panóplia de mecanismos que necessitam de
lubrificação em vácuo, como por exemplo em aplicações espaciais.
Uma conhecida fraqueza deste tipo de revestimentos é a durabilidade, sendo que esta é
directamente proporcional à sua baixa espessura. No presente trabalho a formulação destes
revestimentos é modificada e explorada com o intuito de otimizar a sua resistência ao desgaste,
sem comprometer as suas excelentes propriedades lubrificantes.
O componente mais relevante nesta família de revestimentos para que se possa obter um
comportamento de baixo atrito é o politetrafluoretileno (PTFE). Neste trabalho o PTFE é utilizado
para esse efeito em todas as formulações produzidas, e combinado com nano plaquetas de grafeno
e suas variantes com diferentes funcionalizações químicas, assim como com partículas de
dissulfeto de tungsténio com formas aproximadas às dos fulerenos, para a síntese de
revestimentos nano compósitos. Os nano materiais referidos, em combinação com o PTFE são
incorporados em revestimentos que utilizam para matriz polímeros como poliamida-imida, resinas
epóxidas e resinas híbridas epóxi-fenólicas. As propriedades tribológicas dos vários revestimentos
são medidas e analisadas. Este trabalho apresenta ainda duas abordagens novas na formulação
desta família de revestimentos. A incorporação de microcápsulas de polisulfona contend líquidos
iónicos, sendo que o processo de produção das mesmas é integralmente explicado, e a
incorporação direta de líquidos iónicos não restringidos. São também apesentadas formulações
que combinam a utilização de nano plaquetas de grafeno oxidadas com líquidos iónicos que
apresentam diferentes comprimentos de cadeia alquílica do catião.
A caraterização de propriedades tribológicas dos revestimentos produzidos é efetuada através de
ensaios num tribómetro que utiliza a configuração de cilindros cruzados, sob condições variadas
de carga e velocidade de escorregamento.
Demonstra-se que as nano plaquetas de grafeno oxidadas são muito eficientes na melhoria de
propriedades tribológicas dos revestimentos produzidos, sem comprometer as suas características
de baixo atrito.
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Demonstra-se que as microcápsulas de polisulfona contendo líquido iónico são especialmente
interessantes para a redução de taxa de desgaste, sem um impacto significativo nas características
de atrito dos revestimentos.
O potencial de interacção sinérgica entre nano plaquetas de grafeno oxidadas e líquidos iónicos
não restringidos, como constituintes de um revestimento, é demonstrado e discutido.
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Advances in polymer coatings for tribological applications

1 INTRODUCTION

The present chapter aims to provide the reader with a complete understanding of the framework
for this thesis. The definitions of concepts that are recurrently used throughout the document, and
are considered to be the basis for understanding the work outline, are first stated. A short
clarification of the differences in processing, testing and function between low friction polymer
coatings and low friction bulk polymers is provided, followed by the motivation and scope of the
work. Finally a clear outline of the complete thesis is provided for better understanding of the
logic that drove each subsequent step of the produced research.

1.1 Concepts
1.1.1 Tribology
Tribology is the scientific area of engineering that deals with study, design and optimization of
interacting surfaces with relative motion. Behavior of contacting materials in terms of wear,
friction, lubrication and vibration are the typical parameters for tribological characterization. The
term and its definition were first used on March 9, 1966 in a report of the British Ministry of
Education and Science, subsequently known as the Jost Report [1-3].
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1.1.2 Dry lubrication
Dry lubricants have been used classically in applications involving vacuum, high temperature,
contamination sensitive and chemically aggressive conditions, because in these environments
fluid lubrication is not feasible [4-7].
In the area of dry lubrication, solid lubricants are used in the form of bulk materials and in the
form of thin coatings [8-17]. The selection between these two forms of material usage is mostly
dependent on the design requirements and characteristics of the specific mechanical system to be
studied.
Base materials for solid lubrication are chosen due to their natural characteristics of low resistance
to shear forces. This is the sought behavior to promote effective lubrication. This natural
characteristic can rise from atom arrangements (typically lamellar solids) or molecular structures.
An example of material that provides dry lubrication due to atom arrangement is graphite.
Lubrication characteristics are delivered due to the weak London forces that govern interaction
between carbon planes promoting low resistance to relative sliding motion. PTFE
(polytetrafluorethylene) is an example of solid lubricant whose lubrication characteristics rise
solely from its molecular structure and chemical inertness.

1.1.3 Boundary lubrication
A boundary lubrication regime is characterized by the lack of formation of a fully developed
lubricant film. In this lubrication regime, despite the presence of a fluid lubricant, asperities from
the contact pair can touch and momentarily produce dry rubbing. A boundary lubrication regime
develops whenever the necessary conditions for the formation of a full lubricant film are not met;

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation – a) no lubrication; b) boundary lubrication; c)
full-film lubrication.
the conditions being a combination of contact load and speed with the fluid pressure and viscosity
[18-22]. A good example of boundary lubrication regime occurs in the human body where
synovial fluid is used to lubricate articular cartilages, but the cartilages still occasionally rub [23].
Figure 1.1 illustrates the different lubrication regimes.
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1.1.4 Fretting
Fretting is defined in the ASM Handbook on Fatigue and Fracture [24] as "A special wear process
that occurs at the contact area between two materials under load and subject to minute relative
motion by vibration or some other force.". It is often caused by undesired vibration of
mechanisms, but for some mechanisms it can be the actual mode of operation by design. An
example of the latter case would be a mechanical “shaker” used for identifying natural vibration
frequencies (eigenfrequencies) of a structure/mechanism and its associated natural vibration
modes (eigenmodes).

1.1.5 Tribometer
A tribometer is a measurement instrument used to quantify tribological analysis parameters such
as the coefficient of friction (COF) and wear volume produced during contact of two surfaces in
relative motion. A tribometer can be built with a universal geometry for material contact pairs
characterization, but often very specific geometry tribometers are built to exactly mimic a
mechanism of interest; thus allowing the study of a mechanism’s behaviour using different
material surfaces as well as accelerating the wear process to predict actual failure modes and
lifespan.

1.1.6 Graphene Nanoplatelet (GNP)
GNP consists of few-layer stacked graphene sheets containing only residual carboxyl and
hydroxyl functional groups resulting from sonochemical processing as a step in the
manufacturing. These platelets can also contain minor lattice defects rising from its processing
route. GNPs are commercially available and provide a repeatable and attractively priced basis for
reaching nanocomposite performances similar to those achievable with pristine graphene sheets
[25, 26].
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1.2 Distinction between bulk materials and coatings
for tribological applications
1.2.1 Low friction polymer coatings vs. bulk low friction
polymers
Low friction polymers have seen an increased use in recent years
for dry lubrication applications. Despite this fact, most of the
knowledge about their tribological behavior is still empirical and
application specific. Very limited prediction capabilities exist
currently even if the subject has received attention from many
members of the scientific community since prior to the last decade.
The results from the activity in this area are scattered across many
independent scientific papers and it has proven to be quite difficult
to compile data in order to form universally accepted knowledge
libraries. There is nevertheless a common factor in the available
scientific literature which is the acknowledgement that nano sized
fillers prove to be much more effective and
efficient in increasing the tribological performance characteristics of
materials than their classical micro sized particle counterparts [27].
Most of the work developed around the tribology of polymeric
nanocomposites deals with bulk materials [13, 27]. Available
information regarding thin polymer coatings tribology is very

Figure 1.2:

limited with respect to published scientific papers in the last

a) Coated low friction

decade. Justification is needed regarding the lack of available

plain bearing;

information in the scientific community with respect to thin

b) Bulk polymer low

polymer coatings for dry lubrication. There can be technical, as

friction plain bearing.

well as economic and know-how protection factors as the root
causes for this fact.
From a technical point of view, dealing with bulk materials for tribological characterization
requires significantly less processing steps and equipment. The tribological testing activities
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themselves are also simplified due to the larger volumes of material available to be worn,
providing among other features an important self-aligning effect and ensuring conformal contact
of the test surfaces. With thin coatings a substrate must be selected to support the coating and
careful surface preparation of this substrate must be assured. There is never a big volume of
material to be worn in a sole test because these coatings are typically under 30 µm thick, and also
contact alignment and conformity must be assured by the substrate’s geometry. Surface
preparation, coating application and curing requires a lot of experience to ensure reproducible
results. All the measurements related to wear rates are very difficult to perform correctly when
testing thin coatings because the wear volumes are very low when compared to testing of bulk
materials with similar wear rates.
From an economical point of view there are great differences in terms of dedicated equipment and
process cost. While for bulk materials the required equipment is normally a mold and a hot-plate
press, or an oven equipped with an internal press, for thin coatings the dedicated equipment
involves the preparation of a substrate specimen for each individual test, a blasting facility,
spraying booth and spraying equipment, a high temperature oven and the costs of
dealing/disposing with/of hazardous chemicals. Also from an economical point of view, bulk
materials will always be used in greater volumes when they get to the market. Even if the added
value charged for the availability of these materials is not as high as what is charged for the thin
coating materials, the differences in volume scale are all but overwhelming an thus justify the
greater interest.
The formulation of useable thin coating base dispersions/solutions itself is also a very well kept
trade secret amongst manufacturers [28]. Even patent registrations from the world’s largest
producers are carefully designed as to not reveal important formulation aspects. This fact poses a
very steep entrance barrier in technology terms. If when using bulk materials one knows exactly
what is being compounded, when using commercial base dispersions/solutions for thin coatings
one will never be fully aware of all the components in use. Being able to formulate thin coating
base dispersions/solutions involves years’ worth of work based on trial and error iterations
without any assurance of success. For this reason the most efficient way of developing
nanocomposite thin coatings is to start with a commercially available base dispersion/solution and
try to develop strategies for incorporating nanomaterials without disrupting the base product’s
stability, ability to form a coating film or the ability to adhere to a given substrate. The described
constraints are bound to drive development time and cost for thin coatings higher than those
necessary for development of bulk materials.
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1.2.2 The role of low friction polymer coatings
Dry-lubrication is mostly used in situations where fluid lubrication is not feasible. However, thin
coatings are also used to impart lubrication characteristics in fluid lubricated mechanisms under
lubricant starving conditions or boundary lubrication. Furthermore these coatings can provide
useful additional characteristics such as vibration damping, chemical protection, elimination of
stick-slip behavior and fretting protection even in fluid lubricated mechanisms.
Using thin coatings allows the designer of a mechanism to take full advantage of the mechanical
characteristics of the underlying substrate without compromising lubrication conditions. This
argument is perhaps the strongest advantage that the usage of thin film coatings provides over the
usage of bulk materials. To make full use of this argument, more wear resistant, higher load
bearing ability and even lower friction characteristics coatings must continuously be developed
[27].
Incorporation of nanomaterials seems like a very promising way to reduce or even eliminate the
current coating offerings’ shortcomings, but combinations of this strategy with other novel
technologies such as the usage of Ionic Liquids also present promising paths for research.

1.3 Motivation
In the current international economical context the search for innovation, product differentiation,
and overall competitiveness from players in a given technological business area has arguably ever
been so intense. From a purely practical perspective and deliberately leaving social and
philosophical questions aside for as relevant and interesting they might be, every player in this
reality must try to maximize the value generated by its work if it is to insure a sustainable growth
perspective. Being able to deliver maximized value generation requires a methodology involving
permanent information gathering, correlation, deduction and planning. During an iteration of one
such effort, an opportunity for value generation incorporating research and development (R&D)
work was identified involving Flupol Lda. and the Faculty of Engineering of the University of
Porto (FEUP). The theme to be pursued in R&D would be the tribological performance of
coatings that Flupol could apply. The driving reason behind this choice was the very current
market trend for energy efficiency, where this type of coatings does have a strong role to play in
innovative products [29-32].
Flupol is an experienced functional fluorinated polymer coating applicator with tradition in
proprietary coating systems development, focused on surface engineering. The company is
recognized as a leader in non-stick coating applications for industrial use, as well as in the sol-gel
ceramic coatings for simultaneous non-stick and high-temperature resistance applications
(cooktop gas burners being a good example of application for these coatings). The trends for
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energy efficiency have recently sprung increasing interest from the industry towards high
performance low-friction coatings. Low-friction characteristics are one of the most well-known
properties of fluorinated polymers and therefore the current trend has an immediate impact on
Flupol’s business strategy. Being aware of the limitations of the state-of-the-art regarding
commercially available fluorinated coating products, an also on competitors’ weaknesses in this
subject, it became clear for the company that development work in this area was necessary to
insure the sought after product performance differentiation that assures generation of added value.
Nanotechnology was envisaged as a very promising route to enhance performance of existing
commercial products, and more interestingly for the development of novel proprietary products.
The development work carried out fits directly into Flupol’s long-standing technological
prediction strategy. At the moment this work was started, the tribological applications market for
Flupol was not very representative at about 2 % of its turnover. However, given the market trends
it was envisaged that the tribological applications market could grow significantly to represent at
least a 15 % growth in turnover.
The team at LEPABE (Laboratory for Process Engineering, Environment, Biotechnology and
Energy) research unit has well reputed experience in both fields of nanotechnology and polymers,
as well as their integration, encompassing varied applications from pharmaceutical process,
biomedical to solar energy products. The opportunity of using the existent knowledge and skills to
cooperate with an industrial company tackling a new area for value generation was a welcome
perspective.
Another well reputed research unit at FEUP is the Tribology and Industrial Maintenance Unit
(CETRIB) of the Department of Mechanical Engineering (DEMec). Validation of any serious
product development effort involving friction characteristics requires rigorous tribological testing
procedures and dedicated equipment. CETRIB also has a long spanning tradition of cooperation
with industrial partners for both development work and product characterization, and full
collaboration was immediately made available to this joint development work.
The scope of development work to be carried out was analysed by the three parties to be involved
and it was concluded that the research material to be produced constituted a strong basis for
performing a relevant doctoral thesis work.
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1.4 Scope
Fluorinated polymers, the best known of which is PTFE [33], have long since demonstrated their
attractiveness as dry lubrication materials in both bulk material and thin coating forms. So low are
the coefficients of friction (COFs) attainable using these materials, that they have been widely
used in low friction applications since as early as the 1950’s [8, 9, 11]. Characteristics of extreme
chemical resistance, low outgassing in vacuum and a wide range of admissible working
temperatures are complementary properties that make these materials even more interesting.
Two very well-known shortcomings of these materials are an extremely high wear rate and a
relatively low load-bearing capability. The most wear resistant competitors of fluorinated
polymers show wear rates that are three orders of magnitude inferior, albeit presenting much
higher COFs.
The basis of this work is the usage of fluorinated polymers as a main ingredient for promoting
low friction [34] in the development of novel polymer coatings.
The development from scratch of coatings containing fluoropolymer was a major part of this
work, implying a very long learning curve that proved worthwhile. Despite the fact that this
development work does not constitute a scientific novelty, it was indeed a necessary step to allow
full understanding of the chemical and physical phenomena that govern the formulation, structure
and performance of these coatings. In addition, it has allowed gaining relevant in-house
knowledge on how to produce such formulations, which is information not available in the open
literature.
The identified shortcomings of PTFE are addressed in this research work and distinct coating
modification strategies are shown as paths to overcome them. The fundamental key for this work
was not to be restrained by a single approach. As such, strategies like modification with solid
nano-materials [35], like graphene nanoplatelets [36, 37], were pursued side by side with
incorporation of microencapsulated and free ionic liquids, as well as combinations of these
approaches.

1.5 Dissertation outline
This PhD thesis is divided into five chapters, including the present introduction.
Figure 1.3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the different topics covered in this thesis and
their articulation.
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Figure 1.3: A schematic diagram illustrating the different topics covered in this thesis and
their articulation.
Chapter 2 describes the work performed regarding methods for manipulating and modifying
coatings with graphene nanoplatelets, the development of fluoropolymer coating formulations
from scratch, the modification of own and commercial formulations using graphene nanoplatelets
and inorganic fullerene-like tungsten disulphide, and the tribological testing methods used for
performance characterization.
Chapter 3 refers to the work performed on microencapsulation of a specific ionic liquid, the
incorporation of the microcapsules into a fluoropolymer based coating system and its tribological
performance characterization. The work with ionic-liquids in tribology is a state-of-the-art matter,
and, especially in the field of coatings, the published scientific work was practically inexistent.
Chapter 4 combines the knowledge acquired during the work presented in chapters 2 and 3,
addressing the production of solid-liquid polymer coatings and nanocomposite solid-liquid
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polymer coatings, as well as their tribological performance characterization. The work presented
in this chapter is also a scientific novelty, given that no work was previously published using
non-constrained ionic-liquids as a coating additive for tribological applications, as well as its
combination with graphene or graphene related materials.
Chapter 5 addresses the conclusions from the performed work as a whole, states the impact of the
work on Flupol’s performance as a technology development company, and states interesting
routes for future work.
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2 NANOCOMPOSITE POLYMER COATINGS
FOR TRIBOLOGY

2.1 Scope
The present chapter focuses on the modification of fluoropolymer based coatings with graphene
and inorganic fullerene-like tungsten disulphide (IF-WS2) nanomaterials for tribological
applications. Some references are made in this chapter to work performed by other authors in this
broader field of research, however it is not the aim of this work to provide the reader with the full
scope of activities in this field. The state of the art section rather presents an as complete as
possible overview of the scientific advances in nanocomposite polymer coatings based on
modifications via incorporation of graphene and IF-WS2, with a strong emphasis on
fluoropolymer based coatings and references to the incorporation of these materials in bulk
polymers.
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2.2 State of the art
2.2.1 Introduction
Tribological behavior of polymer coatings can be strongly affected by numerous parameters. The
relations between these are quite complex in nature and require a wide multidisciplinary approach
to be understood. Understanding these relations is still a very active field in the tribology research
community and it is fair to state that modelling the behavior of these coatings with acceptable
accuracy is still a distant reality. The published scientific work comprising dry lubrication in
general focuses on analyzing experiments performed under controlled conditions. Every
published experiment tries to fill in some gap in the parameter combination that drives the
behavior of these materials. The problem arises when the number of parameters and their
individual scope of variation are assessed. Table 2.1 summarizes the external parameters
influencing dry tribological behavior of a given low-friction polymer coating or solid lubricant
bulk polymer. Combining these parameters to fully characterize a given material is already a
difficult and time consuming task, but when we add the continuous development of new material
systems and composite variations (at nanoscale or other scales) we can easily understand why the
tribological community struggles to achieve a common understanding of the underlying
phenomena governing the behavior of this kind of materials.
A remarkable effort from Burris et al. [1] presents a strong approach for the basis of a model
describing tribological behavior of PTFE nanocomposites. This work is based on the authors’
own tribological experiments while trying to validate other scientists’ published results. Chiu et
al. [2] also published an article reporting the usage of classical molecular dynamics simulation to
predict the tribological behaviors of a mixed system of polyethylene (PE) sliding over PTFE. The
simulation results described the ways in which the mixed PTFE–PE system behaved differently
from either of the homogeneous systems, due to absence of interlocking phases at the interface,
with reasonable agreement to experimental measurements. Unfortunately, the focus of these
works is bulk materials and, while they can be related to some aspects of the behavior of thin
coatings, in most aspects the findings are not directly applicable to this work.
Surprisingly, although bulk PTFE and a variety of bulk PTFE based micro- and nanocomposites
have been very widely studied regarding tribological behavior, comparatively there is almost no
published information on tribological behavior of PTFE based coatings as stated by Holmberg
and Mathews in 1994 [3]. Since then, not much more work has been published on this subject.
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Table 2.1: External parameters influencing tribological behavior of materials

Environment

Tribological Setup

Counterface



Temperature



Media



Pressure



Relative humidity



Load



Speed



Slide / Rolling Contact



Continuous / Reciprocating Motion



Geometry



Material



Finish / Roughness



Geometry

2.2.2 Literature review
Polymer nanocomposites for tribological applications have drawn a lot of attention from industry
and the scientific community especially during the last decade, as can be concluded by consulting
the data from scientific production in this field presented in Figure 2.1. The diversity of
matrix/filler combinations to be found in scientific literature without further narrowing the scope
is quite simply overwhelming. Klaus Friedrich et al. in the reference textbook “Tribology of
polymeric nanocomposites: friction and wear of bulk materials and coatings”[4] present a rather
complete overview of the theme, pointing the widely different applications for these materials and
providing insights for most sub-areas of this research theme.
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Figure 2.1: Number of scientific publications in each year since 1990, as reported in Google
Scholar via a search for the keyword set: Polymer; Nanocomposite; Tribology.
Search performed in March 2015.
The published scientific information most pertinent for this work is available from Nunez, Demas,
Dascalescu, Zhang et al. since 2008 [5-11] and was driven by a necessity from the automotive
industry regarding the elimination of environmentally hazardous lubricants used in airconditioning compressors. A first work concerning bulk composites of aromatic thermosetting
polyester (ATSP)/PTFE composites operating under the standard R134a refrigerant environment
was published [10] where the developed composites compared well with other commercially
available polymers, and this work laid ground for the following efforts. In the same year (2008)
the first publication concerning performance of commercial PTFE based coatings operating under
both CO2 and R134a environments, compared with diamond-like coatings (DLC), was published
[5]. This work deemed the commercially available polymer coatings to compare well with the
DLC coating tested in tribological terms, while having the advantage of not being significantly
affected by the environment conditions. One very important conclusion of this work concerned
the wear characteristics of the polymer based commercial coatings and is of great interest for the
work presented in this chapter. It was found that due to characteristics of the application process
(spraying), the roughness of the applied coatings is much higher than the roughness of the
underlying substrate. Although this will have an impact on wear measurement procedures, it
seems not to affect the coatings’ tribological properties. Under high loading the coatings are
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penetrated and a third body effect caused by the wear debris stabilizes the wear development.
Dascalescu et al. published a follow-up study to assess the tribochemical effects of the
commercial polymer coatings operating under CO2 environment [6], and found that the
tribochemistry involving PTFE and CO2 was actually benefitting the tribological behavior of the
coatings by promoting the formation of metal-fluoride chemical species that enhanced the
adhesion of the transfer film to the substrate. Three different substrates normally found in
automotive compressors were used for comparison purposes and while this effect was common to
all the substrates tested, it was most notable for the Al390-T6 substrate and especially evident at
high CO2 environment pressure. The latest publication on the subject is from Nunez et al. [9] and
was

aimed

to

compare

performance

between

polyetheretherketone

(PEEK)/PTFE,

PTFE/molybdenum disulphide (MoS2), fluorocarbon and PEEK/ceramic coatings under both
starved lubrication and dry conditions. The best results were found for the PEEK/PTFE polymer
coating under both starved lubrication and dry sliding, with reported friction coefficients as low as
0.03 and wear rates of 1.11×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1. These results are in good agreement with work
published by Bijwe et al. [12], Burris et al. [13, 14] and Vail et al. [15] on the tribological
synergistic effects of PEEK/PTFE in bulk polymer nanocomposites. A revisiting of the
ATSP/PTFE composite was performed by Zhang and Polycarpou [11], but this time a polymer
coating was tested instead of a bulk composite. The results compared favorably with a
commercial PTFE based coating used in the previous publications regarding wear resistance and
were similar if somewhat inferior regarding friction coefficient. The ATSP/PTFE composite
coating was concluded to provide a better wear resistant material than the commercial PTFE
based coating.
Gebhard et al. presented a study also driven by the automotive industry, focused on
nanostructured slide coatings for high temperature applications inside the engine compartment
[16]. These are normally low friction polymer coatings and therefore are of interest for the current
work. The article covers chemical, mechanical and tribological properties of the most common
binders found in these types of coatings, some reinforcement approaches regarding the usage of
micro sized carbon fibers, and nanoparticle modified microcomposite coatings. Relevant findings
include the characterization of polyamide-imide (PAI) and diglycidil ether of bisphenol-A
(BADGE) epoxy resins as these are the most commonly used binders for high temperature slide
coatings, concluding that BADGE resins are sufficiently high performance binders while being
economically favorable due to low cost, and that PAI binders lead to the best overall tribological
properties while implying a considerable cost increase to the coating system. Another finding of
interest and in agreement with general nanocomposite polymer coating tribological literature is
found when comparing a commercial PEEK based microcomposite coating containing short
carbon fibers (SCF), graphite and PTFE; to a nano-ZnS and nano-TiO2 filled coating with equal
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base composition [17, 18]. The authors found higher wear resistance for the nano-filled
composite, irrespective of operating temperatures. On the coefficient of friction it was found that
up to 150 ºC both materials returned roughly the same value, but above this temperature the
coefficient of friction for the nano-filled material proved to be much less influenced by operating
temperature. At 225 ºC the coefficient of friction for the nano-filled coating material was 63 %
inferior to the commercial microcomposite coating material.
Zhang et al. published very complete results on the tribological performance of PEEK coatings,
assessing the influence of crystalline polymer structures imparted by the coating’s cooling rate
after application, as well as the influence on nano-SiC fillers (50 nm mean diameter) [19]. It was
concluded that the best tribological properties for PEEK coatings are achieved with amorphous
polymer structures, imparted by fast cooling rates. Nano-SiC fillers added to an amorphous PEEK
coating showed a lower coefficient of friction than the unfilled coating for the tested conditions,
and furthermore it was noted that the dependence of the coefficient of friction on sliding speed
was much reduced compared with the unfilled coating. Wear resistance of the nano-SiC filled
amorphous PEEK coating was superior to the unfilled coating under all the tested conditions.
Impact of the nano-SiC fillers on abrasive wear of the sliding counterpart was however not
thoroughly studied which was presented as a concern for the authors.
Y. Kim has published an article on the development and testing of a low friction polymer coating
for piston skirts in combustion engines that is particularly interesting for this work [20]. The
coating uses PAI as a binder, PTFE particles as solid lubricant additive and γ-amino
trimethoxysilane (ATS) functionalized nanodiamonds (300 nm) obtained by detonation process.
The coating was tested in a real engine and compared to a state-of-the-art MoS2 coating normally
applied to piston skirts. The developed coating compared favourably regarding both wear
resistance and friction coefficient aspects. Optimal nanodiamond contents were found to be 1 %wt
due to particle agglomeration problems appearing at higher concentrations. The usage of ATS in a
concentration of 4 % wt was studied as the optimal point to prevent nanodiamond reagglomeration and promote chemical interaction between nanodiamond, PAI and PTFE. This
work is related to a past article by Tanaka where the addition of diamonds obtained by shockcompression (SD) to a base material composed of polyimide (PI) and PTFE was studied. The SD
filler showed to reduce the coefficient of friction and enhance the wear resistance in relation to the
bulk polymer. This effect was verified under both air and water testing environments. Wear rates
were reported to be of 10-7 mm3.N-1.m-1 magnitude [21].
Two works by Schrameyer [22] and Kandanur et al. [23] comprise all of the published work
focused on PTFE/graphene nano platelet (GNP) composites for tribological applications. These
publications are however focused on bulk polymers and do not present any consideration about
the usage of these nanocomposites in thin coating form. These publications report on dramatic
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reductions of wear rates for the PTFE/graphene nanocomposites,
-4

3

-1

10-7 mm3.N-1.m-1

-1

when compared to unfilled PTFE 10 mm .N .m , albeit these wear rate levels are only achieved
with over 2 %wt GNP incorporation. These results provide a strong motivation for the present
work albeit no information has been posted by either author regarding the influence of GNP on
the coefficient of friction. Wear rates of 10-7 mm3.N-1.m-1 magnitude have been reported in the
past by Burris and Sawyer using Al2O3 nanoparticles with 5 %wt incorporation [24]. Burris and
Sawyer however reported inconsistent results regarding measurements of coefficient of friction,
but a general trend for increased friction with increasing nanoparticle concentration.
Huang et al. [25]

presented

a self-lubricating & anti-wear graphene oxide/nano-

polytetrafluoroethylene hybrid material additive abbreviated (GNF), and incorporated it into PI
and epoxy (EP) matrices to yield bulk nanocomposite polymers. Tribological testing was
performed using a steel ball on flat nanocomposite specimens’ configuration, in linear
reciprocating motion. The GNF additive was prepared by adding GO and acrylic-acid-irradiated
nano-PTFE into DMF and sonicating the suspension with the addition of 4-4’oxydianiline,
followed by washing, filtering and drying to obtain a black GNF fine powder additive. A
reduction of more than two orders of magnitude in specific wear rate accompanied by a reduction
of nearly 60 % in COF was obtained for both nanocomposite types at a GNF incorporation level
of 1 %wt. Similar results for GO incorporation (functionalized and non-modified) into varied PI
matrices under different tribological testing setups including a water-lubricated experiment were
reported by various authors [26-31], confirming the interest of GO as a filler of choice for PI in
tribological applications.
An interesting publication by Pan on the tribological properties of polyphenylene sulfide
(PPS)/graphene nanocomposite coatings reported much lower coefficient of friction and enhanced
wear resistance when compared with pure PPS coatings [32]. Note that the article is written in
Chinese and therefore only the abstract could be reviewed for the scope of this work.
Another publication from the same author relates to bulk polymer nanocomposites produced from
monomer casting (MC) nylon and amine modified graphene oxide (GO) [33]. Tribological testing
of this material was performed with different levels of modified GO incorporation in a block-onring configuration against GCr15 steel. In this publication, GO was synthesized from graphite
flakes via the Hummers method [34] and subsequently functionalized with octadecylamine for
better interaction with the nylon matrix. The results show that at an optimum functionalized GO
content of 0.05 %wt, the specific wear rate dropped from the reference value of
1.4×10-4 mm3.N-1.m-1 for the unfilled MC nylon to 1×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1, while simultaneously the
COF dropped from about 0.72 to 0.53. It was also reported that the sensitivity of the
nanocomposite to sliding velocity impact on the specific wear rate was much lower than that of
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the unfilled polymer. Wang et al. [35] reported similar results when testing multi-layer graphene
(MLG) filled polyvinylchloride (PVC), albeit the best performing nanocomposite only achieved
the reported 56 % reduction in specific wear rate and 81 % reduction in COF implied an
incorporation of 1.08 %wt MLG. The comparison of these results further points out the
importance on nanomaterial functionalization to maximize interaction with the host matrix [3638]. Tai et al. present tribological results for the incorporation of GO into a ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) bulk matrix, and report optimum results for a GO concentration
of 3 %wt comprising a reduction in specific wear rate of 55 % albeit accompanied by a slight
increase of circa 10 % in COF, concluding that the material could be a good candidate for usage
as an acetabular prosthesis component in hip and knee total joint replacement instead of the
currently used unfilled UHMWPE.
A brief reference should be made to the work of authors proving the interesting tribological
properties of graphene mostly as an additive to a fluid lubricant. Huang et al. [39] where the
tribological properties of graphite nanosheets when added to a base oil are assessed and it is
concluded that both the load carrying ability and the wear reducing properties of the base oil are
enhanced at an optimal concentration as low as 1.0×10-2 %wt. At this concentration a coefficient
of friction reduction of over 75 % is also measured. A publication from Lin et al. [40] reports on
the usage of modified graphene platelets as an additive to a base lubricant to enhance tribological
properties. Here the graphene platelets were functionalized using undisclosed ratios of stearic and
oleic acids and then added to the base lubricant. Tribological testing revealed that incorporation as
low as 7.5×10-2 %wt deemed a measured 25 % drop in average COF when compared to the
unmodified base oil. Other authors have published consistent research results pointing towards the
high interest of graphene and related materials as an additive to potentially replace
environmentally hazardous extreme pressure additives used in current greases and oils, and even
as a lubricating additive for water based lubricants[31, 41-60].
Inorganic fullerene-like derivatives of transition metal dichalcogenides, as initially reported by
Tenne et al. [61], Feldman et al. [62], and Rapoport et al. [63, 64], also present themselves as
nanomaterials of interest for this work. The usefulness of platelet shaped transition metal
dichalcogenides as solid lubricants has been long known to the tribologic community [65, 66],
inclusively as fillers for PTFE bulk polymer and coatings [67, 68]. However, these platelet like
particles are prone to rapid degradation due to the adherence of the reactive groups present on the
platelet edges to the sliding metal counterfaces. The fullerene-like versions of these materials
show a much reduced presence of such edges and as such, of problematic chemical groups. The
effectiveness of IF-WS2 as a tribological performance enhancement additive for bulk polymers is
well documented. Rapoport et al. [69] have reported on the extremely positive influence of IFWS2 fillers in epoxy and polyacetal leading to drastic reductions in both COF and specific wear
rate, Naffakh et al. reported similar results for the incorporation into isotactic polypropylene [70,
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71], PPS [72-74] and nylon 6 [75], while both Kalin et al. [76] and Naffakh et al. [77] also
reported similar benefits for the incorporation into PEEK. Published research also exists on the
use of IF-WS2 in coatings for tribological applications [78], however this is strongly focused on
metal-matrix nanocomposites and contributes to the present research only due to the callout for
the problem of particle agglomeration and suggestions to solve the same, as well as with a
thorough explanation of the mechanisms for lubrication presented by these materials. The issue of
particle agglomeration and its impact in the behavior of IF-WS2 containing nanocomposites or
fluid lubricants has been studied by Moshkovith et al. [79, 80], Hou et al. [81] and Rapoport et al.
[82], and it has been concluded that a small degree of particle agglomeration can in fact be
positive due to earlier triggering of secondary lubrication mechanisms that work synergistically,
but large particle agglomerations must be carefully avoided due to the same type of effects
usually encountered in general polymer nanocomposites that consist in accelerated cracking,
transfer film instability, among other undesirable effects.
In the same fashion as graphene, IF-WS2 has also been studied as an additive to fluid lubricants
and concluded to be highly effective in lowering both the COF and the specific wear rate in the
studied contacts [64, 80, 82-86], and also to be a potential replacement for

replace

environmentally hazardous extreme pressure additives used in current greases and oils.
The available research on IF-WS2 does not extend to nanocomposite polymer coatings, but the
reported results, regarding incorporation in varied bulk polymer matrices, comprise enough
evidence that this nanomaterial should be investigated in the scope of this work.

2.3 Materials
The materials of reference used in this work are described in this section regarding general
structure and properties; for completeness the sources of the materials used are also declared.

2.3.1 Polymers
2.3.1.1 PTFE
Polytetrafluorethylene

(PTFE)

was

accidentally discovered by Roy Plunkett in
1938 [87], during an attempt to synthetize a
new chlorofluorocarbon refrigerant. This

Figure 2.2: The molecule of PTFE and its

accident led to the discovery of an

composing monomer unit. 3D image adapted

extremely versatile polymer, composed of

from http://www.3dchem.com.
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repeated units of the tetrafluoroethylene monomer as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The molecule is
characterized by a strong carbon backbone, typically with very high length, and consequently
high molecular weight. This backbone is shielded by fluorine atoms connected by strong and very
stable covalent C-F bonds that arrange themselves spatially in a helix form. It is thus a linear
molecule that uses the fluorine electronegativity to impede interactions of other elements with the
carbon backbone, rendering the polymer inert to practically all chemicals [88, 89], while also
taking advantage of its strong internal bonds to achieve stability in a remarkably wide temperature
range [89, 90]. These characteristics compose an interesting set of attributes for its usage in
tribology, but the most interesting property of this polymer for tribology is its low inherent COF
[4]. This feature is also directly driven by the molecular characteristics, since the long, highly
inert molecules present the ability to slide on each other with very low shear resistance. The factor
that raises the shear resistance of PTFE is actually the molecular entanglement, and therefore the
most interesting grades for tribology are low molecular weight grades [4, 91]. The downside of
this feature is the low resistance to wear due to the formation of large platelet-like debris from the
transfer film, which is where the focus of this work resides. The PTFE micro powders used in the
formulation development during this work were purchased from Dupont, and the grade was
Zonyl® MP 1600 N [92].

2.3.1.2 Polyamide-imide
Polyamide-imides (PAI) are high temperature stable thermoplastic polymers that show
exceptional toughness and resistance to chemical attack [93]. These polymers are often used in
formulations with fluoropolymers to promote substrate adhesion, since they are able to withstand
the temperatures required for fluoropolymer sintering or coalescence, and still present more than
adequate chemical resistance [91].
Figure 2.3 shows the schematic chemical structure of the amic acid precursor that upon heating
polymerizes into the imidized form of PAI with liberation of water.
As PAI is highly resistant to wear and presents a low COF, it is well suited for use as a binder in

Figure 2.3: a) Schematic structure of amic acid precursor to Torlon® AI-10 polymer;
b) Schematic structure of Torlon® AI-10 polyamide-imide.
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low-friction coating formulations and therefore interesting for the present work. The PAI used in
this work was purchased from Solvay, and the grade was Torlon ® AI-10 LM [93].

2.3.1.3 Epoxy
Epoxides and the epoxide cross-linking reactions are
among the most widely known and explored polymers
and polymerization reactions. In this section only a
brief mention of the cross-linking polymerization
of bisphenol-A Figure 2.4: Schematic structure of
diglycidil (BADGE). Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 Bisphenol-A.
reaction

behind

the

formation

respectively show the schematic chemical structures of bisphenol-A (BPA) and epichlorohydrin,
which are the reactants used to produce BADGE epoxies (Figure 2.6) in the presence of a catalyst.
The most common hardeners for BADGE are amines. The type of amine to be used, as well as the
stoichiometric ratio in the reaction, strongly influences the reaction kinetics and the final material
properties. When formulating a coating, the reaction kinetics is an
important factor since it establishes the useful working time.
This is of interest for the present work as epoxide resins are useful as
Figure 2.5: Schematic

binders

structure

formulations, while also being significantly less costly than any other

of

and

adhesion

promoters

of

fluoropolymer

coating

of the typically used polymers for the same purpose. These polymers

epichlorohydrin.

also show very good chemical resistance properties combined with
relatively low glass-transition temperatures (Tg), that are however not totally compromising on
their usability, and can be more easily influenced by the fillers used for tribological
performance enhancement.

Figure 2.6: Schematic structure of BADGE.
A further point of distinction between epoxy and the other polymer binders used in the scope of
this work is the cure temperature. The low curing temperature of BADGE, which can be cured
from room temperature, makes this polymer a useful binder for coating application to heatsensitive substrate. On the other hand, the low Tg of the resulting cured material, effectively
reduces the operating temperature ceiling for the coatings when applied to metal parts for
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example. Furthermore, low curing temperatures are insufficient to promote the sintering or
coalescence of the incorporated fluoropolymers, thus implicating that coatings based on BADGE
cannot present a fully formed fluoropolymer film at the surface, but rather closely packed
fluoropolymer primary particles.
In the scope of this work the used epoxy resin was purchased from Huntsman, and the grade was
Araldite® LY 5052 cured with Aradur® 5052, the latter consisting on a mixture of polyamines
[94].

2.3.1.4 Polyimide
Polyimides (PI) are ladder polymers
built from imide monomers. The
variety of PI chemical structures is
enormous and as a consequence so is
the variety of physical properties
attainable with these polymers. PIs
can inclusively be made colorless and
stretchable by hand while maintaining
other typical properties associated
with these materials. One common
physical

property

across

all

the

Figure 2.7: Schematic structures of a dianhydride and

varieties of PIs is high temperature

a diamine, reacting to form a polyimide.

stability, arising from the imide
groups.

A

stable

operating

temperature of 450 ºC is usual for these polymers, coupled with Tg above 320 ºC.
This high temperature stability combined with high abrasion resistance, low COF and strong
adhesion to metals; make PI interesting candidates for fluoropolymer containing low friction
coatings. In the scope of this work P84 polyimide from Evonik was used [95]. It consists of a
solution in N-Ethylpyrrolidone (NEP) at 35 %wt solids. Since the solubilized polymer was
completely imidized, processing the resin into a coating film consisted only on evaporating the
solvent at appropriate temperature. The actual chemical structure of P84 is not revealed by the
manufacturer.
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2.3.1.5 Polyetheretherketone
Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is a thermoplastic polymer that presents high thermal stability, with
a Tg around 143 ºC and a melt temperature of around 343 ºC, albeit maintaining useful mechanical
properties for service at temperatures as high as 250 ºC. PEEK is also known for its high
resistance to abrasion, combined high
stiffness and impact resistance, high
resistance

to

chemical

attack,

and

effectiveness of interactions with varied
Figure 2.8: Schematic structure of PEEK.

fillers including fluoropolymers. As a
bulk polymer with varied fillers it is a

material of choice for tribological applications as demonstrated by the large number of scientific
publications based on this material. PEEK grades filled with fluoropolymers are readily available
for injection or extrusion moulding with reputed effectiveness in friction and wear performance.
Since the COF of pure PEEK is rather high, these composites make true use of synergy taking
advantage of PEEK as a rigid and wear resistant matrix, while using the fluoropolymer filler for
COF reduction. This polymer is also known for its good adhesion to metals upon melting and
therefore presents a combination of properties that make it a promising candidate for use as a
binder in low friction polymer coatings. In the scope of this work PEEK was purchased from
Victrex and the grade used was Vicote F804, which is the simpler water-based PEEK dispersion
offered by the company.

2.3.2 Nanomaterials
The nanomaterials used in this work were GNP (Graphene Nano Platelets) and GO (Graphene
Oxide) obtained by oxidation of GNP. A complementary material to be tested during the
development activities is IF-WS2 (Inorganic Fullerene-like Tungsten Disulfide) solid lubricant
nano-additive.

2.3.2.1 Graphene nanoplatelets
GNP consists of few-layer stacked graphene sheets containing only residual carboxyl and
hydroxyl functional groups resulting from sonochemical processing during manufacturing. These
platelets can contain minor lattice defects also rising from its processing route. GNPs are
commercially available and provide a repeatable and attractively priced basis for reaching
nanocomposite performances similar to those achievable with pristine graphene sheets. GNPs
used in this work were purchased from XG Sciences, Inc. and the grade used was M5 [96]. Grade
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M5 GNPs are 5 μm in average length but only 6 to 8 nm in thickness, with a claimed surface area
of [120-150] m2.g-1 and a bulk density of [0.05-0.25] g/cm3.
Figure 2.9 shows two Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the used GNP-M5
particles, as deposited on a support fixture from an NMP dispersion having the solvent been
evaporated at room temperature for 48 h.

Figure 2.9: SEM images of GNP-M5 particles in as supplied condition; a) 50000x
magnification; b) 200000x magnification.
These images illustrate the aspect ratio of the GNP particles, as well as the mostly flat geometry
of individual flakes.

2.3.2.2 Graphene oxide
GO is obtained from a graphite precursor using either sonochemical or purely chemical
exfoliation processing routes following the reference Hummers method [34] or a modified version
of the same. The degree of exfoliation of graphene planes can be controlled according to the
needs of research by varying the stoichiometry of the reagents involved in the oxidation process,
namely controlling the amount of added KMnO4. GO can be further processed into a material
designated as RGO (Reduced Graphene Oxide). The reduction of GO is aimed at removing the
oxide containing groups from the planes and edges of the GO particles and making it similar in
concept to either GNPs or even pristine graphene. Reduction processes can be tuned to almost
completely eliminate the residual oxide containing groups from the material, but in this process
further structural defects will inevitably be generated in the graphene planes. There are two ways
for the reduction of GO to be carried out: chemical reduction [97] or thermal reduction [98]. Both
processing methods can be quite effective at eliminating the oxide containing functional groups;
however the thermal reduction process will cause the final particles to be much wrinkled and
further distant from the concept of pristine graphene sheets.
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Figure 2.10 shows two SEM images of GO particles synthesized at LEPABE, as deposited on a
support fixture from an NMP dispersion having the solvent been evaporated at room temperature
for 48 h.

Figure 2.10: SEM images of GO particles in as synthesized condition; a) 50000x
magnification; b) 200000x magnification.
These images illustrate the aspect ratio of the GO particles, showing their smaller lateral
dimensions as compared to the GNP-M5 particles, as well as their highly wrinkled morphology as
a consequence of attractive interactions between oxygen-containing groups within the basal
planes of the platelets.
In the course of this work, the oxidized graphene related material used was not GO, but an
oxidized version of GNP produced by adapting the Hummers method [34] to commercial
GNP-M5 particles. The obtained material was designated GNPox, denoting an oxidized version
of the commercial GNPs. This procedure was performed at LEPABE using the same parameters
as for the preparation of GO.

2.3.2.3 Fullerene-like Tungsten disulfide
Tungsten disulfide (WS2) micro particles are a classical solid-lubricant additive used in lowfriction coatings. WS2 particles are extremely hard and their impact on the load-bearing ability of
a polymer coating is strongly felt. These particles can be incorporated in polymer composite
coatings or even be applied directly to the surface of metals with no binding matrix at all. The
lubricating ability of these particles is derived from its graphite-like lamellar configuration, taking
advantage of the weak forces that bind the planes together. IF-WS2 particles however possess
curved planes and show a claimed nearly spherical morphology. The nearly spherical morphology
delays particle degradation and also chemical oxidizing phenomena that typically blocks their
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lubricating characteristics. The combination of these effects coupled with a possible third-body
lubrication effect can provide very interesting tribological properties to novel polymer
nanocomposites in dry-lubrication applications. IF-WS2 particles used in this work were
purchased from Apnano, and the grade used was NanoLub ® RL. The primary particle size is [90160] nm with a quasi-spherical morphology and a claimed surface area of [38-45] m2.g-1, with a
bulk density of [0.7-1.1] g/cm3.This grade is no longer advertised on the company’s website, but
the general data for the particles remains the same and only the commercial designation has
changed [99].

Figure 2.11: SEM images of IF-WS2 Nanolub® RL particles in as supplied condition; a)
50000x magnification; b) 250000x magnification.
Figure 2.11 shows two SEM images of the used IF-WS2 particles as deposited on a support
fixture from an NMP dispersion having the solvent been evaporated at room temperature for 48 h.
There is a strong tendency for the individual IF-WS2 particles to agglomerate, and as can be
viewed in image b) the actual individual particles show more of a rod-like morphology than the
quasi-spherical one that is claimed by the manufacturer.
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2.4 Methods
A general description of the most pertinent methods used along this work is provided in this
section.

2.4.1 Ultrasonic mixing
Ultrasounds are very similar to sound
waves detectable by the human ears,
Figure 2.12. They consist on the cyclic
compression and tension of a propagation
media such as water for example, but to be
considered ultrasonic the frequency of the
Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of the compression/tension
tension/compression cycles in ultrasound waves.

cycles

must

be

superior to 20 kHz.

The rapid sequence of compression/tension cycles causes the occurrence of cavitation in the
propagation media, which grows and then collapses. When a cavitation bubble collapses, a media
jet is projected at very high speeds producing strong shear forces. The rapid sequence of these
phenomena uniformly spread through the propagation media is the basis for the effectiveness of
ultrasonic agitation. The collapse of a cavitation bubble is best described as quasi-adiabatic
process, and as a collateral effect the ultrasonic agitation procedures generate a considerable
amount of heat which must be accounted for and controlled. The generation of an ultrasonic wave
is performed with transducers that vibrate at the intended frequencies. Due to the high frequencies
involved in the ultrasound generation process, piezo-electric ceramics are typically used to excite
eigenfrequencies of the transducer horns. Effective ultrasound power is calculated from the
vibration amplitude combined with the frequency of the wave rather than by measuring the power
consumption of the transducer, this implies that effective ultrasonic power is dependent on the
propagation media used.

2.4.2 High-shear mixing
High-shear mixers are used to disperse a phase,
either solid or fluid, into a continuous phase
through

the

application

of

high

velocity

gradients within the continuous phase, in
combination with mechanical shock from the
phase to be dispersed with the equipment faces
Figure 2.13: Schematic sketch of the
rotor-stator high-shear mixing principle.
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or edges. Figure 2.13 shows a schematic sketch of a
particular type of high-shear mixer that was used during this
work; a rotor-stator mixer. The combination of the
continuous phase velocity gradients in different flow
directions subjects the phase to be dispersed to high shear
forces that have the ability to individualize agglomerated
solid particles, or to reduce the micelle size of a fluid phase
Figure

2.14:

Photo

of

a

rotor-stator mixing head tip.
Adapted

from

http://www.ikausa.com.

to be dispersed. Stabilization of the dispersed phase must be
guaranteed through the use of surfactants or rheology
modifiers

to

prevent

the

dispersed

phase

from

re-agglomerating. The rotor used in these mixers typically
spins at high rpm (thousands of rpm), and the ideal rotation
velocity is dependent on the characteristics of both phases

at play. Similarly to the ultrasonic agitation process, high-shear mixers also produce heat as a
function of the phase system viscosity and the rotation speed. The generated heat must also be
accounted for and dully controlled to minimize negative impact on desired results.

2.4.3 Tribological testing
The ultimate goals of this work can only be verified via a solid tribological property assessment
procedure. From the statements presented in section 2.2.1, two aspects regarding tribological
testing can easily be concluded:


No single tribological experiment setup can be representative of the full tribological
properties of the materials involved.



Small variations of a tribological experiment setup can deem the results not comparable.

From these two conclusions we can draw support for the
choices made in this work regarding the tribological setups to
be used.
The choice of an appropriate tribometer configuration was
first based on reflections about a likely final use for the
developed coatings, typical test duration and setup robustness.
A likely usage for the developed coatings will be as a
lubricant in plain bearings. Figure 2.15 depicts a typical plain
bearing/shaft arrangement where the coated elements are the

Figure 2.15: Plain bearing

bearing surfaces. While the coating of the bearing surface is

and shaft mount illustration.
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the most common approach, it is also feasible and in some cases desirable for the coated element
to be the shaft. Of good use to the reproducibility of the results obtained in this work is the fact
that PTFE based polymer coatings are somewhat insensitive to small variations of environmental
parameters such as ambient temperature and relative humidity. The tribometer used during this
work was not enclosed in a controlled environment chamber, but installed in a well maintained
test room, built in a thermally and acoustically isolated laboratory, where these environmental
parameters are not prone to large variations. Measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity parameters during the testing activities were performed to assure that the occurring
variations did not exceed acceptable levels.
Extensive work was developed towards establishing a meaningful and repeatable testing
procedure, trying to guarantee that the only variable introduced would be the coating applied to
the test specimen. This work has covered different tribometer configurations, test specimen design
and data acquisition procedures. The following description for tribological setups and validation
procedures is a summarized overview of the actions taken.

2.4.3.1 Block on ring setup
A block on ring test configuration was initially used as it was very
representative of the coating usage on a plain bearing in contact
with a rotating shaft. As illustrated in Figure 2.16, the test specimen
is placed on top of the sliding track that constitutes the contact
counterface and a normal load is applied to the test specimen. The
surface of the test specimen in contact with the sliding track is
coated with the product to be tested and is highlighted in red. The
test specimen can only move vertically and is secured in contact
due to the applied load. The sliding track can only rotate and the
rotation velocity is defined through the tribometer controller as a
test parameter. The friction force data acquisition equipment

Figure 2.16: Illustration

encompassed a load cell, an extensometer bridge and a data

of conformal block on

acquisition card with a system sensitivity of 0.063 N. The friction

ring tribological setup.

force data was plotted in real time through a self-designed Lab
View software interface that allowed exporting the acquired data to MS Excel files for processing
including COF calculation. When the motor of the tribometer is running there is a standard
reading fluctuation of +/- 0.200 N due to electromagnetic interference. The available sensitivity is
perfectly sufficient for the magnitude of forces to measure. For a typical applied load of 150 N,
the standard fluctuation would yield an error of +/-0.0013 on the COF value. With this block-on-
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ring configuration a typical reading for the COF is μ=0.20, yielding an error of +/- 0.67 % from
the reading fluctuation.
This setup allows variation of load and sliding speeds, and the theoretical initial contact area
between specimen and track is easily calculated. COF is computed through the value of the
friction force, which is acquired using the load cell to measure the reaction force of the specimen
on its lateral support. Wear measurement must be performed by mass loss measurements to be
executed by accurately weighing the coated specimen before and after the trial.
Despite the extensive amount of work developed with this setup in the 18 months of this work,
the problems with specimen-to-track alignment, the impossibility of measuring wear through a
visually informative method, the lack of repeatability between test runs, and the difficulty and
uncertainty level associated with the wear rate measurement procedure, forced the abandonment
of this test setup.

2.4.3.2 Crossed-cylinders setup
The second test configuration used in this work was a
crossed-cylinders configuration and illustrated in
Figure 2.17. The test specimen is the ring (external
track of a standard 30211-A tapered roller bearing,
made of SAE 52100 steel) which is coated with the
product to be tested on its outer surface (hilighted in
red). A cylindrical pin (standard roller for commercial
roller bearings with 5 mm diameter and 19.8 mm
length, made of SAE 52100 steel) constitutes the
contact counterface and is placed with its revolution
Figure

2.17:

Illustration

of

crossed-cylinders tribological setup.

axis oriented perpendicularly to the test specimen’s
revolution axis. The loading is applied directly through
the counterface cylinder and a theoretical single-point

contact is established. The counterface pin can only move vertically and is secured in contact due
to the applied load. The test specimen can only rotate and the rotation velocity is defined through
the tribometer controller as a test parameter. As per with the block-on-ring configuration, the
friction force data acquisition equipment encompassed a load cell, an extensometer bridge and a
data acquisition card with a system sensitivity of 0.063 N. The friction force data was plotted in
real time through a self-designed Lab View software interface that allowed exporting the acquired
data to MS Excel files for processing including COF calculation. When the motor of the
tribometer is running there is a standard reading fluctuation of +/- 0.200 N due to electromagnetic
interference. The available sensitivity is perfectly sufficient for the magnitude of forces to
measure. For a typical applied load of 150 N, the standard fluctuation would yield an error of +/-
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0.0013 on the COF value. With this crossed-cylinders configuration a typical reading for the COF
is μ=0.06, yielding an error of +/- 2.22 % from the reading fluctuation which is still deemed
acceptable.
This configuration can also be considered representative of a plain bearing geometry, if working
with the coating applied to the shaft. Using this setup there is more coating material available to
be tested and the formation of a transfer film is facilitated. As the transfer film formed during
tribological contact is responsible for the lubricating ability of polymer coatings, this setup
provides a more stable assessment method and a “higher resolution” observation of the changes in
material behavior during the wear process. This setup also allows the variation of load and sliding
speeds to enable a wide characterization of the materials to be tested.
A numerical finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to estimate the actual initial contact
pressure in these tests under 150 N load. This was a non-linear analysis performed in ABAQUS
software. The model was built around a section of the test track that was sufficiently wide not to
disturb the stress distribution caused by the contact pair while keeping required computational
resources reasonably low. The counterface pin was modeled as linear elastic AISI 52100 steel, as
well as the test track section. The base assumption for the model was that the coating would be
entirely composed of PTFE with a thickness of 30 µm. This assumption allowed for modeling the
coating’s material behavior with a Drucker-Prager viscoelastic constitutive model, that more
acurately represents the coating’s mechanical behavior. The 30 µm thick coating was
“numerically bonded” to the test track segment by “tie” constraints. The numerical contact
modelling was defined as to allow slip between contact surfaces and not allow inerpenetration. A
150 N vertical force was applied to the counterface pin, and the contact pressure and area were
assessed on the coating surface, as well as on the counterface pin surface for results
cross-checking. Figure 2.18 illustrates the simulation geometry and contact pressure results on
both contact surfaces.
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Figure 2.18: FEA simulation of the crossed-cylinders contact pair for 150 N applied load;
a) general view, b) contact pressure plot on counterface pin, c) contact pressure plot on
coating surface, d) magnification of the contact patch on the counterface pin,
e) magnification of the contact patch on the coating surface showing plastic deformation.
From the FEA results, for an applied load of 150 N, the initial contact area is 1.062 mm2, the
initial mean contact pressure is 141.24 MPa (maximum contact pressure 450 MPa), the coating
presents a plastic deformation of 3.5 µm in the thickness direction, and the counterface pin does
not present any plastic deformation.
This simulation is important for the tribological analysis because if a closed-form calculation of
the Hertzian initial contact pressure was performed for these conditions ignoring the presence of
the coating, it would yield a mean contact pressure of 1.72 GPa which is very different from the
actual contact pressure computed through the simulation.
A 141.24 MPa initial contact pressure is very high for this type of coating. Commercial
formulation providers usually advise that the coating should be used only up to 10 MPa contact
pressure. However, the contact pressure used for these trials allows us to be much faster in the
assessment of coating behavior differences, since it accelerates coating wear quite considerably,
and as such was deemed adequate for this work.
All the test curves obtained using this tribological setup presented in this chapter are an average of
3 separate trials, unless otherwise indicated in the text. In this chapter, all tribological tests
presented were performed at 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

2.4.3.3 Wear rate measurement procedure for crossed-cylinders setup
Removed material volume on the tracks tested with the crossed-cylinders tribological setup was
performed by topographical analysis with a (Hömmel Tester T4000 bench top) mechanical stylus
profilometer, eqquiped with a Hömmel TKL 300/17 probe, and a high precision motorized x-y
table. The precision table allows the scan of the wear tracks by measuring a series of roughness
profiles taken 5 µm apart. For the presented measurements, 101 roughness profiles were taken for
each measured sample and then transformed in a 3D surface map by polynomial interpolation of
these profiles using the Hömmel Map software supplied with the machine.
Wear rate was calculated according to Equation 2.1, where (𝑊̇ ) is the wear rate (mm3 .N-1 .m-1),
(𝑉) is the removed material volume (mm3), (𝑑) is the sliding length (m), and (𝐿) is the applied
load (N).
𝑊̇ = 𝑉⁄(𝐿 × 𝑑)

34
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The removed material volume used for wear rate calculations of each coating, was an average of 4
measurements taken 90º apart on each of the 3 separate tracks. This average, corresponding to the
removed material volume from 0.5 mm of track length, was then extrapolated to the whole
perimeter of the track to yield the total removed material volume for a particular track according
to Equation 2.2, where 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , 𝑣3 and 𝑣4 correspond to the individual measurements performed 90º
apart on each test track.
𝑉=

((𝑣1 +𝑣2 +𝑣3 +𝑣4 )⁄4)×𝜋×∅
0.5

(Equation 2.2)

The procedure for an individual removed material volume measurement is illustrated in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Procedure used to perform an individual removed material volume
measurement.

Topography

as

acquired.

Corrected topography by
insertion of a midplane,
representing the average
initial surface roughness.

Measurement of removed
material volume up to the
height of the midplane in
the selected area.
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This type of analysis is more precise that the mass loss technique because it provides information
on the wear track geometry, and as the measurement is volumetric, it is independent of the
considered material density.
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2.5 GNP incorporation in
commercial formulations
2.5.1 Water-based commercial
formulations
Two initial considerations were made prior to starting work
based

on

commercially

available

fluoropolymer

formulations. The first decision was to start with
water-based formulations given that they are more
environmentally friendly than solvent-based counterparts.
The second decision was to elect an “as simple as possible”
formulation to minimize the extent of unknown variables.
Based on these decisions, a basic water-based PTFE
top-coat dispersion was selected from Dupont® de
Nemours; 851N-224. This dispersion is about as simple as
commercially available formulations get, since its solid
components are only PTFE and an undisclosed pigment of
green color. It is relevant to state that in the fluoropolymer
coatings world even a water-based formulation like this
particular one, can contain as much as 15 %wt volatile

Figure 2.19:
a) CWPTFE with 5 %wt addition
of IPA;

organic compounds (VOCs) necessary to provide adequate

b) CWPTFE after 30 s exposure to

film formation during PTFE sintering.

ultrasonic bath agitation.

2.5.1.1 Stability of commercial water-based PTFE formulations
The first document consulted for establishing a GNP incorporation strategy into the commercially
available water-based PTFE formulation (CWPTFE) was Dispersion

Notes from XG Sciences

Inc. [100]. From this document it was concluded that the best path for GNP incorporation in the
selected formulation would be to prepare a dispersion in isopropanol (IPA) for posterior addition
to the CWPTFE.
A number of tests were first conducted on the CWPTFE to establish if the product was
sufficiently stable to accommodate the addition of the GNP dispersion.
The first test was the dilution of CWPTFE with pure IPA to assess the stability limit upon solvent
addition. It was established that at an IPA content of 5 %wt, the CWPTFE was completely
destabilized showing a complete agglomeration of its solid contents and separation from the water
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medium, as can be viewed in Figure 2.19. The second test was performed to assess CWPTFE
stability to ultrasonic bath agitation as it would be required to ensure adequate dispersion of GNP
after addition of the pre-dispersion. The pure CWPTFE was first exposed to ultrasonic bath
agitation to provide a background. After only 30 s exposure, the formulation was also completely
agglomerated as can be seen in Figure 2.19.
The instability of water-based PTFE dispersion to shear forces is well known in the
fluoropolymer coatings industry, and it occurs due to disruption of the surfactant-stabilized
colloidal dispersion, leading to irreversible agglomeration of the highly hydrophobic PTFE
particles. The instability shown via the addition of IPA was somewhat unexpected, but a
justification might be linked to disturbance of the surfactant adsorption equilibrium at the PTFE
particle surfaces due to addition of a co-solvent. Given the insufficient stability of the CWPTFE
to both solvent addition and ultrasonic agitation, it was concluded that work with commercial
water-based fluoropolymer formulations was not feasible, and as such work proceeded using
commercially available solvent-based fluoropolymer formulations.

2.5.2 Solvent-based commercial formulations
Commercially available solvent-based PTFE formulations (CSPTFE) are very different to
CWPTFEs. For a CSPTFE to be available it means that the sought properties of the final coating
could not be achieved using water-based formulations. The main reason behind this fact is that
PTFE is synthesized via radical polymerization of tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) in pressurized water
containing a radical initiator [101], and consequently PTFE is always obtained in an aqueous
media. In order for CSPTFE to be produced, the used PTFE has to be a fine micro powder, which
had to be obtained by washing, coagulation and drying processes, all adding to the cost of PTFE
as a raw material when compared to using an aqueous dispersion.
Compatibility of PTFE with strong polar aprotic solvents is much higher than with water, and
consequently the stability of these dispersions is much higher. When producing CSPTFE
manufacturers usually add a binder polymer to the formulation to promote coating adhesion to
substrates. The used binders are typically dissolved in the carrier solvent and actually promote the
stability of PTFE particles, that are dispersed and never solubilized, and lower the amount of
surfactants needed to stabilize a formulation. This makes CSPTFE much more stable to shear
forces than CWPTFE since the formulations are no longer stabilized only by surfactants, but
rather by a combination of interactions between alkyl chains of surfactants and dissolved binder
polymer molecules.
When selecting CSPTFE as a basis for this work we must consider that there are no “simple”
commercial formulations available due to the considerations stated above. For this reason we
elected as starting points two commercial formulations that were already developed for
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tribological applications from two reputed manufacturers. From Dupont ® de Nemours we selected
the 958G-313 grade (coded DB for this work), and from Ilag® we selected the 5101-002 grade
(coded IB for this work). Table 2.3 shows the broken-down structure of these CSPTFE to the
maximum extent that is revealed by the manufacturer.

Table 2.3: Broken-down structure of the CSPTFE used as a basis for this work
Wear
Solvent

Lubricant

Base

additive

DB

NMP1

PTFE

IB

Xylene

PTFE

Binder

reducing

polymer

additives

Polyamide-imide
Hybrid
epoxy-phenolic

Cure cycle

-

15 min.@ 340 °C

SiC

10 min.@ 250 °C

There are significant differences in the approach that these two CSPTFE use to present a
low-friction coating after application. DB uses PAI as a binder and requires a cure temperature of
340 ºC. At this temperature the PAI will become imidized to its maximum extent affording the
coating the best possible abrasion and chemical resistance, as well as high temperature stability
(rated 260 ºC maximum continuous use temperature). Since the typical sintering temperature for
low molecular weight PTFE is ~ 343 ºC, we can also assume that the final coating presents a fully
sintered PTFE layer. IB uses a hybrid epoxy-phenolic resin as a binder (it does not require the
addition of a catalyst or hardener for curing) and requires a cure temperature of only 250 ºC. This
cure temperature allows the binder to develop a fully cross-linked molecular structure,
maximizing it abrasion and chemical resistance, while keeping thermal stability at only 180 ºC
rated for continuous use. The implication of this cure schedule on the PTFE present in the final
coating, is that the PTFE will not be sintered but rather present in the form of spherical particles
closely held together by the binder. The IB coating will therefore not present a continuous layer of
PTFE, whereas the DB coating will.

1

NMP – N-Methylpyrrolidone
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2.5.2.1 Stability of commercial solvent-based PTFE formulations
Using as a reference the same

Dispersion Notes document from XG Sciences Inc. [100], it

was concluded that the best way to incorporate GNP in these CSPTFE would be via a
pre-dispersion of GNP in NMP, as this solvent presents excellent characteristics for dispersing
GNP, is already the main solvent for the DB formulation, and has good characteristics such as a
high boiling point to aid coating film formation during cure. Formulation stability for both
selected CSPTFE was evaluated by direct dilution with NMP added at + 50 %wt; bath sonication
during 4 h period using the as received CSPTFE; and combined direct dilution with NMP added
at + 50 %wt with bath sonication during 4 h period. These 6 test formulations were applied to flat
carbon-steel sheet metal test specimens for coating film formation and substrate adhesion testing
[102], and were compared to test specimens with the same configuration coated with as received
CSPTFE.
Table 2.4 summarizes the results from the cross-hatch adhesion and the qualitative film forming
verification tests performed on all coated specimens and the obtained appreciations.

Table 2.4: Summary of test results performed on all coated specimens as compared to
samples coated with both CSPTFE in as received condition.
+ 50 %wt NMP
combined with
Added NMP:

Bath Sonication:

4 h bath

+ 50 %wt

4h

sonication

DB







IB







Both formulations showed excellent behavior when strongly diluted with NMP and it was also
found that exposure to ultrasonic agitation even for periods as long as 4 h did not affect their
stability. The tested variations were all perfectly able to be processed into a well formed and
strongly adhered coating. The only difference found was the dry film thickness (DFT) obtained
with the application of a single coat, but this is adequately explained by the dilution and
subsequent drop in solids content. These results were judged in Flupol by experienced coating
industry professionals and thus validated the usage of these formulations as a basis for initial
activities.
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2.5.2.2 Incorporation of GNP into commercial solvent-based PTFE
formulations
A series of pre-dispersions of GNP in NMP were prepared with varying GNP solid contents to
establish the maximum amount of GNP incorporation that would be stable and reproducible. It is
interesting to use the highest possible concentration of GNP in the pre-dispersion to minimize
interference with the formulation to be modified, for environmental and cost effectiveness
reasons. GNP concentration was varied in the interval [0.05; 0.50] %wt in 0.05 %wt increments,
and placed in a Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H ultrasonic bath agitator using water as ultrasound
propagation media for 5 h at maximum power. After 5 h the pre-dispersions were removed and
allowed to cool to ambient temperature. An optimum concentration was found at 0.4 %wt GNP in
NMP, judging by the GNP deposition rate, agglomerates found on flask walls and electrical
conductivity measurements. For concentrations above 0.4 %wt the settling rate was too high and
even after 5 h processing time there were still hints of agglomerates present.
Using the 0.4 %wt GNP in NMP pre-dispersion as additive, it was necessary to measure the
optimum ultrasonic processing time ensuring adequate GNP dispersion without introducing too
many structural defects in GNPs. An initial target value for GNP contents in modified CSPTFE
was defined at 0.2 %wt in solids content. This value was arbitrarily defined as reasonable for a
starting point taking into account the expected effectiveness of nano materials and impact in cost
of the modified formulation. For comparison purposes, the same CSPTFE were modified with
GNP by direct addition in powder form to achieve the same final concentration of GNP in solids
content. This test was performed to check if performing a pre-dispersion of GNP was effectively a
requirement for CSPTFE modification in an efficient manner. Table 2.5 states the initial
formulations performed for optimum ultrasonic processing time assessment.
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Table 2.5: Identification of modified CSPTFE used for optimum ultrasonic processing time
assessment.
%wt (solids) GNP
Base

contents in

Modified

Commercial

modified

Formulation

formulation

Code

0.2

D1

0.2

D2

0.2

I1

0.2

I2

Formulation
DB

Additive
0.4 %wt GNP in
NMP pre-dispersion

DB
IB

GNP powder
0.4 %wt GNP in
NMP pre-dispersion

IB

GNP powder

N/A, NMP

GNP powder

N/A, NMP

-

0.4 %wt GNP in
NMP pre-dispersion
-

Control GNP
Control NMP

Note: the 0.4 %wt GNP pre-dispersion in NMP was separately sonicated for 150 minutes in
a Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H ultrasonic bath at full power, prior to incorporation into D1
and I1 formulations.
The electrical conductivity evolution of the modified formulations as a function of ultrasonic
processing time using a Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H ultrasonic bath agitator filled with water as
ultrasound propagation media, was taken as the main indicator of GNP dispersion effectiveness.
As sample temperature has an important influence on the measurement of electrical conductivity,
prior to each measurement the samples were placed in a thermostatically controlled bath set to
25 ºC and allowed to reach equilibrium temperature. Electrical conductivity measurements were
performed using an EDT Instruments RE 387 TX Microprocessor Controlled Conductivity Meter
equipped with a glass probe.
Figure 2.20 shows the evolution of electrical conductivity measured on the samples identified in
Table 2.5 as processed using an ultrasonic bath.
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Figure 2.20: Electrical conductivity of modified CSPTFE as a function of ultrasonic bath
processing time.
As demonstrated, the GNP control pre-dispersion in NMP reaches a plateau in electrical
conductivity from sensibly 150 minutes of processing time onwards and predictably the control
NMP solvent does not suffer any change in electrical conductivity due to ultrasonic processing.
Formulation I2 does not show any change in electrical conductivity, proving that direct GNP
powder incorporation is not a viable strategy to ensure nanoparticle dispersion into the IB
CSPTFE. The overall low value of electrical conductivity shown for the I2 formulation is directly
related to the base solvent (Xylene) used by the manufacturer. Formulation D2 shows only a
moderate effect of ultrasonic processing on the electrical conductivity, indicating that direct GNP
powder incorporation is also not a suitable method for modification of the DB CSPTFE.
Formulations D1 and I1 show the best evolution of electrical conductivity as a function of
ultrasonic processing. Whereas formulation I1 also shows from the start the effect of NMP
addition and its impact on the electrical conductivity, the evolution of this property is positive and
reaches a plateau at sensibly 80 minutes of ultrasonic processing time. Formulation D1 dos not
show such high impact in electrical conductivity evolution, but a plateau in electrical conductivity
is envisaged from nearly 100 minutes ultrasonic processing time.
In the search for an efficient GNP incorporation strategy into CSPTFE, another ultrasonic
processing technique was also experimented consisting on direct probe agitation using a Hielscher
UIP 100 hd equipment. Direct probe sonication is a much more powerful processing technique
than bath ultrasonic agitation, since all the ultrasonic power is transferred directly to the
formulation to be processed instead of being transmitted by a propagation media. The goal for this
technique was to achieve the same level of electrical conductivity than with the ultrasonic bath,
but using much less time to achieve it.
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Figure 2.21: Electrical conductivity of modified CSPTFE as a function of direct probe
ultrasonic processing time.
Figure 2.21 shows the evolution of electrical conductivity measured on the samples identified in
Table 2.5 as processed using a direct ultrasonic probe. The figure immediately demonstrates the
superior efficiency of direct probe sonication to achieve optimum GNP dispersion levels. After
only 6 minutes processing time, both the control GNP pre-dispersion and the D1 formulation had
reached a plateau of electrical conductivity, and at this time the I1 formulation also showed a
peak in electrical conductivity. The major features of interest from this figure are however the
decrease in electrical conductivity shown by the I1 formulation from 6 minutes onwards, and the
fact that the I1 formulation presented a conductivity peak of sensibly 7 µS.cm-1, while for the
ultrasonic bath processing it had shown plateau measurements of sensibly 16 µS.cm-1. This is a
direct consequence of the violent energy transfer that characterizes this processing method, which
can result in formulation destabilization and introduction of defects to the GNP lattice. On top of
these results, both D1 and I1 formulations looked somewhat clumped indicating that some form
of destabilization had occurred during direct ultrasonic processing.
From these experiments it was concluded that the best way to incorporate GNP into the tested
CSPTFE would be to perform a GNP pre-dispersion in NMP processed in an ultrasonic bath for
150 minutes, followed by addition of this pre-dispersion to the formulation to be modified, and
then subjecting the modified CSPTFE to a further 90 minutes of ultrasonic processing using an
ultrasonic bath. This strategy while not being the fastest approach, guarantees good GNP
dispersion with minimized risks for introducing lattice defects in the GNPs and ensures that the
base formulations are not destabilized.
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2.6 Affinity of GNP with polymers of interest
PTFE is well known for its chemical inertness characteristics. This inertness is a desirable feature
for many applications but does not favor any efforts of modification by chemical or physical
interaction with other materials. While functionalization of PTFE with reactive chemical groups is
achievable and has been reported since 1995 [103-108], it is not practical or yet economically
feasible for industrial processing into low-friction coatings. With PTFE at the core of this work, a
study targeting the verification of affinity between PTFE and GNP was performed.

2.6.1 Morphological analysis by SEM
For this study a dispersion of PTFE-GNP in NMP was prepared and processed as following.
The PTFE particles used (Dupont Zonyl MP1600N fine powder) have a spherical morphology, as
obtained from free radical emulsion polymerization of tetrafluoroethylene, and an average particle
diameter of 0.2 μm. It is quoted by the manufacturer that particle agglomerates ranging between
8-15 μm typical dimensions will be found. The GNP material used for this analysis was the M5
grade as previously described.
The preparation of the dispersion was based on the addition of a 1:1 mass ratio of PTFE:GNP-M5
in NMP (PTFEM5). The GNP-M5 nanoparticles were first added to the NMP solvent and the
mixture was subjected to direct ultrasonic probe agitation for 10 min. To prepare the PTFEM5
mix, the PTFE particles were then added and the dispersion was subjected to magnetic stirring for
48 h to achieve a homogenous appearance. Total solid content of the final dispersion was 2 wt. %.
Note that the quality of the dispersion was not a parameter for control during this experience. The
aim was to guarantee that excess GNP would be present so that the polymer particles affinity
towards GNP would be verifiable after solvent evaporation.
SEM analyses were performed on the resulting dispersion in a two-stage approach. The first stage
consisted on depositing a drop of dispersion directly on an SEM analysis support fixture and
leaving it to dry at room temperature for 48 h. After the 48 h period the deposited material was
dry and consisted only in the respective solid particles with 1:1 mass ratio. This first analysis
stage was designed to assess the affinity between the PTFE and GNP without provoking sintering
of the polymer particles.
The second stage started with a repetition of the procedure for the first stage, followed by a
polymer sintering step performed with a convection oven in air atmosphere during 10 min at 400
ºC. The second analysis stage was designed to assess if the sintered PTFE would effectively coat
the GNP particles and therefore confirm their affinity. The material sample for the second stage
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analysis was coded as per the first stage but with an added “S” to denote sintering; respectively
PTFEM5S.
It is important to stress that the mass ratios used return in practice a much higher volume of GNP
particles than PTFE particles due to the density differences, and that this difference is intentional
in order to assure the GNP particles are easily observable by SEM analysis, particularly after the
polymer has been sintered.
Figure 2.22 shows some of the SEM images for the PTFEM5 non-sintered sample analysis.
Clearly there are agglomerates of PTFE particles amidst the GNP particles. The PTFE
agglomerates size is in agreement to the dimensions quoted by the manufacturer of 8-15 μm. In
Figure 2.22 c) and d) the magnification allows the clear observation of PTFE particles deposited
on the GNP planes showing a configuration typical of two bonded materials. Since PTFE is
highly inert and is not affected by the temperatures involved in the dispersion processing, such
behavior can only be attributed to a good affinity between PTFE and the GNP particles.

Figure 2.22: SEM images for the PTFEM5 non-sintered sample analysis; a) 5000x
magnification, agglomerate size verification; b) 15000x magnification, location
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agglomerates relative to GNP; c) and d) 50000x magnification, depicting semi-coalesced
PTFE particles in contact with GNP.

Figure 2.23: SEM images for the PTFEM5S sintered sample analysis; a) 5000x
magnification, general view of sintered PTFE in fibrillated form acting as a binder between
GNP particles; b) 22500x magnification, detail of sintered PTFE coating GNP particles.
Figure 2.23 shows some of the images for the PTFEM5S sintered sample analysis. In good
agreement with indications from the previous findings, there is a clear coverage of part of the
GNP particles surface with sintered PTFE [109]. The fibrillated morphology is typical of
correctly sintered PTFE, and we can only see uncoated portions of the GNP particles due to the
deliberately insufficient quantity of PTFE present in the prepared dispersion.
From the performed analyses it is possible to conclude that PTFE and GNP particles show a high
compatibility and therefore an at least satisfactory phase interaction should be noticeable.

2.6.2 Raman spectroscopy analysis
In order to get a measurable indicator on the interaction between PTFE and GNP, a Raman
spectroscopy study was also performed with varying concentrations of GNP in a PTFE film
matrix.
As it is not possible to yield a free-standing PTFE film from PTFE micro powders without
resourcing to hydrostatic pressure application combined with heat, the PTFE material used for
this part of the study was an aqueous dispersion of pure PTFE from 3M™ with the commercial
designation of Dyneon™ PTFE TF 5050z. This dispersion contains only PTFE particles with
average particle size of 200 nm, a non-disclosed non-ionic surfactant and water, making it
possible to be sprayed onto a given substrate and lead to a free-standing film after sintering under
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air at 400 ºC for 15 minutes. Furthermore this particular dispersion proved to be sufficiently robust
not to be destabilized with the addition of NMP, thus allowing its modification by addition of a
GNP pre-dispersion in NMP.
For this analysis 7 samples were prepared a described in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Summary of preparation steps of the samples used for Raman spectroscopy
analysis.
Additive
Base Material

Sample

(% wt)

Preparation

Identification

Dispersion into NMP at 0.4 % wt
GNP-M5

-

and sprayed onto a glass lamella

GNP

followed by solvent evaporation to
yield a GNP “coating” for analysis

PTFE
TF 5050z
PTFE
TF 5050z
PTFE
TF 5050z
PTFE
TF 5050z
PTFE
TF 5050z
PTFE
TF 5050z

Sprayed on glass lamella and
-

sintered at 400 ºC for 15 minutes to

PTFE

yield a free-standing film
GNP-M5 (0.2)

GNP-M5 (0.4)

PTFE 0.2% GNP
GNP was added from a 0.4 % wt
pre-dispersion in NMP to achieve

PTFE 0.4% GNP

the required % wt solids. Then the
GNP-M5 (0.6)

mixtures were sprayed on glass

PTFE 0.6% GNP

lamellas and sintered at 400 ºC for
GNP-M5 (0.8)

GNP-M5 (1.0)

5 minutes to yield free-standing
films

PTFE 0.8% GNP

PTFE 1.0% GNP

For analysis the samples were placed on a glass lamella and their unpolarized Raman spectra were
recorded in the backscattering geometry at room temperature. The setup consisted on an Olympus
microscope and a 100x objective with a 514.5 nm wavelength polarized spot of Ar+ laser for
excitation with an incident photon energy of 2.32 EV and 17.5 A current intensity impinging on
the sample with an approximate laser spot diameter of 1 mm. The acquisition time for each
measurement was set at 80 s, and 2 acquisitions per sample were performed. The scattered light
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was analyzed using a T64000 Jobin-Yvon spectrometer, operating in a triple subtractive mode,
and equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector, in the [1150; 1700] cm-1 and [2500;
2900] cm-1 frequency range intervals.

Figure 2.24: Raman spectra of analyzed samples.
Figure 2.24 shows the acquired spectra for the prepared samples. It is relevant to state that the
purpose of this analysis was not to perform a characterization of the GNP particles, but to assess
their interaction with PTFE. It is of particular note that if a deeper analysis of the GNP was to be
performed, a much diluted pre-dispersion would have to be used to ensure single-flake deposition
for analysis instead of agglomerate deposition. Therefore only brief comments are made over the
interpretation of individual spectra, and the discussion of interest is related to the evolution of the
Raman peaks as a function of GNP mass contents.
As expected the spectrum for GNP presents the D band in the vicinity of 1350 cm-1, the G band
centered at 1580 cm-1 and the 2D band at 2700 cm-1 and which in the case of the analyzed sample
is convoluted with a secondary 2D peak centered at 2750 cm-1 that is typically found on graphite
spectra. This is probably derived from the fact that there are GNP flake agglomerates present at
the acquisition location. The intensity ratio of peaks G/2D is typically used to infer the number of
layers on a flake [110-112], and at a ratio of approximately 0.55 it means that the GNP flakes
would have about 5 graphene layers in the analyzed region of the sample. The G/D peak intensity
ratio is about 0.33, a ratio is usually employed to assess the defects of graphene and its
derivatives, meaning that not unexpectedly there is a considerable amount of disorder at the
measurement spot for the GNP sample. This disorder can be linked to the presence of
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agglomerates instead of single flakes, as well as to lattice defects on individual graphene sheets or
even some degree of bending of the GNP flakes.
In a manner that facilitates this analysis, the spectrum for pure PTFE does not show any peak in
the vicinity of 1580 cm-1 or 2700 cm-1, allowing a potential interaction of GNP with PTFE to be
seen if the composites present any peaks in these vicinities. The pure PTFE does show three
characteristic peaks in the analyzed spectral ranges, centered respectively at 1380 cm-1, 1300 cm-1
and 1215 cm-1. The evolution of these bands in the composites shall also allow for conclusions
regarding the interaction of PTFE with GNP.
For all the analyzed composites except PTFE 0.2% GNP, the characteristic band of PTFE at
1215 cm-1 disappears, and even for this lower GNP concentration the band is almost completely
suppressed. This alone already indicates the existence of an interaction between the materials. The
intensity of PTFE’s characteristic 1380 cm-1 and 1300 cm-1 bands in the composites with
increasing GNP concentration is monotonically decreasing, which also indicates an interaction
between the two material phases. In the analyzed composites the characteristic D band of GNPs
centered at 1350 cm-1 is not detected, which also positively point towards a material phase
interaction. The GNP’s characteristic G band centered at 1580 cm-1 which is absent from the pure
PTFE spectrum, is detected in all composite samples with a monotonically increasing intensity
according to increasing GNP contents, confirming the presence of GNP in the composite samples
and pointing to an interaction since this band in the composites is slightly shifted left to 1575 cm1

. From all the considerations, perhaps the most interesting one is regarding the characteristic 2D

band of GNPs that is totally absent in the pure PTFE, but is monotonically detected in increasing
intensity with the increase of GNP contents in the composite. Due to the scale of the presented
graphics on Figure 2.24 this is almost imperceptible for the case of the PTFE 0.2% GNP sample,
but it already exists. Also in all analyzed composites this band is slightly shifted to the right,
being centered at 2720 cm-1.
A conclusion to this study is that there are in fact interactions between PTFE and GNP, which at
GNP concentrations as low as 0.2 %wt are already noticeable. This presents evidence that the
pursuit of GNP as an additive to PTFE based coatings can yield positive results.
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2.7 Nanocomposite coatings based on commercial
formulations
The coatings that were produced and tested in this section were applied on the test tracks at Flupol
by experienced applicators, to achieve a nominal DFT of about 30 µm.
The coating application process is common to all formulations except for the curing schedule,
which is described along the text at relevant locations. Table 2.7 describes the general coating
application process.

Table 2.7: Description of the processing steps used in Flupol for coating application.
Processing step order
1

2
3

Description
Pyrolysis of the test track to eliminate organic residues.
30 minutes at 400ºC.
Abrasive blasting to create a surface roughness of [3; 5] µm
Ra, promoting coating adhesion to substrate.
Coating application with low-pressure spray-gun.
Coating flash-off and cure.

4

Repeated for multiple layers if necessary to achieve
required DFT.

2.7.1 Tribological screening of commercial formulations of
interest
The first step for this study was to characterize the tribological behavior of commercially
available formulations that were references in the field of low-friction polymer coatings, and thus
could be used as a basis to check the influence of GNP in their performance. The initial
characterization work was performed on the coatings described in Table 2.3 and on two other
coatings that were considered of interest based on the information gathered from literature,
namely the textbook Tribology of polymeric nanocomposites: friction and wear of bulk materials
and coatings [4]. These coatings were respectively purchased from Bechem Lubrication
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Technology (product identification code Berucoat AF 732), and Victrex plc. (product
identification code Vicote F815).
Table 2.8 presents a description of the coatings selected for basic tribological properties
screening, using the crossed-cylinders test configuration as described in section 2.4.3.2.
Table 2.8: Commercial formulations used for initial screening of tribological properties.
Coating description
Sample
Identification
DB

Manufacturer
Dupont de
Nemours

IB

Ilag

BCM

Bechem

VCT

Victrex

Binder Polymer

polyamide-imide
epoxy/phenolic
hybrid polymer
unknown
thermoset
PEEK

Solid
Lubricant

Cure cycle

PTFE

15min.@340ºC

PTFE

10min.@250ºC

PTFE / MoS2

30min.@200ºC

PTFE

10min.@400ºC

The formulations described in Table 2.8 are rather different in composition. The DB formulation
relies on a PAI thermoplastic binder and PTFE as sole lubricating agent, the IB formulation uses
an epoxy-phenolic hybrid thermoset as binder and PTFE as the sole lubricating agent (this
formulation also contains silicon carbide, SiC, as a wear reducing additive), the BCM formulation
uses an undisclosed thermoset as a binder coupled with a combination of PTFE and molybdenum
disulphide (MoS2) as lubricating agents, and the VCT formulation uses PEEK thermoplastic as a
binder and PTFE as the sole lubricating agent. The VCT formulation presents a significant
difference from all the others, since it is water-based and contains no solubilized polymers. Both
PEEK binder and PTFE lubricating agent are in a non-ionic surfactant stabilized dispersion state.
The VCT formulation is the closest equivalent of the bulk composite reported by Burris and
Sawyer [13], and can provide an insight for comparison between bulk materials and coatings in
tribological property assessment despite the different test setups used. It is relevant to mention
that the VCT formulation was included in this screening for performance benchmark purposes
only; being a water-based dispersion it showed instability when subject to ultrasonic agitation and
was therefore discarded for nanomaterial incorporation. This variety of compositions is of great
use as a guide to what can be the most promising materials to use in the formulations to be
developed from scratch.
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Figures 2.25 to 2.27 show 3 individual test curves for each of the applied coatings, with the
acquired COF measurements from tests with the described crossed-cylinders configuration using
a load of 150 N and a sliding speed of 400 mm.s-1.

Figure 2.25: COF for three independent trials with the DB formulation using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.26: COF for three independent trials with the IB formulation using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
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Figure 2.27: COF for three independent trials with the BCM formulation using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.28: COF for three independent trials with the VCT formulation using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
In figures 2.25 to 2.28 the repeatability of the tribological test setup method used is demonstrated.
This allows interpreting small differences in behavior between tested coatings with confidence. In
Figure 2.26 it is seen that the third trial was interrupted at 950 m sliding distance. This
interruption was performed deliberately, as after this distance the IB coating consistently
developed a drastic change in behavior that affected the wear rate measurements and in fact
skewed the results. The wear rate results for this coating are based on measurements taken from
another set of 3 test runs, all stopped at 950 m sliding distance. For the remainder of this work,
since the same tribological setup is used, the COF measurement curves presented are an average
of 3 separate runs for each tested coating.
The differences in coating behavior are discussed based on the comparative graphic presented in
Figure 2.29 and on the wear rate measurements presented in Figure 2.30; Table 2.9 is a summary
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of these results accompanied by topography images visually illustrate the wear behavior
differences and the initial roughness differences between tested coatings.

Figure 2.29: COF comparison for the tested commercially available coatings using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.30: Wear rate measurements for the tested commercially available coatings using
the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
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Table 2.9: COF, wear rate and topography data for the DB, IB, BCM and VCT coatings.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

DB

0.072

0.112

0.056

1.4×10-6

IB

0.058

0.113

0.046

1.7×10-6

BCM

0.148

0.205

0.067

9.3×10-5

VCT

0.079

0.095

0.061

1.3×10-5

Topography

From the presented results, the BCM coating stands out due to the high COF coupled with a very
low wear resistance, although the coating can take the full length of test without complete failure.
The IB coating also uses a thermoset polymer binder but without MoS 2 as lubricating additive.
The COF values for the IB coating are the lowest in this screening but the coating cannot take a
full test length, showing complete failure after approximately 950 m of sliding distance. The
average wear rate for the IB coating prior to failure is however very good. The DB coating
presents the most stable behavior with simultaneously low COF and wear rate through the whole
test length, its wear rate being the lowest in this screening. The VCT coating shows a remarkable
stability and low overall value of COF, coupled to poor wear resistance that while not being as
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poor as the BCM coating, still presents a wear rate that is one order of magnitude higher than for
both the DB and IB coatings.
The DB coating is the highest performing candidate and therefore is an interesting basis for
nanomaterial incorporation. This coating presents the highest initial surface roughness but still
returns the lowest wear rate and there is no sign of coating material flow visible on the
topography image. In an initial stage of the tests, the roughness is smoothed-out with the torn
material being transferred to the counterface and establishing a solid lubricant transfer film. As
reported by Yeo et al. [113], most of the wear occurs during the transfer-film formation stage and
is very significantly lowered after this point. Since the material forming the transfer film is
typically PTFE, it is the binder material that is responsible for maintaining the steady-state wear
rate and; this result shows that PAI thermoplastic is a good material to be used as a binder in
tribological polymer coatings.
The IB coating shows promising results for both COF and wear rate. The fact that the coating
cannot withstand a full test length is however a major drawback. This coating is based on an
epoxy-phenolic hybrid thermoset binder. The BCM coating is also based on a thermoset binder,
albeit an undisclosed one, and does manage to perform without failure through an entire test
length. The BCM coating contains MoS2 micro platelets as a secondary lubricating agent. These
platelets albeit not seeming to perform very well in terms of friction reduction, can be responsible
for the coating’s thermoset binder being able to withstand full test duration. This hypothesis
entices the modification of the IB coating with GNP for performance enhancement.
Given the poor results obtained with the BCM coating, this material is discarded for further
development. Adding to the performance issues, there is also the fact that the formulation already
contains two lubricant additives and that the binder polymer is not disclosed, which can make
interpretation of further material additions on performance difficult.
Due to previously mentioned reasons the VCT coating was not subjected to nanomaterial
modification.

2.7.2 Modification of commercial formulations of interest with
nanomaterials, and tribological properties assessment
Based on the conclusions from section 0, the DB and IB formulations were selected for
experiments with GNP and IF-WS2 modification. The procedures described in section 2.5.2.2
were used to perform the GNP pre-dispersions and incorporation in the commercial formulations,
and similar procedures were employed for modification with IF-WS2.
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The same tribological setup and test conditions (section 0) were used to assess the impact of
nanomaterial modification on coatings’ properties.

2.7.2.1 Commercial formulations modified with GNP
Table 2.10 summarizes the formulations produced to assess the influence of GNP on the selected
commercial formulations. The parameter of study was the GNP solids content on the cured
coating.
GNP concentrations ranging from 0.1 %wt to 0.4 %wt were tested. In previously executed work,
with the tribological setup detailed in section 2.4.3.1, it was concluded that GNP concentrations
upwards from 0.4 %wt were counterproductive tribological performance.
For formulation modification, the prepared 0.4 %wt GNP pre-dispersion in NMP was separately
sonicated for 150 minutes in a Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H ultrasonic bath at full power, prior to
incorporation into the DB and IB formulations. The pre-dispersion was added up to desired GNP
incorporation ratios in each formulation, followed by sonication of the modified formulations in
the same equipment at full power during 90 minutes.

Table 2.10: Identification and composition of the produced, GNP modified, commercial
formulations.
%wt (solids) GNP
Base

contents in

Modified

Commercial

modified

Formulation

formulation

Code

0.1

DG01

0.2

DG02

DB

0.4

DG04

IB

0.1

IG01

0.2

IG02

0.4

IG04

Formulation

Additive

DB
DB

IB
IB
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The formulations identified in Table 2.10 were cured according to the procedure for their base
commercial formulation, as described in Table 2.8.
Figure 2.31 shows test curves with the acquired COF measurements from tests for the DB based
coatings modified with GNP, using the described crossed cylinders configuration using a load of
150 N and a sliding speed of 400 mm.s-1. Each presented curve is an average of 3 independent
trials. Figure 2.32 shows the measured wear rates for the corresponding coatings.

Figure 2.31: COF comparison for the DB based coatings modified with GNP, tested using
the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.32: Wear rate comparison for the DB based coatings modified with GNP, tested
using the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
From Figure 2.31 it can be seen that the addition of GNP to the DB coating always results in
increased COF measurements for sliding lengths up to 1500 m. From this point until the end of
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the trials the COF measurements are quite similar in magnitude in the four coatings, a difference
in signal noise being the distinguishable feature.
Coating DG01 presents the highest COF but at the same time also shows the most linear behavior
through the complete trial. It also shows a slight increase in wear rate compared to the DB
coating. It seems that GNP added at 0.1 %wt has a role in disturbing the transfer film responsible
for the low COF obtained with the unmodified coating. The slight increase in wear rate also
points towards the GNP particles acting more as an abrasive third body than a lubricant and load
bearing aid, with the noise in the COF curve being slightly increased relatively to the DB coating.
Coating DG02 shows improved values when compared to the DG01 coating. GNP added at
0.2 %wt appears to be able to contribute towards a more efficient transfer film formation leading
to lowered COF, which can be supported by the lowered noise in the COF measurements event
relatively to the DB coating. The COF measurements for this coating however cannot match the
ones from the DB coating, possibly due to the lower lubricity of GNP when compared to the pure
PTFE lubricating agent of the DB coating; however, the DG02 coating shows a steadier behavior
in terms of COF through the complete trial. The wear rate measured for the DG02 coating is
improved by 35 % relative to the DB coating, which is a very meaningful value. This indicates
that GNP added at 0.2 %wt effectively acts as a wear reducing additive, possibly by allowing the
transfer film to be more coherent. Conversely to what was found for the DG01 coating, in this
DG02 coating the GNPs do not seem to act as a third body disturbing the lubrication.
Coating DG04 shows a highly irregular behavior in terms of both COF and wear rate. Up to
approximately 600 m of sliding distance, the coating shows a remarkably good COF behavior, but
from this point onwards the performance starts to degrade, showing a gradual increase in signal
noise. From 1250 m of sliding distance until the end of the trial the COF rises and drops
constantly, showing a very high signal noise. This is indicative of GNPs acting again as a third
body in the contact, disturbing the maintenance of a cohesive transfer film. This data indicates
that a GNP incorporation of 0.4 %wt already exceeds the optimum incorporation ratio. This
conclusion is also supported by the wear rate measurements that show a dramatically lowered
wear resistance (up to 100x lower than the DB coating), coupled with a very high standard
deviation in measurements, that also indicates the irregular behavior of the coating’s tribological
performance.
Figure 2.33 shows SEM images at different magnifications of the DB coating’s surface in an
unworn area. The surface roughness of the coating is coherent with the topography analyses
performed for wear rate measurement (
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Table 2.11). It is clear that the coating is constituted by two distinct phases; the PAI binder and
the PTFE lubricating agent. No other phases can be identified in the coating. In Figures 2.33 e)
and f) it is possible to observe the fibrillated state of the PTFE. The PTFE assumes this
morphology after sintering at temperatures over 325 ºC as is the case for this coating. If such
temperature is not reached, the PTFE particles keep their spherical shape.
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Figure 2.33: SEM images of coating DB in unworn area: a), b) magnification 200x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c), d)
magnification 1 000x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively; e), f) magnification 7 500x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively.

Figure 2.34: EDS spectra of areas Z1 and Z2 in Figure 2.33 f).
The EDS spectra presented in Figure 2.34 confirm that the fibrillated phase (Z1) is indeed PTFE
due to the high fluorine concentration, and that the smooth binder phase (Z2) is a
non-fluorine-containing polymer that the manufacturer declares to be PAI (the small fluorine peak
that is present in the Z2 spectrum is attributed to the influence of PTFE in the surroundings of the
analyzed area).
Figures 2.35 a) to d) are SEM images of the DG02 coating in a worn area. By analyzing the
coating in a worn area it is possible to have a better understanding of the presence of GNP
throughout the coating thickness. In Figures 2.35 a) and b), the fibrillated PTFE phase is readily
visible in the interior of the coating. The disorder caused by the tribological test is demonstrated,
with scattered wear debris found on the whole image. In Figures 2.35 c) and d), magnifications of
areas containing clearly visible GNPs are shown. Figure 2.35 c) depicts a GNP agglomerate that
is coated with one of the polymer phases, while Figure 2.35 d) depicts a clear view of a GNP
planar face, indicating the typical 120.4º angle found on graphene sheets due to the atomic
arrangement, with this planar face also appearing to be coated with one of the polymer phases.
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The GNP particles shown in these figures are in good agreement with the manufacturer’s quoted
average lateral dimensions of 5 µm.

Figure 2.35: SEM images of coating DG02 in a worn area: a), b) magnification 7 500x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c) magnification
30 000x secondary electron detector; d) magnification 50 000x secondary electron detector.
SEM analyses for coatings DG01 and DG04 were also performed but are not presented for
simplicity. The images from those analyses are quite similar to the ones shown in Figure 2.35.
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Table 2.11 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for GNP modified coatings
based on the commercial DB formulation, accompanied by topography images visually illustrate
the wear behavior differences and the initial roughness differences between tested coatings.

Table 2.11: COF, wear rate and topography data for the DB based coatings modified with
GNP.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

DB

0.072

0.112

0.056

1.4×10-6

DG01

0.088

0.113

0.059

1.4×10-6

DG02

0.081

0.105

0.062

9.1×10-7

DG04

0.082

0.119

0.058

1.6×10-5
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Figure 2.36 shows test curves with the acquired COF measurements from tests for the IB based
coatings modified with GNP, using the described crossed cylinders configuration using a load of
150 N and a sliding speed of 400 mm.s-1. Each presented curve is an average of 3 independent
trials. Figure 2.37 shows the measured wear rates for the corresponding coatings.

Figure 2.36: COF comparison for the IB based coatings modified with GNP, tested using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.37: Wear rate comparison for the IB based coatings modified with GNP, tested
using the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
From Figure 2.36 the most noticeable feature is that the incorporation of GNP at any ratio gives
the coatings the ability to withstand a full test length, where the IB coating consistently failed at
around 950 m of sliding distance, which is just shy of half a test distance. This fact alone shows
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that the GNPs provide a significant load bearing capacity enhancement to the base coating even at
very small incorporation ratios.
Coating IG01 shows very similar COF values to the IB coating, if slightly improved, with no sign
of failure until the end of the trial. From about 650 m of sliding distance the coating does start to
produce considerable COF signal noise which is an indicator that the coating is nearing failure.
This result is already very positive since with the addition of only 0.1 %wt GNP, the coating is
able to withstand at least double the trial length. With respect to wear rate, at a glance the
measured values are not distinguishable from the IB coating. However it must be noted that the
wear rate measurements for the IB coating were performed on specimens that saw the trial
interrupted at 950 m of sliding distance, just before failure would occur. The fact that the IG01
coating can maintain this wear rate for a complete trial length is therefore a remarkable feature.
The IG02 coating shows COF values that are slightly higher than both the IB and IG01 coating,
especially after about 1100 m of sliding distance. Despite this fact, the coating shows a better
overall COF behavior since the COF signal noise that was found for coating IG01 in the final
stages of the trials is severely diminished, leading to a more homogenous tribological behavior.
The presented COF values are still very good with a trials average of 0.061. Wear rate
measurements for this coating show respectively a 29 % and a 27 % improvement relatively to the
IB and IG01 coatings, which is also a remarkable feature at only 0.2 %wt GNP contents.
Coating IG04 presents a completely different behavior in COF measurements relative to all other
IB based coatings. This coating does not present an initial phase where the COF is lowered, but
instead this parameter increases linearly at a steep rate up to 250 m of sliding distance, and
continues rising until the end of the trial at an also linear but moderate rate. The overall values for
COF with this coating are nearly double those for the other IB based coatings. Another interesting
fact is that the COF signal noise has the lowest amplitude from all the IB based coatings. This can
mean that the GNPs are effectively taking part in transfer film formation, but have a detrimental
impact on COF due to its less lubricious nature when compared to PTFE. The wear rate for the
IG04 coating is about double the one measured for the IB coating, and is not as regular as for the
other IB based coatings as can be observed by the error bars in Figure 2.37. This data supports the
hypothesis that at a 0.4 %wt incorporation ratio the GNPs included in the transfer film are acting
as an abrasive that is simultaneously accelerating wear and increasing COF. It is relevant to note
that the IB base coating contains silicon carbide (SiC) as a wear reducing agent. These SiC
particles can also be interacting with the GNP particles in the transfer film to further promote an
abrasive behavior.
Figures 2.38 a) to f), show SEM analysis images from the surface of the IB coating in a worn area
at different magnifications. A worn area was chosen for the analysis of this coating because it
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contains SiC used as a wear reducing additive, and it is simpler to locate the SiC particles at a
worn location.
In Figure 2.38 e) the PTFE particles can be seen on the coating surface with their typical spherical
shape (confirmed by EDS presented in Figure 2.39 Z1). Since this coating is cured at 250 ºC, the
PTFE was not sintered and as such is simply embedded in the hybrid epoxy-phenolic binder
matrix. The spherical format of the PTFE particles is also clearly visible in Figure 2.38 f), where
it is also possible to verify that PTFE is uniformly spread on the coating surface. Figures 2.38 c)
and d), are magnifications of the bright areas shown in Figure 2.38 b). The visible particles are
SiC agglomerates (as confirmed by EDS presented in Figure 2.39 Z2) claimed to be used by the
manufacturer as wear reducing additive, thus confirming their presence.
Figures 2.40 a) to d), show SEM analysis images from the surface of the IG02 coating at different
magnifications in a worn area. GNP particles are visible in all these images. Despite the fact that
these particles are coated with the binder polymer, they are recognizable through the linear edges
and the sharp angles which are not typical for polymers. Figure 2.40 c) shows the edges of a GNP
protruding from the coating, and Figure 2.40 d) shows two GNPs coated by the polymer matrix
on the coating.
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Figure 2.38: SEM images of coating IB in a worn area: a), b) magnification 2 500x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c), d)
magnification 20 000x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively; e), f) magnification 7 500x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively.
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Figure 2.39: EDS spectra of areas Z1 and Z2 in Figures 2.38 e) and d) respectively.
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Figure 2.40: SEM images of coating IG02 in a worn area: a), b) magnification 7 500x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c) magnification
25 000x secondary electron detector; d) magnification 20 000x secondary electron detector.
Table 2.12 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for GNP modified coatings
based on the commercial IB formulation, accompanied by topography images visually illustrate
the wear behavior differences and the initial roughness differences between tested coatings.

Table 2.12: COF, wear rate and topography data for the IB based coatings modified with
GNP.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

IB

0.058

0.113

0.046

1.7×10-6

IG01

0.057

0.115

0.040

1.7×10-6

IG02

0.061

0.101

0.043

1.2×10-6

IG04

0.102

0.130

0.061

3.5×10-6

Topography

From the topography images in Table 2.12 there is a visible trend of increasing plowing marks on
the test track according to the increase in GNP contents. It seems that the IB coating was prone to
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flowing under load and perhaps this was the cause of its premature failure, whereas the IG04
coating seems to be hard enough to promote counterface pin wear and thus distribute the contact
load through a larger area. The deep plowing marks on coating IG04 are coherent with the
presented hypothesis that at 0.4 %wt incorporation, the GNP particles promote an abrasive wear
behavior for the contact pair.

2.7.2.2 Commercial formulations modified with IF-WS2
Table 2.13 summarizes the formulations produced to assess the influence of IF-WS2 on the
selected commercial formulations.
An IF-WS2 concentration of 0.2 %wt was the only incorporation ratio tested. In previously
executed work, with the tribological setup detailed in section 2.4.3.1, it was concluded that this
IF-WS2 incorporation rate produced optimum results. It is a pure coincidence that a 0.2 %wt
incorporation ratio for both GNP and IF-WS2 yielded the optimum results, given the great
discrepancies in morphology, density and particle size between these two materials.
For formulation modification, a pre-dispersion of IF-WS2 in NMP at 0.4 %wt was prepared. The
particles were dispersed with an IKA Ultra Turrax T18 rotor-stator high-shear disperser at
15 000 rpm during 5 minutes. The high-shear dispersion method was preferred for the IF-WS2
particles because they are prone to oxidation when exposed to prolonged sonication (information
provided by Apnano on the course of this work). Oxidation of IF-WS2 or conventional WS2
particles, leads to the formation of WO3 at the particle edges, which in turn disables the particles
inter-layer sliding mechanism that is the most important lubricant action provided by these
materials.
The pre-dispersion was then added to the base formulations of interest to reach the desired
IF-WS2 incorporation ratio, and finally subjected to high-shear dispersion at 6 000 rpm during
5 minutes using the same equipment.
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Table 2.13: Identification and composition of the produced, IF-WS2 modified, commercial
formulations.
Base

%wt (solids) IF-WS2

Modified

Commercial

contents in modified

Formulation

formulation

Code

0.2

DW02

0.2

IW02

Formulation

Additive
0.4 %wt IF-WS2 in

DB

NMP predispersion
0.4 %wt IF-WS2 in

IB

NMP predispersion

The formulations identified in Table 2.13 were cured according to the procedure for their base
commercial formulation, as described in Table 2.8.
Figure 2.41 shows the test curves with the acquired COF measurement from tests for the DB and
the DW02 coatings, using the described crossed cylinders configuration using a load of 150 N and
a sliding speed of 400 mm.s-1. Each presented curve is an average of 3 independent trials. Figure
2.42 shows the measured wear rates for the corresponding coatings.

Figure 2.41: COF comparison for the DB and DW02 coatings, tested using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
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Figure 2.42: Wear rate comparison for the DB and DW02 coatings, tested using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
From Figure 2.41 it is clear that the introduction of IF-WS2 at 0.2 %wt in the DB coating has a
very negative impact on COF measurements. The COF measured for coating DW02 is in average
50 % higher than for the DB coating. However, the wear rate measurements presented in Figure
2.42 show a radical improvement for coating DW02. This coating shows an 80 % improvement in
wear resistance which corresponds to the lowest wear rate for any coating studied in this work.
This curious behavior can be understood by hypothesizing that the IF-WS2 particles are not being
exfoliated, but instead are bearing the load directly and not allowing for the inter-plane sliding
mechanism of WS2 to develop. This low-friction regime is normally delivered by the IF-WS2
particles under very high pressure contact conditions [83, 85, 114, 115], and the plastic
deformation of the coating under load is possibly preventing the high contact pressures from
taking place as demonstrated through the FEA simulation presented in section 2.4.3.2. Under this
hypothesis the COF is likely to be higher than for the coating with PTFE as sole lubricant agent,
and the wear rate is likely to be lower due to the high hardness and load-bearing capacity of the
IF-WS2 particles. A secondary implication of this hypothesis is that the interaction between the
IF-WS2 particles and the polymers in the coating is very good, since it holds the nano particles in
place during testing under these hard conditions.
Table 2.14 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for the DB and DW02
coatings, accompanied by topography images visually illustrate the wear behavior differences
between tested coatings.
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Table 2.14: COF, wear rate and topography data for the DB and DW02 coatings.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

DB

0.072

0.112

0.056

1.4×10-6

DW02

0.108

0.149

0.077

2.8×10-7

Topography

From the topography images presented in Table 2.14, the difference in wear track width and depth
between the two coatings is remarkable. These images also support the stated hypothesis that the
IF-WS2 particles are directly absorbing the load and therefore increasing the COF values when
compared to the PTFE lubricated DB coating.
Figure 2.43 shows the test curves with the acquired COF measurement from tests for the IB and
the IW02 coatings, using the described crossed cylinders configuration using a load of 150 N and
a sliding speed of 400 mm.s-1. Each presented curve is an average of 3 independent trials. Figure
2.44 shows the measured wear rates for the corresponding coatings.
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Figure 2.43: COF comparison for the IB and IW02 coatings, tested using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.44: Wear rate comparison for the IB and IW02 coatings, tested using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
From Figure 2.43 it is clear that the impact of IF-WS2 addition at 0.2 %wt in the IB coating has a
negative impact on COF measurements, following the behavior observed for the DW02 coating. It
is interesting to note however that the IF-WS2 particles were also able to make the coating able to
withstand a full trial length without failure, which is an improvement over the IB coating.
Nevertheless even in the useful operating life region of the IB coating, it is observable that IW02
presents 75 % higher average COF measurements. Contrary to what was observed for the DB and
DW02 coatings, the IW02 coating shows a very significant loss in wear resistance when
compared to the IB coating (600 % higher wear rate).
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Similarly to what was hypothesized with the DW02 coating, it is thought that the IF-WS2
particles are absorbing the contact stress but this stress is insufficient to cause particle exfoliation
and consequent installation of a very low friction regime. In the case of the IW02 coating
however, the wear rate was found to be very high. This can indicate that the interactions between
the coating’s polymers and the IF-WS2 particles are weak, and allow the particles to be detached
from the coating matrix. The loose particles then act as a third-body that causes accelerated wear
due to its high hardness. Since this coating also contains SiC particles, the detachment of these
particles can also be promoted by the abrasive action of the loose IF-WS2 particles. Both these
particles are very hard and can easily promote an accelerated abrasive effect, which is thought to
be happening, and to be primarily promoted by the weak IF-WS2 to coating polymers interaction.
Table 2.15 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for the IB and IW02
coatings, accompanied by topography images visually illustrate the wear behavior differences
between tested coatings.
In the topography images the difference in wear track width and depth is very visible. It should be
noted that the wear track for coating IW02 was so wide that it could not be measured with the
1500 µm equipment scan length used for the remainder of this work. Instead a 2000 µm scan
length had to be used in order to provide a sufficiently large amount of unworn coating area to be
used as reference for removed volume calculation.

Table 2.15: COF, wear rate and topography data for the IB and IW02 coatings.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

IB

0.058

0.113

0.046

1.7×10-6

IW02

0.103

0.156

0.063

1.1×10-5
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2.8 Formulation of nanocomposite coatings from
scratch
After knowing the potential for improvement and limitations of the studied nanomaterials, it was
necessary to develop coating formulations from scratch in order to acquire this important type of
know-how, while simultaneously gaining a better understanding of the nanomaterial-to-polymer
interactions taking place in the coatings.
Up to this point no formulation knowledge existed for this type of coatings in either Flupol or
LEPABE. As a consequence, the present section of this thesis required a lot of assumptions to be
made and trial-and-error experimentation in order to build the necessary knowledge to allow the
fabrication and manipulation of coatings presenting relevant tribological performance, combined
with excellent application characteristics that enabled their industrial use. This knowledge was
successfully constructed and the most interesting results obtained are analyzed in the following
sections.
As the combinations of polymer binders, PTFE types, solvent systems, binder-to-PTFE ratios and
binder-to-PTFE-to-GNP ratios tested was very extensive, it was found that only the most
promising results should be presented in this work for objectiveness.
A direct consequence of this approach, combined with the results presented in section 2.7.2.2 is
that no results for coatings developed from scratch incorporating IF-WS2 particles are presented,
since the performance of such coatings was deemed relatively poor. Only pure polymer coatings
and polymer coatings modified with GNP are reported in this section due to their very good
tribological performance.

2.8.1 Polyamide-imide based coatings
As shown in the literature review, PAI (described in section 2.3.1.2) is one of the best-performing
polymer binders known for tribological coatings. The results obtained for the IB and IB-based
nanomaterial modified coatings are also useful for demonstrating this polymer’s characteristics as
a tribological coating binder. Based on this knowledge, PAI was the most explored binder
polymer for coating development in the scope of this work.
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2.8.1.1 Materials
Polyamide-imide Torlon® AI-10 LM powder was kindly supplied by Solvay Speciality Polymers
GmbH; polyamide-imide Rhodeftal® 210 solution in N-ethylpyrrolidone (NEP) was kindly
supplied by Huntsman Advanced Materials; PTFE powder Zonyl 1600 MP was purchased from
Dupont de Nemours; PTFE powder TF 9207Z was kindly provided by 3M Portugal; PTFE
powder KTL-2N was kindly provided by Kitamura Limited; Borchi Set 134 thixotropic rheology
modifier was purchased from OMG Borchers GmbH; N-methylpyrrolidone was purchased form
Industrielack AG; xGNP-M5 (GNP) was purchased from XG Sciences Incorporated; KMnO4,
H2SO4, H2O2 and anhydrous ethanol reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
3-aminopropyl trimethoxysilane 97 % (APTMS), was also purchased from Sigma Aldrich. For
product stabilization and film formation enhancement a commercial surfactant was used.
Oxidized graphene nanoplatelets (GNPox) were prepared according to a modified Hummer´s
method [34] with a (KMnO4 3:1 GNP) ratio previously used to prepare graphene oxide (GO)
[116]. Briefly, 100 mL of H2SO4 were added to 4 g of GNP at room temperature and the solution
was cooled using an ice bath, followed by gradual addition of 12 g of KMnO4. Then 600 mL of
deionized water were added, followed by addition of H2O2 until oxygen release stopped. GNPox
were washed 5 times with deionized water by centrifugation at 4000 rpm during 15 minutes. The
solid was dispersed in 1000 mL of deionized water by sonication (Bandelin Sonorex R K512 H)
during 5 h and lyophilized 72 h to yield dry GNPox powder.
3-aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APTMS) functionalized graphene nanoplatelets (SGNP) was
prepared according to a protocol adapted from information that was scattered in publications from
Kim et al. [20], Li et al. [117], Wan et al. [118], Wang et al. [119], Hou et al.[120] and Xu et al.
[121].
1 000 mL of a 25:75 by volume H2O:ethanol solution was prepared and placed under mild stirring
at room temperature. 2.06 g APTMS was slowly added to the solution while stirring. 400 mg
GNPox was then added to the mixture. The APTMS and GNPox containing mixture was then
dispersed with an IKA Ultra Turrax T18 rotor-stator at 18 000 rpm during 5 minutes to ensure
initial deagglomeration of the GNPox powder and facilitate further dispersion. This mixture was
then sonicated (Bandelin Sonorex R K512 H) for 1 hour under full power to ensure adequate
GNPox dispersion. The mixture was then placed in a closed reactor at 50 ºC under mild agitation
and reflux conditions, where it remained for 24 h to ensure enough reaction time. The mixture was
then washed 3 times with 25:75 by volume H2O:ethanol solution, and centrifuged at 4000 rpm
during

15 minutes

to

ensure

adequate

removal

of

unreacted

APTMS.

The mixture was then vacuum-dried at 60ºC for 24 h to yield dry SGNP powder. The dried SGNP
powder was then dispersed in NMP at 0.4 %wt using sonication for 90 minutes. This last step was
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employed to prevent SGNP particles from agglomerating irreversibly, and still allow their facile
incorporation in the coating formulation.

2.8.1.2 Coatings preparation
Despite only the best performing coating formulations being thoroughly presented in this work,
this section also provides a small overview on the procedures used for screening the materials to
be used in the coating formulations. This is performed by means of showing the screening
performed to select the best performing PAI and PTFE grade combination. This particular
screening procedure and the choices that were performed based on its results also show that if a
different assumption had been made, the presented results could have been even better.
Table 2.16 presents a summary of the coating formulation compositions that are covered in the
present section of this work, as well as the corresponding codes to facilitate interpretation.
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Table 2.16: Identification and composition of the PAI-based formulations produced from
scratch.
Coating description
Nanomaterial
Sample

Binder Polymer

Solid Lubricant

Identification
SD

HD

SM

HM

SK

HK

SDGNP

SDGNPox

SDSGNP

additive
(%wt solids)

PAI

PTFE

(Torlon AI-10)

(Zonyl 1600 MP)

PAI

PTFE

(Rhodeftal 210)

(Zonyl 1600 MP)

PAI

PTFE

(Torlon AI-10)

(TF 9207Z)

PAI

PTFE

(Rhodeftal 210)

(TF 9207Z)

PAI
(Torlon AI-10)
PAI

PTFE (KTL-2N)

-

-

-

-

40min.@150ºC
+

-

15min.@260ºC
+

PTFE (KTL-2N)

-

PAI

PTFE

GNP

(Torlon AI-10)

(Zonyl 1600 MP)

(0.2 %wt)

PAI

PTFE

GNPox

(Torlon AI-10)

(Zonyl 1600 MP)

(0.2 %wt)

PAI

PTFE

SGNP

(Torlon AI-10)

(Zonyl 1600 MP)

(0.2 %wt)

(Rhodeftal 210)

Cure cycle

10min.@380ºC

Note: the addition of GNP, GNPox and SGNP to the respective formulations was performed via
the addition of a 0.4 %wt pre-dispersion in NMP of the corresponding nanomaterial. Each
pre-dispersion was separately sonicated for 150 minutes in a Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H
ultrasonic bath at full power, prior to incorporation into SDGNP, SDGNPox and SDSGNP
formulations.
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All Torlon® AI-10 LM (SPAI) based coatings not containing nanomaterial additives were
prepared using the same procedure, the only variation being the PTFE grade used, as declared in
Table 2.16.
First a 35 %wt solution of SPAI in NMP was prepared. The solution was prepared by adding
350 g of SPAI to 650 g of NMP under mild stirring conditions at 80 ºC. The mixture was kept
under mild stirring at 80 ºC in a reactor in reflux conditions for 24 h. After cooling to ambient
temperature, the solution is obtained with no visible residues and high viscosity. In a separate
flask 4 mg of surfactant are added to 4.03 g of PTFE and manually mixed to enhance wetting of
the PTFE particles with the surfactant. 24.22 g of NMP are added to this mixture and placed under
high-shear agitation with an IKA Ultra Turrax T18 rotor-stator at 6 000 rpm during 5 minutes.
The thixotropic rheology modifier additive is added at 0.80 g and the mixture is agitated under
high-shear conditions with the same equipment at 10 000 rpm during 5 minutes. 41.30 g of SPAI
solution in NMP at 35 %wt is added at to complete the formulation and placed under agitation in
high-shear conditions with the same equipment at 10 000 rpm during 5 minutes. The formulation
is stored for 24 h prior to usage, and rolled for 5 minutes prior to application to ensure
homogenization of the dispersed PTFE.
The SPAI based coatings containing nanomaterials were prepared following a similar procedure,
with the difference consisting in the addition of a 0.4 %wt pre-dispersion of the respective
nanomaterial to complete the 0.2 %wt concentration by solids, prior to the addition of the
rheology modifier, and agitated with the IKA Ultra Turrax T18 rotor-stator at 6 000 rpm during 5
minutes. The nanomaterial-containing coating formulations were sonicated for 30 minutes
(Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H ultrasonic bath at full power) after the full formulations were
completed, to ensure optimum nanomaterial dispersion. These formulations were never allowed a
storage period superior to 24 h prior to application to prevent eventual re-agglomeration of
nanomaterials.
Application of the formulations to the test tracks was performed at Flupol by experienced
applicators, to achieve a nominal DFT of about 30 µm. The application procedure is stated in
Table 2.7, and the curing schedule indicated in Table 2.16. The curing schedule used for these
coatings was governed by the polyamide-imide chain extension process as well as by the
necessary temperature to achieve PTFE sintering. The justification for the used cure schedule is
briefly described; at 150 ºC the imidization reaction of PAI occurs through cyclization of the ortho
carboxylic acid with the amide to form the five-membered imide ring with the evolution of water,
at 260 ºC residual solvent traces are evaporated and optimum PAI molecular weight and
properties are achieved, at 380 ºC the PTFE sintering is completed.
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2.8.1.3 Tribological testing
2.8.1.3.1 Performance screening of PAI and PTFE grades
The first 6 coating formulations in Table 2.16 (SD, HD, SM, HM, SK and HK) were simply used
to screen the best PAI and PTFE grades for further work.
From Figure 2.45 it is clear that using the different PTFE micropowder grades did not produce
any large differences in COF measurements. A closer look reveals that the SM coating presents a
higher COF from 1500 m of sliding distance until the end of the trials, and the SK coating shows
an increasing level of COF signal noise from sensibly 1200 m of sliding distance onwards. The
SD coating reveals the best behavior regarding COF, showing a linear trend for COF increase
along the trial but always presenting low COF values and reduced COF signal noise.

Figure 2.45: COF comparison for the Torlon® AI-10 LM PAI based coatings, tested using
the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

Figure 2.46: COF comparison for the Rhodeftal 210 PAI based coatings, tested using the
crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
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From Figure 2.46 the HK coating’s measured COF stands-out negatively due to the high COF
increase rate along the trial, coupled with very high COF signal noise starting to happen from
sensibly 750 m of sliding distance. Both HM and HD formulations present a very good behavior
regarding COF, but ultimately the HD coating returns the lowest COF measurements in average
since its COF only rises above the one from HM coating from sensibly 1650 m.
The wear rate analysis data from Figures 2.47 and 2.48 shows that the COF signal noise verified
for coatings SK and HK can be linked to an unstable transfer film formation that results in an
irregular wear track width that justified the large error bars in the wear rate measurements for
these coatings. It is therefore concluded that, for uncertainty reduction, the Kitamura KTL-2N
PTFE micropowders should be discarded from the remaining portion of the PAI based coatings
work. The same figures show that the behavior of the 3M PTFE TF 9207Z micropowders is very
consistent in terms of wear rate when used with the two types of PAI. Conversely, the Dupont
Zonyl 1600 MP PTFE micropowders are shown to be much less effective at reducing the wear
rate when incorporated into the SPAI than when incorporated into the HPAI.

Figure 2.47: Wear rate comparison for the
®

Figure 2.48: Wear rate comparison for the

Torlon AI-10 LM PAI coatings, tested using

Rhodeftal 210 PAI coatings, tested using the

the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and

crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and

400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.

The coating that is sought to be used as a basis for nanomaterial modification should present the
lowest possible COF measurements and ideally also the lowest possible wear rate measurements.
However, from the experiments in section 2.7, it has been shown that both GNP and GNPox are
more efficient in reducing wear rates than in reducing COF. For this reason, the coating to be
selected for nanomaterial modification should prioritize the lowest COF as a starting point.
Table 2.17 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for the SPAI and HPAI
based coatings, accompanied by topography images to visually illustrate the wear behavior
differences between them. This summary also helps supporting the choice of PAI based coating to
be used for nanomaterial modification in the scope of this work.
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Table 2.17: COF, wear rate and topography data for the coatings used in PAI and PTFE
grades performance screening.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

SD

0.078

0.117

0.055

3.7×10-6

HD

0.078

0.104

0.062

1.4×10-6

SM

0.080

0.135

0.058

2.0×10-6

HM

0.084

0.094

0.070

2.2×10-6

SK

0.075

0.108

0.058

2.5×10-6
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HK

0.091

0.153

0.059

1.3×10-6

From the results presented above it can be seen that both SD and HD coatings present the most
stable low COF behavior, even if it does not differ too much from the behavior of the HM
coating. In terms of wear rate, the behavior of the HD coating shows the best results. From the
combination of these parameters the chosen coating for nanomaterial modification should have
been the HD coating. However, the PAI used in the HD coating is already supplied in solution
form and therefore does not allow for solvent mix optimization for compatibility with the
nanomaterials if necessary. It was decided that the SD coating should be selected for the
remaining work because the COF differences between the SD an HD coatings are not meaningful,
and even if the wear rate difference is sizeable, the biggest strength of the nanomaterials to be
incorporated should be exactly the reduction of wear rate.

2.8.1.3.2 PAI-PTFE coating and related nanocomposite coatings
Figure 2.49 shows the COF measurements for the SD coating and related nanocomposite coatings
produced with GNP, GNPox and SGNP at a 0.2 %wt incorporation rate; and Figure 2.50 shows
the measured wear rates for the same coatings.
The effect of GNP incorporation on COF measurements is not positive. The SDGNP coating
shows a 30 % increase in average COF relative to the SD coating. In wear rate terms however, the
incorporation of GNP led to a 54 % improvement. The increasing COF signal noise for the
SDGNP coating from 1000 m of sliding distance onwards is coherent with the larger error bars
presented for this coating in the wear rate measurements. This indicates that although the GNP
additive is showing a wear reducing effect due to its presence in the transfer film allowing it to
improve the load distribution due to its large particle width, the interaction with the coating
matrix is not very strong. The GNP particles must be getting torn from the coating and starting to
accumulate in disorder within the transfer film. From about 1000 m of sliding distance onwards,
this accumulation is more noticeable due to the increase in COF signal noise. Finally this results
in a more irregular wear track as is shown by the amplitude of the error bars.
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Figure 2.49: COF comparison for the SD coating and related nanocomposite coatings, tested
using the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
The SDGNPox coating shows almost no differences from the SD coating in terms of COF
measurement, even if from 1250 m of sliding distance onwards the COF signal noise does start to
increase, which does not happen with the SD coating. Wear rate measurements indicate a very
positive 64 % reduction relative to the SD coating, with the slight increase in error bar size
reflecting the mentioned increase in COF signal noise in the last part of the trials. This indicates
that the GNPox particles have a good interaction with the coating matrix, while simultaneously
being capable to exert an efficient load distribution role when inserted in the transfer film. The
functional chemical groups present in the GNPox particles must be promoting this increased
interaction, therefore validating the interest of this approach.

Figure 2.50: Wear rate comparison for the SD coating and related nanocomposite coatings,
tested using the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
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Unexpectedly, the SDSGNP coating shows very little consistency in COF and wear rate
measurements. The APTMS was grafted onto the GNPox particles in an attempt to promote
SGNP interaction with the coating matrix by introducing amine groups in the platelets surface. At
first glance it seems to have performed in the opposite fashion. An attentive look to the data can
indicate that the poor behaviour of the SDSGNP coating might be linked to an excessive SGNP
incorporation ratio. Coming back to the results presented in 2.7.2.1, for both DB based and IB
based coatings, an increase in GNP incorporation ratio from 0.2 %wt to 0.4 %wt yielded similar
results on the disparate values for COF and wear rate. This can mean that the SGNP incorporation
at a ratio lower than 0.2 %wt could prove to be effective in tribological properties improvement. If
it proved true, the lower incorporation rate would also make the additive more efficient in an
incorporation rate to results comparison. Unfortunately, due to time constraints this investigation
could not be performed and should be tackled in the future.
Figure 2.51 shows SEM analysis images for a worn track of the SD coating, and Figure 2.52
shows SEM analysis images from a cross-section of the SD coating in a worn area.
No major cracking on the coating surface is observable in Figure 2.51 a) and b), but at a greater
magnification in Figure 2.51 c) the sintered PTFE fibrils are observable.
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Figure 2.51: SEM images of SD coating in a worn track: a), b) magnification 1 000x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c) magnification
50 000x secondary electron detector.

The images in Figure 2.52 demonstrate that the SD coating is well adhered to the substrate, and
that a significant amount of coating remains on the worn track after a full trial.
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Figure 2.52: SEM images of a cross-section of an SD coating worn track: a), b)
magnification 250x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively; c), d) magnification 3 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively.
Figure 2.53 shows SEM analysis images from the surface of the SDGNP coating in a worn area.
In Figure 2.53 b) some cracks on the coating surface are visible, which point to the irregularity of
the transfer film that can be the factor contributing the most for the higher COF values for this
coating. Looking deeper into these cracks, in Figures 2.53 c) and d), it is possible to see the
sintered PTFE fibrils. With a higher magnification into the surface cracks (Figures 2.53 e) and f))
the GNP particles are visible and identifiable through the sharp angles and well-defined planes.
The GNP particles however do not appear to be fully coated with the coating’s polymers
(especially in Figure 2.53 f)) which supports the argument of poor GNP to coating matrix
interaction.
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Figure 2.53: SEM images of SDGNP coating in a worn track: a), b) magnification 1 000x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c), d)
magnification 30 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively; e), f) magnification 50 000x secondary electron detector.
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Figure 2.54: SEM images of a cross-section of an SDGNP coating worn track: a), b)
magnification 250x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively; c), d) magnification 3 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively; e), f)

magnification 10 000x secondary

electron detector,

backscattered electron detector, respectively.
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In Figures 2.54 a) to f), SEM analysis images from a cross-section of the SDGNP coating in a
worn area are presented. Figures 2.54 a) and b) show that a significant amount of coating is still
present on the substrate after a full trial, and the coating remains well adhered to the substrate. In
Figures 2.54 c) to f), the magnifications of the coating cross-section show GNP particle
agglomerates protruding from the coating at the cutting plane. As can be seen, the GNP particles
have not been broken by the cross-sectional cut, demonstrating their superior mechanical
properties compared to the polymer matrix. The shown GNP particles however do not appear to
be coated with any polymer. This constitutes further evidence of the poor GNP to coating matrix
interaction.

Figure 2.55: SEM images of SDGNPox coating in a worn track: a), b) magnification 1 000x,
secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively; c), d)
magnification 50 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively.
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Figure 2.56: SEM images of a cross-section of an SDGNPox coating worn track: a), b)
magnification 250x, secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively; c), d) magnification 3 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively; e), f)

magnification 10 000x secondary electron detector,

backscattered electron detector, respectively.
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Figure 2.55 shows SEM analysis images from the surface of the SDGNPox coating in a worn
area. Despite the apparent disorder on the wear track, no meaningful cracks are observable in
Figures 2.55 a) and b), which is good evidence of the coating’s cohesiveness. In Figures 2.55 c)
and d) at higher magnification through the small surface cracks, perfectly coated GNPox particles
are observable and bridged by sintered PTFE fibrils that enhance the coating’s cohesiveness.
These images are in high contrast relative to Figures 2.53 e) and f) where the GNP particles are
observed but do not seem to be interacting with the coating matrix. The high level of GNPox to
coating matrix interaction is thought to be the main driver for the excellent COF and wear rate
results reported for the SDGNPox coating. Figures 2.56 a) to f), show SEM analysis images from
a cross-section of the SDGNPox coating in a worn area. In Figures 2.56 a) and b) it is observable
that a significant amount of coating is still present on the substrate after a full trial, and the
coating remains well adhered to the substrate. The magnified images in Figures 2.56 c) and d),
show a very clean-cut cross-section of the coating where it is very difficult to identify any GNPox
particle. The higher magnification images in Figures 2.56 e) and f), already allow the
visualization of GNPox particles on the coating cross-section, despite these particles being
perfectly coated with the formulation polymers. At the top-center of these images it is possible to
observe the edge of a GNPox particle protruding from the coating matrix, where it seems to be
completely integrated; and at the center of these images it is possible to observe a further GNPox
particle that is also coated with the formulation polymers, but is protruding from the coating
matrix by a larger amount. Given the dimensions of these observed particles, it is clear that
contrary to what was verified for the SDGNP coating, the GNPox particles in the SDGNPox
coating are not agglomerated and seem to be distributed along the coating thickness.
Due to time constraints it was not possible to perform SEM analysis on the SDSGNP coated
specimens. However, given the poor results obtained with the coating (see the corresponding
topography image in Table 2.18), the analysis would probably not yield results that would provide
a meaningful insight. A study that would use the SGNP particles incorporated at lower ratios than
the 0.2 %wt used for this study is thought to be able to yield very interesting results. This study
should be performed in the future and thoroughly analyzed.
Table 2.18 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for the SD coating and SD
based nanocomposite coatings, accompanied by topography images to visually illustrate the wear
behavior differences between them.
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Table 2.18: COF, wear rate and topography data for the SD coating and related
nanocomposite coatings.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

SD

0.078

0.117

0.055

3.7×10-6

SDGNP

0.103

0.162

0.074

1.7×10-6

SDGNPox

0.079

0.116

0.055

1.4×10-6

SDSGNP

0.083

0.151

0.061

1.3×10-5

Topography

2.8.2 Epoxy based coatings
Experimentation with an epoxy binder material in the scope of this work was justified through
economical and processing reasons. Epoxy resins are much cheaper than PAI (approximately
10 % of the cost) and require much faster curing cycles performed at lower temperatures. The fact
that lower temperatures are required also opens the field of application for the coatings to more
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heat-sensitive substrates that do not comply with the necessary temperatures ti cure a PAI-based
coating.

2.8.2.1 Materials
Epoxy resin Araldite® 5052 LY and amine hardener Aradur® 5052 CH were kindly provided by
Huntsman Advanced Materials; PTFE powder TF 9207Z was kindly provided by 3M Portugal;
Borchi Set 134 thixotropic rheology modifier was purchased from OMG Borchers GmbH;
N-methylpyrrolidone and propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PMA) were purchased form
Industrielack AG; xGNP-M5 (GNP) was purchased from XG Sciences Incorporated; KMnO4,
H2SO4, H2O2 and anhydrous ethanol reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. For product
stabilization and film formation enhancement a commercial surfactant was used.
Oxidized graphene nanoplatelets (GNPox) were prepared according to the procedure described in
section 2.8.1.1.

2.8.2.2 Coatings preparation
Table 2.19 presents a summary of the coating formulation compositions that are covered in the
present section of this work, as well as the corresponding codes to facilitate interpretation.
For the epoxy based formulation development a similar screening study to the one presented in
section 2.8.1.3.1 was performed to identify the most promising PTFE micropowder grade to be
used. This study pointed towards the 3M PTFE TF 9207Z being the most effective grade for these
coatings.
Table 2.19: Identification and composition of the epoxy-based formulations produced from
scratch.
Coating description

Sample
Identification
EP

EPGNP

EPGNPox
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Nanomaterial

Binder

Solid

Polymer

Lubricant

Epoxy

PTFE

(Araldite 5052)

(TF 9207Z)

Epoxy

PTFE

GNP

(Araldite 5052)

(TF 9207Z)

(0.2 %wt)

Epoxy

PTFE

GNPox

(Araldite 5052)

(TF 9207Z)

(0.2 %wt)

additive
(%wt solids)

Cure cycle

-

15min.@250ºC
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Note: the addition of GNP and GNPox to the respective formulations was performed via the
addition of a 0.4 %wt pre-dispersion in NMP of the corresponding nanomaterial. Each
pre-dispersion was separately sonicated for 150 minutes in a Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H
ultrasonic bath at full power, prior to incorporation into EPGNP and EPGNPox.

First, 10 g of PTFE were manually mixed with 10 mg of surfactant to maximize wetting of the
PTFE particles with the surfactant molecules. 15 g of PMA are added to the mixture and placed
under mild agitation at room temperature for 15 minutes. 40 g of Araldite 5052 LY are added to
the mixture and then placed under high-shear agitation conditions with an IKA Ultra Turrax T18
rotor-stator at 10 000 rpm during 5 minutes. 650 mg of thixotropic rheology modifier are added to
the mixture which is further agitated under high-shear conditions with the same equipment at
10 000 rpm during 7 minutes. The formulation is stored for 24 h prior to usage. Immediately
before usage, 14.7 g of Aradur 5052 CH are added to enable the epoxy cross-link reaction. The
mixture is then stirred under mild conditions for 5 minutes to ensure a homogenous mixture
between epoxy and amines, and also to ensure adequate PTFE dispersion after the storage period.
The epoxy based coatings containing nanomaterials were prepared following a similar procedure,
with the difference consisting in the addition of a 0.4 %wt pre-dispersion in NMP of the
respective nanomaterial to complete the 0.2 %wt concentration by solids, prior to the addition of
the Araldite 5052 LY epoxy, with no other processing steps involved during formulation
production. The nanomaterial containing coating formulations were sonicated for 30 minutes
(Bandelin Sonorex RK 512 H ultrasonic bath at full power) after the full formulations were
completed, to ensure optimum nanomaterial dispersion. These formulations were never allowed a
storage period superior to 24 h prior to application to prevent eventual re-agglomeration of
nanomaterials. Prior to usage, the same amount of Aradur 5052 CH used in the formulations
without nanomaterials is added to the formulations and the formulations are stirred under the
same conditions.
For the EPGNPox formulation, the Aradur 5052 CH (amine) addition ratio could have been
further tuned due to the presence of epoxy functional groups in the GNPox particles. Such
procedure however was not experimented or studied.
Application of the formulations to the test tracks was performed at Flupol by experienced
applicators, to achieve a nominal DFT of about 30 µm. The application procedure is stated in
Table 2.7, and the curing schedule indicated in Table 2.19. The curing schedule used for these
coatings was governed by the epoxy-amine reaction schedule. This reaction can occur at
room-temperature but takes 8 days for completions with optimum properties. For practical and
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economic reasons, an optimum cure schedule was set (15min.@250 ºC) after experimenting
different temperature/time combinations. The curing temperature used for the epoxy-based
coating formulations does not allow for PTFE sintering. The PTFE powder particles keep their
spherical morphology as a result.

2.8.2.3 Tribological testing
Figure 2.57 shows the COF measurements for the EP coating and related nanocomposite coatings
produced with GNP and GNPox at a 0.2 %wt incorporation rate. Figure 2.58 shows the measured
wear rates for the same coatings.
The incorporation of both GNP and GNPox into the EP coating at 0.2 %wt produced a sizeable
increase in COF signal noise. This is normally linked to a disordered transfer film formation that
results in greater variations of lubricating conditions. In broader terms however it is noticeable
that the incorporation of GNP significantly increased the COF measurements when compared to
the EP coating. Conversely, the incorporation of GNPox is shown to have a decreasing effect on
COF measurements compared to the EP coating, despite the much larger COF signal noise.
Wear rate measurements ultimately reflect the increased COF signal noise for the nanocomposite
coatings through the broader range of the error bars shown for the EPGNP and EPGNPox
coatings in Figure 2.58. The incorporation of GNP clearly had a detrimental effect on wear rate
compared to the EP coating, with a dramatic wear rate increase of 78 %. The incorporation of
GNPox did have an apparently very beneficial action on wear rate with a presented reduction of
40 % relative to the EP coating, taking the average values as measure.

Figure 2.57: COF comparison for the EP coating and related nanocomposite coatings, tested
using the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
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Figure 2.58: Wear rate comparison for the EP coating and related nanocomposite coatings,
tested using the crossed-cylinders setup with 150 N load and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed.
From the results presented in Figures 2.57 and 2.58, it seems that the most interesting coating
produced was the EPGNPox, even taking into account the high COF signal noise and wear rate
error bar span. The figures show that interaction between the epoxy matrix and GNP must be
weak, allowing the GNP particles to be torn from the coating and accumulating rapidly in the
transfer film in a disordered manner. This can be responsible for the accelerated wear verified for
this coating, if the GNP particles would act as an abrasive third body in the contact. From
previous results however, it is not likely that the GNP particles are acting as an abrasive, and the
accelerated wear for the EPGNP coating is attributed to the lack of cohesion between GNP
particles and the coating matrix, which allows the GNP particles to be rapidly torn from the
coating which is then reflected in the measurement of removed material volume.
The case for the EPGNPox coating can be somewhat more complex for analysis. The GNPox
particles seem to present a strong interaction with the coating matrix given that the COF results
are even lower in average than for the EP coating, and the wear rate measurement point to an
overall reduction of 40 %. The COF signal noise coupled with the span of wear rate error bars is
of greater concern and requires further reflection. The incorporated GNPox particles have
functional chemical groups present on the edges and on in-plane graphene lattice defects. These
chemical groups are mostly epoxide and carboxyl in nature (see XPS analysis shown in Chapter
4). Note that the curing of this coating in terms of both reaction kinetics and final properties is
largely dependent on the addition ratio of the Aradur 5052 CH amine mixture component. In the
formulation of the EPGNPox coating, the amount of epoxide functional chemical groups on the
GNPox particles was disregarded for the calculation of the Aradur 5052 CH addition ration. The
epoxy number is very important for the calculation of the epoxy-amine reaction stoichiometry,
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and in this case the increase in epoxy number was overlooked. It is hypothesised that an increase
in Aradur 5052 CH addition would enable a GNPox to epoxy matrix interaction enhancement,
making the GNPox contribute more efficiently in the mechanical behaviour of the coating. Such
approach was not further explored in this work due to time constraints.
Figures 2.59 a) to d) show SEM analysis images for a worn track of the EP coating, and Figures
2.59 e) and f) show SEM analysis images from a cross-section of the EP coating in a combined
unworn and worn area to illustrate the overall aspect of the worn track.
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Figure 2.59: SEM images of EP coating: a), b) magnification 1 000x, secondary electron
detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively (worn track); c), d) magnification
10 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively (worn
track); e), f) magnification 200x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively (worn track cross-section).

For the epoxy based coatings, higher magnifications were not achievable because the coating
matrix rapidly deteriorated when exposed to the electron beam of the scanning electron
microscope.
In Figures 2.59 b) and d) it is shown that the EP coating presents sizeable surface cracks after the
trials, but Figures 2.59 e) and f) demonstrate that there is still a significant amount of coating left
on the worn track after the tests, with the brighter areas on the worn track shown in Figure 2.59 f)
corresponding to transferred metal from the counterface pin due to abrasion.
Figures 2.60 a) to d) show SEM analysis images for a worn track of the EPGNP coating, and
Figures 2.60 e) and f) show SEM analysis images from a cross section of the EPGNP coating in a
combined unworn and worn area to illustrate the overall aspect of the worn track. Compared to
the SEM images presented for the EP coating (Figure 2.59) there are no real observable
differences except for the wear track width presented in Figures 2.60 e) and f). Compared with the
EP coating, the increase in wear track width for the EPGNP coating is sizeable, reflecting the
wear rate measurements presented in Figure 2.58.
Figures 2.61 a) to d) show SEM analysis images for a worn track of the EPGNPox coating, and
Figures 2.61 e) and f) show SEM analysis images from a cross section of the EPGNPox coating in
a combined unworn and worn area to illustrate the overall aspect of the worn track. At the
available magnifications, the differences found in these SEM analysis images do not allow to
draw conclusions by comparison with the EP or EPGNP coating. Especially in Figure 2.61 d), it is
still possible to observe surface cracks on the EPGNPox coating that are of similar magnitude to
the ones observed for the EP and EPGNP coatings.
From these observations, we conclude that interpreting the influence of GNP and GNPox particles
on the properties of the EP based coating is best performed using solely the COF and wear rate
measurements presented in Figures 2.57 and 2.58.
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Figure 2.60: SEM images of EPGNP coating: a), b) magnification 1 000x, secondary electron
detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively (worn track); c), d) magnification
10 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively (worn
track); e), f) magnification 200x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron
detector, respectively (worn track cross-section).
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Figure 2.61: SEM images of EPGNPox coating: a), b) magnification 1 000x, secondary
electron detector, backscattered electron detector, respectively (worn track); c), d)
magnification 10 000x secondary electron detector, backscattered electron detector,
respectively (worn track); e), f) magnification 200x secondary electron detector,
backscattered electron detector, respectively (worn track cross-section).
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Table 2.20 presents a summary of COF and wear rate measurements for the EP coating and EP
based nanocomposite coatings, accompanied by topography images to visually illustrate the wear
behavior differences between them.
These topography analysis images provide a better insight on the wear tracks for each coating
than the SEM analysis due to the constraints found in higher magnification image acquisition.

Table 2.20 COF, wear rate and topography data for the EP coating and related
nanocomposite coatings.
COF

Wear Rate

Coating

Average

Max.

Min.

(mm3.N-1.m-1)

EP

0.083

0.121

0.059

2.3×10-6

EPGNP

0.103

0.179

0.053

4.1×10-6

EPGNPox

0.078

0.121

0.062

1.4×10-6
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2.9 Conclusions


Oxidized graphene nanoplatelets (GNPox) were sucessfully prepared using a method
developed at LEPABE, but using commercial xGNP-M5 particles as starting material.



Aminopropyl-trimethoxysilane functionalized graphene nanoplatelets (SGNP) were
sucessfully prepared using a method adapted from various published reasearch articles.



Water-based commercial PTFE formulations are not suitable for nanomaterial
incorporation due to instability when exposed to ultrasonic or high-shear aggitation.
Since these energy-intensive methods are necessary to achieve good nanoparticle
dispersion, the commercial water-based PTFE formulations were discarded.



A successful and efficient approach for GNP, GNPox, SGNP and IF-WS2 nanomaterial
pre-dispersion preparation was achieved. The presented method is easily scalable for
industrial use.



Reference commercial solvent-based tribological coating formulations were found to be
stable under unltrasonic agitation, and thus considered suitable for GNP incorporation.



Nanocomposite tribological coatings were sucessfully prepared using commercial
solvent-based formulation with different binder polymers as bases. The produced
nanocomposite coatings incorporated GNP and IF-WS2 particles in different
concentrations.



Results from GNP incorporation into commercial solvent-based formulations showed
up to 35 % reduction in wear rate coupled with a 12.5 % increase in average COF for
the PAI based commercial coating, and a 29 % reduction in wear rate coupled with a
5 % increase in average COF for the epoxy-phenolic hybrid based commercial coating.
In both cases the best results were achieved at a 0.2 %wt GNP incorporation ratio.



For the tested commercial solvent-based formulations, it was shown that a further
increase in GNP incorporation ratio from 0.2 %wt was detrimental for tribological
properties.



Results from IF-WS2 incorporation into commercial solvent-based formulations
showed up to 80 % reduction in wear rate coupled with a 50 % increase in average COF
for the PAI based commercial coating, and a 600 % increase in wear rate coupled with a
75 % increase in average COF for the epoxy-phenolic hybrid based commercial coating.



Incorporation of IF-WS2 particles in the tested comercial formulations was not deemed
effective due to the impossibility of IF-WS2 to undergo exfoliation under load and
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deliver a low-friction regime. These particles showed a tendency to perform as an
abrasive third body when incorporated into the commercial epoxy-phenolic hybrid
based coating.


Sucessful formulations of polymer coatings for tribologial applications were developed
from scratch. The developed formulations were based on PAI binders and on epoxy
binders, both coantaining PTFE micropowders as solid lubricating agent.



Valuable coating formulation know-how was developed, even if this knowledge alone
does not constitute an advance in terms of scientific state-of-the-art.



Incorporation of GNP, GNPox and SGNP nanomaterials was sucessfully performed in
the PAI based coating developed from scratch.



Incorporation of GNP and GNPox nanomaterials was sucessfully performed in the
epoxy based coating developed from scratch.



For the PAI based nanocomposite formulations, the best result was obtained for a
0.2 %wt incorporation of GNPox yielding a 64 % reduction in wear rate, coupled with a
residual 1 % increase in average COF.



For the epoxy based nanocomposite formulations, the best result was obtained for a
0.2 %wt incorporation of GNPox yielding a 40 % reduction in wear rate coupled with a
6 % reduction in average COF.



The best overall results were obtained with the nanocomposite formulations developed
from scratch. With these formulations the ultimate goal of significantly lowering wear
rate while simultaneously lowering or not hampering COF were achieved, respectively
with the EPGNPox and SDGNPox coatings.



The results obtained for the PAI based nanocomposite modified with SGNP were not
sufficiently explored due to time constraints. SGNP incorporation of 0.2 %wt was
shown to exceed the optimum incorporation rate.
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3 TRIBOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE OF
PTFE-BASED COATING MODIFIED WITH
MICROENCAPSULATED [HMIM][NTF2]
IONIC LIQUID

2

3.1 Scope
In the context of searching for a longer-life coating with improved friction characteristics, the
hypothesis of combining solid lubricants with fluids lubricants in a coating to search for
tribological synergy was put forward. The base rational for this approach was the fact that
generally, full-film or boundary-lubricated mechanisms present lower coefficient of friction levels
than solid-lubricated mechanisms. A possibility of having a fluid lubricant delivered by the
coating itself to the contact area on-demand was envisaged to be the encapsulation of a given fluid
lubricant, that would be released upon wear of its containing capsule.

2

Part of the content of this chapter has been published in: Bandeira, P., Monteiro, J., Baptista,

A.M., Magalhães, F.D. Tribology Letters (2015) 59:13; DOI 10.1007/s11249-015-0545-y
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To deliver this approach from a thin PTFE-based coating however, posed significant challenges
related to both the size of the capsules and the temperature stability of the fluid.
The typical thickness of such coatings is between 10 µm and 30 µm, rendering a capsule size of
over 5 µm to be inefficient due to excessive preponderance in the coating’s structure.
These coatings are typically cured at temperatures as high as 380 ºC in order to ensure proper
sintering of the PTFE. A liquid that is to be embedded in the coating must then withstand this
curing temperature without losing its lubricating properties. In turn, the microcapsule shell
material must not only withstand these temperatures without degradation or melting, but also
devise enough load-carrying capacity to ensure the fluid is not released upon loading due to
bursting.
A class of fluids that gather the necessary requisites for this incorporation, combined with very
interesting lubricating properties are ionic liquids (IL). Another relevant property of ILs is their
negligible volatility under vacuum conditions; with vacuum applications being a field of election
for the use of solid-lubricant coatings.
The present chapter reports on the development and tribological testing of a PTFE-based
self-lubricating coating containing microencapsulated [HMIM][NTf2] ionic liquid, using
polysulfone as encapsulant material. Microcapsule synthesis, coating preparation, application and
tribological testing under different load and speed (P.V) combinations are presented in this
chapter.

3.2 State of the art
Bulk polymer parts and polymer-based coatings are commonly used in tribology, in different
contexts. Bulk polymers offer increased durability due to the higher amount of material available
for wear, but at the expense of progressive contact misalignment. Polymer coatings make much
less material available in the contact area, and are therefore less durable, but provide the
mechanism with the full rigidity of the substrate materials and prevent major contact
misalignments due to the low overall thickness of the coatings. Most of the published work on
polymer tribology is concerned with bulk polymers.
High performance polymeric self-lubricated coatings are in high demand due to increasing needs
for mechanisms that deliver higher efficiency and robustness. These coatings are often used under
harsh tribological conditions such as combinations of dry sliding or starved lubrication with
operation under vacuum, high temperature, or cryogenic temperature. This poses significant
challenges to tribologists and chemists regarding coating development. The concept of a solidliquid self-lubricating coating system [1, 2], in which a liquid lubricant is released to the surface
as the solid matrix wears out, without the need for external intervention or maintenance, seems
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interesting in this context, since it may allow significant decrease in friction coefficients and
added robustness and durability.
Encapsulation is a logical pathway for the solid-liquid coating concept. Guo and co-workers [3, 4]
studied the incorporation of microcapsules containing lubricating agent in bulk epoxy. The
microcapsules were produced by in situ polymerization of poly(melamine-formaldehyde) and
contained a paraffinic petroleum oil as lubricant. The particle sizes were around 100 µm.
Tribological tests showed effective reduction in friction coefficient. Khun et al. [5] incorporated
microencapsulated lubricants, such as paraffin wax, in silicone coatings applied by dipping and
then cured, for tribological applications. Armada et al. [1] demonstrated the viability of the solidliquid coating concept by developing a thermal spray process capable of forming a polyamide
coating containing capsules filled with polyalphaolefin lubricant. It must be noted that the thermal
spray process used by these author’s differs from the spray paint application and curing technique
used in the present work.
The aforementioned approaches are limited in terms of maximum service temperature due to the
thermal stability of the matrix and lubricant materials used. In addition, use in vacuum conditions
is restricted due to the volatility of the liquid lubricants.
In order to cope with a broader envelope of operating conditions, higher performance materials
must be selected as solid-liquid coating constituents. Coating systems formed by a polyamideimide base-coat and a PTFE self-lubricating top-layer are well proven industrial solutions. But
these require high temperature curing and sintering cycles, in order to form a robust coating that
can deliver lubrication properties from cryogenic temperatures up to 260 ºC. If a liquid lubricant
is to be embedded in such system, it cannot degrade during the high-temperature coating curing
step that must typically be performed at 380 ºC for these coatings systems. High thermal stability
is paramount for all components of these coating formulations.
Ionic liquids (IL) consist of a combination of organic cations and, usually, inorganic anions that
remain in the liquid state at room temperature. ILs with appropriate combination of a cation and
anion have been identified as advanced lubricants in recent years, thanks to their high chemical
and thermal stabilities, non-volatility and non-flammability [6, 7]. This unique set of properties
makes ionic liquids ideal for demanding lubrication applications involving vacuum, hightemperature, fire hazards, and clean environments operation. In addition, their molecular structure
is highly tailorable, theoretically allowing for attaining an optimum balance between relevant
properties like lubrication, thermo-oxidative stability and hydrophobicity [8, 9]. Mahrova and coworkers [10], however, stretch the notion that some care must be taken when using ILs as
lubricants due to potentially detrimental effects of by-products from tribomechanical degradation.
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Lubrication is one of a wide range of tribology parameters [11-13]. Ye et al. [14] were the first to
study the lubricating properties of ionic liquid anion tetrafluoroborate (BF4) with an imidazolium
cation. Minami [9] studied various ionic liquids, observing that the imidazolium type cations are
more stable when compared with synthetic oils at 200 °C. He also related the chemical structure
of the cations with the tribological properties of ionic liquids, showing that higher alkyl chain
imidazolium cations directly lead to lower friction coefficients and wear levels. The argument
used was that viscosity increases with increasing alkyl chain, and hence the direct contact
between the friction surfaces is more effectively prevented, leading to wear reduction. Somers et
al. [6], in an important review on ionic liquid lubricants, stressed the capability of anions like PF6
and BF4 to react with the metal surface and form a protective tribofilm. However, while
performing better when compared to lubricating base oils, Minami et al. [8] showed that these
anions do not present good hydrolytic stability, which may lead to formation of highly corrosive
compounds upon water adsorption, such as hydrofluoric acid (HF). These cause corrosion
problems in the lubrication system (tribocorrosion). Subsequent studies have shown that the
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (NTf2) anion is more thermally stable and more hydrophobic,
avoiding tribocorrosion effects and leading to lower friction coefficient and surface wear [9].
ILs are typically expensive materials, so special attention must be paid to their efficient usage to
insure commercial viability of the intended coating. This further stresses the relevance of the
encapsulation concept for controlled, on-demand release at the contact surface. However, the
works by Sanes et al. [15] and Saurín et al. [16] must be mentioned, since these have
demonstrated the feasibility of direct incorporation of free IL in polymer matrices (polystyrene,
polyamide and epoxy) for enhancement of tribological properties. However, the authors focused
their works on performance of bulk polymers rather than coatings. The applicability of this
approach in coating formulation is limited not only by the detrimental influence of the IL on the
adhesion of the coating to a given substrate, but also by the difficulty in dispersing the IL directly
in the waterborne top-coat used in our work, and ensuring its homogeneous distribution during the
coating curing and stratification stage. These factors can lead to lack of coating cohesion and
surface defects.
The information available in the literature is very scarce with regard to techniques for
microencapsulation of ionic liquids. Gao et al. [17] used a spray dispersion method followed by
solvent evaporation to form polysulfone microcapsules containing 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
hexafluorophosphate [BMIM][PF6] IL. Average size of the microcapsules was around 70 µm.
Xiang et al. [18] produced polyacrylonitrile (PAN) microcapsules containing 1-hexyl-3methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate

[HMIM][BF4],

1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate [BMIM][BF4] and [HMIM][PF6] by solvent extraction in a microfluidic system.
The formed microcapsules had an uniform particle size close to 300 µm. Yang et al. [19] and
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Chen et al. [20] used polysulfone to encapsulate [BMIM][PF6], also in a microfluidic system, and
using a solvent evaporation process. The particle sizes produced ranged from 200 to 800 µm.
This chapter describes the use of a solvent evaporation method for encapsulating [HMIM][NTf2]
ionic liquid in polysulfone. This IL was selected due to the combination of viscosity,
hydrophobicity and lubrication capability, as previously studied by Minami [9]. Furthermore, it
showed good solubility in the organic phase used in the microencapsulation process. Special care
was taken in order to produce small microcapsules (average sizes around 5 µm), so that
incorporation in a viable thin tribological coating was not compromised. A coating system
composed of a PTFE top-coat and a polyamide-imide/PTFE base-coat was used for evaluating
tribological performance. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first time that an
encapsulated ionic liquid is incorporated in a coating for tribological purposes.

3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Materials
Polysulfone (PSF, M.W. = 75 000) was supplied by Acros Organics, 1-hexyl-3methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [HMIM][NTf2] (IL) was supplied by
Iolitec GmbH, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, Mowiol 47-88) was kindly provided by Kuraray Europe
GmbH, dichloromethane (DCM, ≥ 99.8 %) was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. For coating system,
Dupont 958G-313 one-coat was supplied by Dupont de Nemours and used as primer layer, 3M
Dyneon TF5050Z top-coat was kindly provided by 3M Portugal.

3.3.2 Microcapsule preparation
The microcapsules were prepared using the solvent evaporation technique. The organic phase was
composed of dichloromethane with 4 % by weight (wt%) of dissolved polysulfone or polysulfone
and ionic liquid mixture. The aqueous phase consisted on deionized water and 2 wt% of PVA. In
a 1000 mL jacketed reactor, 45 g of organic phase was dispersed in 270 g of aqueous phase using
an IKA Ultra Turrax T18 rotor-stator at 16000 rpm, for 30 minutes at room temperature.
Afterwards, water at 50 ºC (from a thermostatically controlled bath) was circulated in the reactor
jacket to promote solvent evaporation. In order to minimize foam formation, mechanical stirring
was initially performed with a Cowles impeller at low speed (approximately 50 rpm). As soon as
the initial foam disappeared, the agitation speed was gradually increased to 400 rpm, as well as
the bath temperature, to 70 ºC. This evaporation step lasted 2 hours. Three different samples of
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microcapsules were prepared: microcapsules without ionic liquid (F01), microcapsules with 33
wt% of ionic liquid (F02) and microcapsules with 67 wt% of ionic liquid (F03).
In order to wash and dry the microcapsules, the final dispersion was centrifuged on a Beckman
Avanti J25 device at 12000 rpm for 30 minutes. The supernatant was then removed and the
microcapsules were re-suspended in deionized water. This process was repeated 3 times to ensure
complete removal of the PVA from the surface. After this step, the microcapsules were dried at
70 ºC overnight in a convection oven.

3.3.3 Physico-chemical characterization
Morphology of the microcapsules was observed in a Scanning Electron Microscope with X-Ray
Microanalysis FEI Quanta 400FED ESEM/EDASX Genesis X4M at Centro de Materiais da
Universidade do Porto (CEMUP). The dry microcapsules were supported on carbon tape and
coated with palladium (Pd) and gold (Au) by sputtering to promote a metallic conductive surface
for improved SEM observation.
The particle size distributions (PSD) were measured using a Beckman Coulter LS 230 equipment.
Samples were taken for analysis from the final dispersions without further treatment. The
computation of the distribution curves was performed with the equipment software, based on the
Mie model and using the refraction index of PSF (1.633). The distributions were obtained in
triplicate and the average curve distribution was calculated.
Thermal stability of the microcapsules was analysed on a Netzsch STA449 F3 Jupiter. The
analysis ranged from 40 ºC to 800 ºC at 10 ºC min-1 under inert atmosphere (N2, flow rate 30 mL
min-1). The mass of samples was around 5 mg, placed in alumina crucibles. For the pure IL
analysis a platinum crucible was used, since the sample was in liquid form.
Infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded with an ABB - Bomem spectrometer, equipped with a Pike
MIRacle single reflection ATR accessory. Each spectrum was an average of 32 scans taken with
4 cm-1 resolution in the 4000-500 cm-1 range.

3.3.4 Coating preparation
A PTFE-based coating system was used for the tribological tests. The system was composed of
two coats of Dupont 958G-313 one-coat used as primer (solvent based, composed mainly of
polyamide-imide binder and PTFE) and one coat of 3M Dyneon TF5050Z top-coat (waterborne
PTFE dispersion, 50 wt% solids content). The addition of microcapsules was performed by
stirring into the waterborne dispersion. The coating systems were applied on the outer face of DIN
ISO 355 / DIN 720, 30211-A tapered roller bearing tracks (SAE 52100 steel). Coating application
started with track surface preparation by pyrolysis under air at 400 ºC, followed by grit blasting
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with aluminium oxide flakes to achieve an average surface roughness of Ra [3; 5] µm. The primer
was applied by conventional air spray gun and allowed to dry for 10 minutes at 80 ºC in a
convection oven. The top-coat was then applied over the dried primer using a conventional air
spray gun and allowed to dry for a further 10 minutes at 80 ºC in a convection oven. The final step
was the coating cure, performed in a convection oven at 380 ºC for 30 minutes. The final
thickness of the coatings was approximately 30 µm measured with an Elcometer 355 coating
thickness gauge. It must be noted that the convex shape of the test tracks does influence the Dry
Film Thickness (DFT) value measured by such equipment, effectively underestimating it, as can
be confirmed with the SEM images of the coating cross-sections. This is a well-known fact in the
coatings industry and is accepted as a standard as long as the measurement equipment is properly
calibrated. For this study, coating A was produced as a baseline reference containing no
microcapsules. Coatings B, C and D were prepared with the same base materials as coating A, but
the top-coat was modified with 5 wt% of microcapsules F01, F02 and F03, respectively.

3.3.5 Tribological testing
Tribological testing was performed on a crossed-cylinders type tribometer built at CETRIB. The
tribometer is capable of operating in the [12; 1500] N load range due to its construction
philosophy, and the operating speed range is [40; 500] rpm with the actual contact sliding speed
being dependent on the diameter of the test track. Rotating speed is controlled in closed-loop, and
an encoder is used to record the number of rotation cycles for each test. We then use the diameter
of the test track to extrapolate the sliding length for each test.
Friction force is measured directly with a load-cell, and the measurements are acquired through a
National Instruments card directly into LabView software. The test specimens consisted of outer
tracks of standard 30211-A tapered roller bearings (SAE 52100 steel) with the coating applied on
the external faces of the tracks, and the counter-face specimens consisted of standard bearing
rollers (SAE 52100 steel) with 5 mm diameter and 19.6 mm length. The contact area resulting
from this test setup is a theoretical single point that provides convenient self-aligning capability
combined with high Hertzian contact pressure. Figure 3.1 shows the crossed-cylinder
configuration scheme.
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Figure 3.1: Crossed-cylinders configuration scheme.
The tribometer performs real-time data acquisition of the friction force during testing, which is
converted into a reading of coefficient of friction via Equation 3.1; where (µ) is the coefficient of
friction, (Ffriction) is the friction force, and (L) the applied load.
µ=

𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(Equation 3.1)

𝐿

Tribological testing parameters were varied at four different load and speed (P.V) combinations
according to Table 3.1 to allow correct assessment of coating performance. Each trial curve
plotted in this work is an average of 3 repetitions.
Table 3.1: Load and speed conditions tested.
Designation

Load (N)

Speed (mm.s-1)

P.V1

12

400

P.V2

12

800

P.V3

75

400

P.V4

75

800

Wear rate is measured according to Equation 3.2; where (𝑊̇ ) is the wear rate (mm3.N-1.m-1), (V)
is the removed material volume (mm3), (d) is the sliding length (m), and (L) the applied load (N).
To measure the removed material volume, a representative section of the tested track was
analysed by a mechanical stylus profilometer (Hömmel Tester T4000 bench top) along a 500 µm
length of each test track. The device is equipped with a precision x-y table allowing the scan of
the wear tracks by measuring a series of roughness profiles taken 5 µm apart. For the presented
measurements, 101 roughness profiles were taken for each measured sample, and then
transformed in a 3D surface map by polynomial interpolation of these profiles using the Hömmel
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Map software supplied with the machine. Using these measurements and establishing that the
wear profile of the complete track perimeter is identical, it is possible to extrapolate the removed
material volume to the total perimeter of the test track. The sliding length (d) was kept constant
for all tests, applied load (L) and sliding speed were varied in 4 distinct sets allowing for a good
characterization of the coating system behaviour. A second tribological test type was performed
varying the sliding distance while keeping a chosen combination of load and speed constant, to
allow the assessment of wear rate evolution along the test duration and thus support the unusual
behavior of the running-in phase on the main tests. The assumption that the wear profile is
constant along the perimeter was verified by performing topography measurements on previously
tested tracks, taken at 4 sites separated by 90º on each track. Since no statistically significant
differences were found, the assumption of test track wear profile homogeneity was deemed to
hold true. Each wear rate measurement presented in this work is the average of 3 separate
measurements, performed respectively on each of the 3 repeated tracks used for tribological test
repeatability verification.
𝑊̇ =

𝑉

(Equation 3.2)

𝐿.𝑑

3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Microcapsules characterization
Figure 3.2 shows SEM images of the microcapsules produced with different IL contents. The
capsules surface is smooth and homogeneous in all cases. There is a broad range of diameters, but
the maximum value is always around 5 µm. The difference in IL:PSF ratio does not produce
significant changes on size and external appearance of the microcapsules.

Figure 3.2: SEM images of microcapsules. Magnification: 20 000x. The different images
correspond to formulations F01 (a), F02 (b) and F03 (c).
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Figure 3.3 shows the particle size distributions (PSD) measured for the final dispersions. The
distributions are bimodal, with the larger volume fraction lying in the 0-9 µm range. The
secondary peaks correspond to sizes in the 10-25 µm range, having no correspondence with actual
particles observed in SEM images, and are therefore believed to be agglomerates of smaller
capsules. It is apparent from Figure 3.3 that the fraction of these agglomerates tends to increase
when IL is used, probably due to residual presence in the outer surface promoting adhesion
between particles. Such agglomerates were never visible in the final coatings, either visually or by
SEM imaging. This may be due to the surfactant system present in the waterborne PTFE
dispersion contributing for deagglomeration and stabilization of the microcapsules upon mixing
of the two dispersions. In addition, shear stresses during spraying of the liquid coating may also
induce deagglomeration.

Figure 3.3: Differential volume particle size distribution (PSD) of microcapsule
formulations.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed on previously washed and dried
microcapsules. The electron beam used allows for a 2 to 3 µm penetration in the analysed surface.
Figure 3.4 presents the EDS spectra of the capsules. Carbon (C), oxygen (O) and sulphur (S) are
present both in the capsule shell and in the ionic liquid, and are therefore observed both in Figures
3.4a) and 3.4b). Fluorine (F), on the other hand, exists only in the IL, and its characteristic peak
can be seen in Figure 3.4b), confirming its presence in the microcapsules.
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Figure 3.4: EDS spectra of microcapsules: F01 (a), F02 and F03 (b).
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Figure 3.5: FTIR-ATR spectra of microcapsule formulations (F01, F02 and F03) and IL.
Zones a and d: characteristic bands of PSF; zones b, c and e: characteristic bands of IL.

Figure 3.5 shows FTIR spectra of the microcapsules and ionic liquid. Microcapsules spectra (F01,
F02 and F03) show characteristic bands of PSF at: 1 583 cm-1, 1 503 cm-1 and 1 486 cm-1 (C=C
aromatic rings stretching) [21], ~1 322 cm-1 and ~1 293cm-1 (S=O sulfone asymmetric stretching)
[22], 1 234cm-1 (C-O-C stretching) [23], and ~832cm-1, ~853cm-1 and ~873cm-1 (disubstituted
benzene ring) [21]. The spectra of microcapsules containing IL (F02 and F03) and of free IL show
characteristic bands at: ~1 349 cm-1 (S=O asymmetric stretching) [22], ~1 180 cm-1 (CF3
asymmetric stretching) [22], ~1 054 cm-1 (S-N-S asymmetric stretching) [22], ~615cm-1 (NTf2
trans– isomer) [24], and ~655cm-1 and ~600cm-1 (NTf2 cis– isomer) [24]. In spectra F02 and F03,
the intensity of all bands associated with IL (zones b), c) and e) in Figure 3.5) relative to those
from PSF (zones a) and d) in Figure 3.5) is seen to increase with IL content. This set of EDS and
FTIR data confirm encapsulation of IL in PSF particles. For support, the chemical structures of IL
and PSF are presented in Figures 3.6a) and 3.6b), respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Molecular structure of Ionic liquid [HMIM][NTf2] (IL) (a)) and Polysulfone
(PSF) (b)) molecular structure.
The thermal degradation of microcapsules with and without IL was analysed by
thermogravimetric analysis. The results are shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Thermogravimetric curves obtained for free ionic liquid and microcapsule
formulations.
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The extrapolated onset temperature for microcapsules of PSF alone (F01) is around 514 ºC, in
agreement with literature values for PSF decomposition [17, 25]. About 26 % of the sample
remains at 800 ºC, indicating formation of thermally stable carbonaceous material, probably
associated with the presence of aromatic structures in the polymer backbone. Free (nonencapsulated) IL shows degradation onset temperature at 408 ºC, in agreement with a previously
reported value [26]. Microcapsules F02, with IL:PSF ratio 1:2, degrade in two steps. The first is
expected to correspond to thermal degradation of the ionic liquid. The corresponding onset
temperature (420 ºC) is higher than the value obtained for free IL, since the encapsulating PSF
shell acts as a protective thermal barrier and retards escape of volatile decomposition products.
The second step is not well defined, and shows an onset temperature of about 460 ºC, lower than
for PSF alone. Microcapsules F03, with IL:PSF ratio 1:1, show an onset temperature of 418 ºC,
similar to F02 and corresponding to degradation of encapsulated IL. However, the second
degradation step, corresponding to PSF degradation, is apparently superimposed with the first.
This progressive shift of PSF degradation towards lower temperatures with increasing IL content
is probably a consequence of facilitated decomposition of PSF in the presence of sulphuric and
hydrofluoric acids that result from the thermal degradation of this ionic liquid [27] as a direct
consequence of the higher IL:PSF ratio.
The percentage of stable residues at 800 °C is proportional to the amount of PSF in the
formulations. The experimental values for F02 and F03 are 19.1 and 11.1 % by weight,
respectively. This agrees reasonably well with the expected values of 17.4 and 13.1 %, computed
based on the residue obtained for F01 (26.1 %) and the PSF fraction in the other two formulations.
The results from the TGA analysis reveal that some care must be taken in the usage of PSFencapsulated [HMIM][NTf2] ionic liquid near the decomposition onset temperature (420 °C), due
to predictable release of sulphuric and hydrofluoric acids. These can pose, among others,
maintenance problems in the tribological mechanisms due to chemical corrosion. This limitation,
however, is well understood by users of PTFE-based coatings, since this material is also capable
of releasing hydrofluoric acid upon degradation at temperatures over 400 ºC.

3.4.2 Coating characterization
Several coatings were prepared for testing in terms of tribological performance. Coating A
contained no microcapsules, while coatings B, C and D contained microcapsule formulations F01,
F02 and F03, respectively. Figure 3.8 depicts a cross section of an unworn test track for each of
the produced samples, shown in secondary electron mode (SE) and backscattered electron mode
(BS), after fracture under liquid nitrogen.
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Figure 3.8: Cross-section of all coatings in unworn zone.
The distinction between the steel track and the coating materials is clearly outlined in BS mode,
as well as the coating stratification due to different compositions of the primer and top coats.
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Figure 3.9: Cross-section of all coating in worn zone (after 2000 m sliding length).
Figure 3.9 depicts a cross section of a region within the worn test track for each of the produced
samples after a 2000 m sliding length (see tribological testing section). These images are shown in
perspective for a clearer view of the worn track surface morphology. As can be seen, all coatings
still present a very significant thickness in the worn area, even after 2000 m of sliding.
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Figure 3.10 shows a magnification of a coating cross-section, showing the presence of the
microcapsules in the PTFE top-coat and the EDS spectra for the different areas, evidencing the
expected different elemental composition between the polysulfone microcapsules containing IL
(C, O, S and F) and the top-coat PTFE material (C, O and F). These observations confirm that the
microcapsules maintained their integrity during the high temperature coating curing step.

Figure 3.10: Microcapsules incorporated into coating system and EDS spectra of
microcapsules (Z1) and EDS spectra of coating (Z2).

3.4.3 Tribological testing
The measured coefficients of friction (COF) as a function of sliding length for the different load
and speed (P.V) combinations are shown in Figure 3.11, for all the formulated coatings; the P.V
combination used for the respective tests is declared in the caption.
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Figure 3.11: Friction coefficient of coatings as a function of sliding length for all P.V tested.
a) 12 N at 400 mm.s-1, b) 12 N at 800 mm.s-1, c) 75 N at 400 mm.s-1, d) 75 N at 800 mm.s-1.
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It is worth mentioning that PSF is mechanically much harder than the PTFE solid lubricant and
additionally presents a much higher coefficient of friction against steel. This remark makes the
interpretation of friction and wear phenomena better understandable.
For P.V1 (Figure 3.11a)) it is clear that the addition of microcapsules has a slightly detrimental
effect on the COF for all cases including the microcapsules with IL, mainly due to the presence of
PSF as the microcapsule structure material. The presence of PSF microcapsules in the coatings
constitutes a foreign body to the original tribo pair. The IL containing microcapsules are still able
to slightly decrease this detrimental impact, and it can be seen that Coating D performs the best in
the microcapsule containing coatings group due to the higher IL contents and probably due to the
residual presence of IL outside the microcapsules.
For P.V2 (Figure 3.11b)) the effect of microcapsules addition is similar to what was observed for
P.V1, but clearly the higher sliding speed was determinant for the IL not being able to play a COF
reducing role.
It is important to state that at a load level of 12 N, the rupture of the microcapsules is a very
lengthy process, which has an effect on the IL release rate. At 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed, the
release rate of the IL can be sufficient to promote the availability of enough material to form a
semi boundary-layer effect that can explain the better behaviour of the IL containing
microcapsules; but at a sliding speed of 800 mm.s-1, the IL release rate is clearly insufficient to
allow the availability of enough material to form this layer thus rendering the presence of IL
irrelevant with respect to the COF measurements.
At P.V3 (Figure 3.11c)) the foreign body effect of the PSF microcapsules is well perceived with
the curve of Coating B, but coatings C and D shown that the IL is able to overcome this effect and
bring appreciable benefits regarding the tribo pair’s COF. At 75 N load level, there is enough
stress in the contact to promote a faster rupture of the IL containing microcapsules. This effect
makes it possible for the IL to be present in the contact area in sufficient quantity to form an
effective boundary lubrication layer that effectively reduces the COF despite the influence of the
PSF residues. It is noticeable that the difference in IL contents in the microcapsules of Coating C
and Coating D did not produce a discernible distinction in performance regarding measured COF,
therefore indicating that at P.V3 and for the tested sliding duration, the quantity of IL available
from the F02 microcapsules is sufficient to produce the desired effect, and the superior IL
quantity used for the F03 microcapsules does not bring additional benefit.
For P.V4 (Figure 3.11d)) the effect of PSF microcapsules without IL is similar to the one
observed for P.V3, and at a fist glance the IL containing microcapsules just seems to be able to
overcome the negative impact of PSF foreign body effect without bringing added benefit when
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compared to Coating A. A closer look at the data however reveals that after approximately
1250 m of sliding distance, the presence of IL on Coatings C and D produces a reduction in COF.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon might be connected to the IL release rate to the
contact area which might not be fast enough to immediately make sufficient IL available to form a
boundary lubrication layer. After the stated 1250 m of sliding distance, the quantity of IL present
in the contact area builds up to the point where the boundary layer is actually formed, and the
beneficial effects of the IL start to produce visible results.
Topography profiles of the tested wear tracks are shown in Figure 3.12 for P.V3 as an illustrative
example of the methodology used for all cases. It is possible to see differences between the
coatings in terms of surface roughness and depth of the wear track. These topographic profiles
also allow measurements of removed material volume (V) during the tests, and provide the
̇ according to Equation 3.2.
necessary information to compute wear rates (𝑊)

Figure 3.12: Wear profile of coatings after tribological test for 75 N at 400 mm.s -1.
The first conclusion to be taken from the topographic analysis is that the initial surface roughness
of all coatings is in the order of 3 µm Ra, which immediately lends itself to initial wear, during the
running-in phase, significantly higher than that observed after the smoothening of the roughness
peaks. This has been previously observed by Solzak and Polycarpou [28] in published works
involving commercial PTFE based coatings, which helps to understand that the running-in phase
for this type of coatings is very rapid and does not present a typical behaviour. The initial
roughness on Coating A (region outside the wear track) is apparently lower in the topographies
shown in Figure 3.12, but this is only due to the scale compression effect introduced by the height
of accumulated material on the edges of the worn track. This material accumulation is a direct
consequence of material flow during the tribological test. Since the magnitude of this behaviour
for the remaining tested coatings is either much smaller or inexistent (case of Coating B), a
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conclusion can readily be drawn towards the PSF microcapsules playing a role on increasing the
load bearing capacity of the base coat, which in turn results in higher wear resistance.

Figure 3.13: Wear rate analysis for all coatings and all P.V conditions: P.V1 = 12 N at
400 mm.s-1, P.V2 = 12 N at 800 mm.s-1, P.V3 = 75 N at 400 mm.s-1, P.V3 = 75 N at
800 mm.s-1.
Wear rate analyses are based on the information shown in Figure 3.13 that depicts the measured
wear rates for all coatings under the different P.V conditions. For P.V1, Coating B stands out due
to a lower wear resistance. This phenomenon might be explained due to the low loading
conditions and low speed combination favoring an adhesive behavior between the counterface pin
and the PSF microcapsules, tearing the microcapsules from the coating and making them act as an
abrasive third-body in the contact area, therefore accelerating the wear process. Coatings C and D
show a wear resistance performance that is only slightly better than Coating A, probably due to
the fact that the IL disables the proposed adhesive mechanism between the PSF microcapsules
and the counterface pin, originating a slight overall benefit due to the hardness of the PSF
microcapsules. This hypothesis is in agreement with the presented discussion for the COF
analyses.
At P.V2 conditions the contribution of microcapsules appears to be much more relevant in the
increase of wear resistance. Coating B readily presents a significant reduction in wear rate
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compared with Coating A, still with no presence of IL. This phenomenon might be explained by
the disabling of the adhesive mechanism between the counterface pin and the PSF claimed for the
P.V1 conditions, due to the higher sliding speed. This disabling might be further studied in the
future with intermediate variations of sliding speed. Coatings C and D present further
improvements in wear resistance, indicating a beneficial effect of the IL in these the test
conditions. The error bars shown for these coating; however, the IL available in the contact area is
not sufficient to produce a sustained effect, and is in agreement with the observations made for
the COF analyses.
Under P.V3 and P.V4 test conditions, the effect of the microcapsules is very noticeable in terms
of wear reduction, and this is mainly attributed to the hardness of the PFS microcapsule structure.
Compared to Coating A, all other coatings show at least a 50 % reduction in wear rate for P.V3
and at least 70 % reduction in wear rate for P.V4. The effect of the IL itself is not shown to have a
significant contribution to wear resistance increase under these test conditions.
Figure 3.14 a), b), c), and d) shows the SEM images of counter-face steel rollers used,
respectively, in the testing of coatings A, B, C, and D at P.V3.

Figure 3.14: SEM images of test counter-faces. Magnification: 40x; a) Coating A, b) Coating
B, c) Coating C, d) Coating D.
The observed counter-face wear area is in good agreement with the analysis of friction behaviour
for the different coatings. Use of the unmodified coating (A) results in the highest wear area.
Addition of PSF microcapsules (Coating B) shows a decrease in worn area, due to increased loadbearing capability. Coatings C and D produce the smallest counter-face wear areas due to the
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action of the IL lubrication. The presence of IL seems to reduce the abrasiveness of the contact,
supporting the hypothesis of a boundary lubrication film formation.
The evolution of wear with respect to sliding length was also analysed for coatings A and D at
P.V3. The resulting graphics are shown in Figure 3.15a) and 15b). Both coatings present an
initially high wear rate that corresponds to the running-in phase. Coating D actually shows an
initially higher wear rate up to approximately 125 m of sliding distance. This is attributed to the
rupture of near-surface microcapsules that disturb the run-in process, with PSF residues possibly
acting as a counterproductive third body in the contact zone. From about 250 m sliding distance
onwards, the contribution of the IL towards wear reduction starts to dominate. At 2000 m sliding
distance the differences between the two coatings are substantial. It is important to understand
that heat continuously builds-up during a trial, and from 1000 m of sliding onwards the
temperature can have an effect in the acceleration of wear in the coatings. This effect can explain
the final increase in wear rate and removed material volume for Coating A. As this is not
observed in Coating D, we believe it constitutes further evidence of the IL’s beneficial action in
the tribological pair.
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Figure 3.15: Wear rate (a) and removed material volume (b) relative to sliding length for
coatings A and D and for 75 N at 400 mm.s-1 test conditions.
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3.4.4 Conclusions


An effective methodology for preparation of PSF microcapsules containing [HMIM]
[NTf2] ionic liquid with mean spherical dimensions around 5 µm is presented.



The proposed solvent-evaporation method is simple and readily scalable for production
of large quantities of microcapsules, configuring an attractive route for industrial
exploitation without requiring major investments.



The microcapsules were successfully incorporated in thin PTFE-based coatings (5 wt%
loading) , thanks to the small microcapsules size and the ability of PSF and IL to
withstand the temperature conditions necessary for coating cure.



The presence of PSF microcapsules containing IL was shown to be beneficial for the
measured coefficient of friction under high loading conditions combined with low or
high sliding speeds. On the other hand, the microcapsules were slightly detrimental
under low loading conditions combined with low or high sliding speeds.



Wear resistance of the coatings modified with PSF microcapsules containing IL was
shown to be much improved relatively to the baseline coating.



The hypothesis of an IL boundary lubrication film being formed at a load level of 75 N
and 400 mm.s-1 sliding speed was supported by the decreasing abrasive effect observed
on the counterface pin with the increase in IL concentration.
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4 INFLUENCE OF GRAPHENE, GRAPHENE
OXIDE, AND DIFFERENT ALKYL-CHAIN
LENGTH IONIC LIQUIDS ON THE
TRIBOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE OF
3
EPOXY-PTFE COATING

4.1 Scope
In this chapter the incorporation of unconstrained ionic liquids (IL) in various developed coatings
is evaluated. Non-containment of the IL allows significant savings in coating production and
simultaneously potentiates interaction with other coating constituents. IL with different cation
alkyl-chain length are used to verify the influence of this parameter on the coatings’ tribological
properties. Interaction of the different IL with graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) and oxidized
graphene nanoplatelets (GNPox) is also studied in tribological performance terms. Separate
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baseline coating formulations, each containing only one of the studied materials, are also tested to
provide comparative performance data and enable discussion.
Tribological testing under different load and speed (P.V) combinations is performed for each
produced coating to check behaviour under different working conditions.
Synergies between the materials of interest in tribological performance are shown to exist, and to
be of complex nature, pointing towards the need for case-specific additive ratio optimization to
take full advantage of the coating constituent properties.

4.2 State of the art
The use of bulk polymer and polymer coatings as surfaces to provide self-lubrication ability to
mechanisms is increasingly relevant due to the search for optimal energy efficiency [1-8]. This
trend requires continuous efforts on the development of higher performance solutions, which can
be achieved by combining the effects of outstanding materials to achieve synergistic behaviour.
Graphene (a planar arrangement of sp2 bonded carbon atoms) and related materials has been the
object of much development work in the fields of materials science [9-20]. Tribological
applications, in particular, have shown very promising results, both in terms of wear resistance
and low friction enhancement of polymers [21-34], and in load bearing capacity, friction
reduction, and wear resistance enhancement of fluid lubricants [35-49]. For bulk polymer
nanocomposites Kandanur et al. [30] reported a four order of magnitude reduction in specific
wear rate of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) due to the addition of 10 % by weight (wt%) of
graphene platelets, but make no mention of the effect of the coefficient of friction (COF). Tai et
al. [27] reported a 40 % reduction in specific wear rate of ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE) coupled with a slight increase in COF from an addition of 3 wt%
graphene oxide (GO); and Pan et al. [33] report a 92 % reduction in specific wear rate of
monomer casting nylon coupled with a COF reduction of 14 % due to the addition of 0.05 wt%
amine-functionalized GO. For nanocomposite coatings reinforced with graphene related
materials, the only available work is from Pan et al. [50] which reports an increase in wear
resistance combined with a decrease in COF for a polyphenylene sulphide (PPS) based coating
modified with 0.8 wt% organophilic graphene obtained by an oxidation dispersion reduction
process, stating that the addition of graphene also eliminated the cracked wear scar surface of the
unmodified coating as well as having turned the previously inconsistent and thick transfer film
into a fine uniform layer.
Research on the lubricating properties of ionic liquids (IL) has revealed the outstanding
characteristics of these materials under severe operating conditions. The reported properties are
justified by the interactions that IL develop with the contact pair surfaces, allowing the formation
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of adsorbed tribolayers onto these surfaces and relying on high alkyl-chain cation moieties to
provide high load-bearing characteristics [51-54]. As reported by Mahrova et al. [55] it must be
noted that at high operating temperatures or under severe mechanochemical stress, degradation of
IL can occur and lead to the emission of corrosive products such as sulphuric acid, depending on
the actual IL used.
Maka et al. [56] have reported on the graphene dispersion stabilization effect of two types of IL,
as well on these IL ability to cross-link with an epoxy resin effectively increasing graphene
dispersion quality and polymer chain mobility on the produced nanocomposites. Fan et al. [57]
reported the fabrication of “sandwich sheets” obtained by cross-linking of functionalized
graphene with IL. The synthesized material is able to form a self-assembled high density multi
layered film that is physically adsorbed onto the AISI 52100 steel contact pair surfaces due to the
IL action and promotes the establishment of a very low friction and wear regime.
In a recent work, Saurín et al. [58] explored the synergies between graphene and IL on the
tribological performance of an epoxy resin, and reported on the action of IL on the enhancement
of epoxy polymer chain mobility (plasticizing effect). The authors report a best COF reduction of
70 % for the epoxy-graphene nanocomposite without IL, but with the IL containing
nanocomposites also presenting clear COF reduction relative to the base epoxy. For all tested
nanocomposites the removed material volume was negligible and thus compared extremely
favourably with the 8.1×10-4 mm3.N-1.m-1 specific wear rate for the base epoxy resin. It is
important to note that the work was performed on bulk epoxy resin, and as such the results are not
directly transferrable to thin coating applications.
We have previously shown the beneficial tribological effects of incorporating microencapsulated
IL in a PTFE-based thin coating [59]. In the present work, an epoxy-PTFE coating formulation
developed by the authors is used as basis for the study and the effect of direct IL incorporation,
without microencapsulation, on tribological properties is assessed. The effect of modification of
the coating with graphene nano platelets (GNP) and oxidized graphene nano platelets (GNPox) is
also investigated. For the IL, three different compositions are tested, differing on alkyl chain
length of the imidazole based cationic moiety, using bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide anion:
1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

[HMIM][NTf2],

1-decyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

[DMIM][NTf2], and

1-hexadecyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

[HDMIM][NTf2].

Synergies in tribological properties of the coating through modification with GNPox-IL
combinations are also studied. In order to limit the extension of the present work, the
incorporation ratios of nanomaterials, IL, and nanomaterial: IL combinations were kept constant
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and were performed at levels considered to be reasonable from both technical and economical
perspectives.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first study on the tribological behaviour of epoxy PTFE
coatings modified with GNP, GNPox, [HMIM][NTf2], [DMIM][NTf2], [HDMIM][NTf2], or
combinations thereof.

4.3 Experimental section
4.3.1 Materials
Epoxy resin (EPXres) (Araldite LY 5052) and hardener (Aradur 5052 CH) was kindly provided
by Huntsman Corporation; PTFE micro powder TF 9207Z (PTFE) was kindly provided by 3M
Portugal;

the

ionic

liquids:

1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

[HMIM][NTf2] (HMIM),

1-decyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

[DMIM][NTf2] (DMIM) and

1-hexadecyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
[HDMIM][NTf2] (HDMIM) were purchased from Iolitec GmbH; N-methylpyrrolidone was
purchased from Industrielack AG; xGNP-M5 (GNP) was purchased from XG Sciences Inc.
consisting on few layer graphene flakes of thickness varying from 1 nm to 20 nm and 5 µm
average diameter; KMnO4, H2SO4 and H2O2 reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. For
product stabilization a commercial fluorosurfactant was used.
GNPox was prepared according to a modified Hummer´s method [60] with a (KMnO4 3:1 GNP)
ratio previously used to prepare graphene oxide (GO) [61]. Briefly, 100 mL of H2SO4 were added
to 4 g of GNP at room temperature and the solution was cooled using an ice bath, followed by
gradual addition of 12 g of KMnO4. Then 600 mL of deionized water were added, followed by
addition of H2O2 until oxygen release stopped. GNPox was washed 5 times with deionized water
by centrifugation at 4000 rpm during 15 minutes. The solid was dispersed in 1000 mL of
deionized water by sonication (Bandelin Sonorex RK512 H) during 5 h and lyophilized 72 h.

4.3.2 Coatings preparation
Firstly, GNP and GNPox pre-dispersions were obtained by mixing GNP and GNPox powders
respectively in NMP at 0.4 wt% and dispersing by sonication (Elmasonic P300H) during
150 minutes. For samples with GNPox and ionic liquids, mixtures of GNPox (0.4 wt%) and
respectively each of the used ionic liquids (4 wt%) in NMP were prepared and dispersed by
sonication (Elmasonic P300H) during 150 minutes. For coating formulation in all cases, the
weight ratio of EPXres to PTFE was 80:20.
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For EPX formulation, 8 g PTFE powder was previously mixed with 20 g of NMP and 0.1 wt% of
a commercial fluorosurfactant. The PTFE in the mixture was dispersed with IKA Ultra Turrax
T18 rotor-stator at 6 000 rpm, for 3 minutes. After that, 40 g of EPXres was added and dispersed
again with Turrax at 16 000 rpm for 10 minutes. For EPX-HMIM, EPX-DMIM and EPX-HDMIM
formulations preparation the procedures were similar, but 0.8 g of the respective ionic liquid was
added prior to the last dispersion step. Preparation of EPX GNP, EPX GNPox and EPX with the
different ionic liquids followed the same processing steps as for the base EPX formulation, but
having the NMP substituted by 20 g of the respective pre dispersion. Immediately before coatings
application, 15.2 g of hardener were added to each formulation and thoroughly mixed. Table 4.1
shows the contents of modifying substances for each produced coating in wt% relative to solid
contents.

Table 4.1: Contents of modifying substances for each coating in % wt. relative to solid
contents.
GNP

GNPox

( wt%)

( wt%)

-

-

-

-

-

0.2

-

-

-

-

EPX-GNPox

-

0.2

-

-

-

EPX-HMIM

-

-

2.0

-

-

EPX-DMIM

-

-

-

2.0

-

EPX-HDMIM

-

-

-

-

2.0

-

0.2

2.0

-

-

-

0.2

-

2.0

-

-

0.2

-

-

2.0

EPX
EPX-GNP

EPX-GNPoxHMIM
EPX-GNPoxDMIM
EPX-GNPoxHDMIM

[HMIM][NTf
2]

( wt%)
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2]

( wt%)
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The coatings were applied on the outer face of DIN ISO 355 / DIN 720, 30211-A tapered roller
bearing tracks (SAE 52100 steel). Coating application started with track surface preparation by
pyrolysis under air at 300 ºC, followed by grit blasting with aluminium oxide flakes to achieve an
average surface roughness of Ra [3; 5] µm. The first coat was applied by conventional spray gun
and allowed to dry for 5 minutes at 80 ºC in a convection oven. The second coat was then applied
over the dried coat using a conventional spray gun. The final step was the coating cure, performed
in a convection oven at 250 ºC for 15 minutes.

4.3.3 Physico-chemical characterization
Thermal stability (TGA) of ionic liquids was analysed on a Netzsch TG 209 F1. The analysis
ranged from 30 ºC to 800 ºC at 5 ºC.min-1 under inert atmosphere (N2, flow-rate 30 mL.min-1).
The mass of samples was around 20 mg, placed in platinum crucibles.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) of ionic liquids was performed on a Setaram DSC131.
The analysis ranged from -30 ºC to 120 ºC at 10 ºC.min-1 under inert atmosphere (N2, flow-rate
30 mL.min-1). The mass of samples was around 40 mg, placed in aluminium crucibles.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of GNPox tablets (10 mm diameter) was performed at
Centro de Materiais da Universidade do Porto (CEMUP) using an ESCALAB 200A, VG
Scientific (UK) with PISCES software for data acquisition and analysis. For analysis, an
achromatic X-ray source (1486.6 eV) operating at 15 kV (300 W) was used, and the spectrometer,
calibrated with reference to Ag 3d5/2 (368.27 eV), was operated in constant analyser energy mode
with a pass energy of 20 eV for regions of interest, and 50 eV in survey. The core levels for O 1s
and C 1s were analysed. The photoelectron take-off angle (the angle between the surface of the
sample and the axis of the energy analyser) was 90°. The electron gun used focused on the
specimen in an area close to 100 mm2. Data acquisition was performed with a pressure lower than
1×106 Pa. The effect of the electric charge was corrected by the reference of the carbon peak
(285 eV). The deconvolution of spectra was performed with the XPSPEAK41 program, in which
a peak fitting was performed using Gaussian-Lorentzian peak shape and Shirley type background
subtraction.
Morphology of coatings,

GNP, GNPox, and GNPox mixtures with IL were observed in a

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with X-Ray Microanalysis (EDS) FEI Quanta 400FED
ESEM/EDASX Genesis X4M at CEMUP. The coated test specimen tracks were cut with an angle
grinder. For observation, the cut specimens were supported on carbon tape and coated with
palladium (Pd) and gold (Au) by sputtering to promote a metallic conductive surface for
improved SEM observation. The images were obtained in Secondary Electron mode (SE) and
Backscattered Electron mode (BE). To allow the best possible observation of coating cross-
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section, the samples were only partially cut, then immersed in liquid N 2, and hit with a hammer to
allow for a fragile fracture of the steel tracks.

4.3.4 Tribological testing
Tribological testing was performed on a crossed-cylinders type tribometer built at CETRIB. The
tribometer is capable of operating in the [12; 1500] N load range due to its construction
philosophy, and the operating speed range is [40; 500] rpm with the actual contact sliding speed
being dependent on the diameter of the test track. Rotating speed is controlled in closed-loop, and
an encoder is used to record the number of rotation cycles for each test. We then use the diameter
of the test track to extrapolate the sliding length for each test.
Friction force is measured directly with a load-cell, and the measurements are acquired through a
National Instruments card directly into LabView® software. The test specimens consisted of outer
tracks of standard 30211-A tapered roller bearings (SAE 52100 steel) with the coating applied on
the external faces of the tracks, and the counter-face specimens consisted of standard bearing
rollers (SAE 52100 steel) with 5 mm diameter and 19.6 mm length. The contact area resulting
from this test setup is a theoretical single point that provides convenient self-aligning capability
combined with high Hertzian contact pressure. Figure 4.1 shows the crossed-cylinder
configuration scheme.
The tribometer performs real-time data acquisition of the friction force during testing, which is
converted into a reading of coefficient of friction via Equation 4.1; where (µ) is the coefficient of
friction, (𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ) is the friction force, and (𝐿) the applied load.
µ=

𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐿

(Equation 4.1)

Tribological testing parameters were varied at four different
load and speed (P.V) combinations according to Table 4.2 to
allow correct assessment of coating performance. Each trial
curve plotted in this work is an average of 3 repetitions.

Figure 4.1: Crossed-cylinders
configuration

scheme

for

tribological testing.
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Table 4.2: Nomenclature and identification of the load and sliding speed combinations (P.V)
used for tribological testing.
Applied Load (N)

Sliding Speed (mm.s-1)

P.V1

75

800

P.V2

75

400

P.V3

150

800

P.V4

150

400

Wear rate is measured according to Equation 4.2; where (𝑊̇ ) is the wear rate (mm3∙N-1∙m-1), (𝑉) is
the removed material volume (mm3), (𝑑) is the sliding length (m), and (𝐿) the applied load (N).
To measure the removed material volume, a representative section of the tested track was
analysed by a mechanical stylus profilometer (Hömmel Tester T4000 bench top) along a 500 µm
length of each test track. The device is equipped with a precision x-y table allowing the scan of
the wear tracks by measuring a series of roughness profiles taken 5 µm apart. For the presented
measurements, 101 roughness profiles were taken for each measured sample, and then
transformed in a 3D surface map by polynomial interpolation of these profiles using the Hömmel
Map software supplied with the machine. Using these measurements and establishing that the
wear profile of the complete track perimeter is identical, it is possible to extrapolate the removed
material volume to the total perimeter of the test track. The sliding length (𝑑) was kept constant
for all tests. applied load (𝐿) and sliding speed were varied in 4 distinct sets allowing for a good
characterization of the coating system behaviour as mentioned above. The assumption that the
wear profile is constant along the perimeter was verified by performing topography measurements
on previously tested tracks, taken at 4 sites separated by 90º on each track. Since no statistically
significant differences were found, the assumption of test track wear profile homogeneity was
deemed to hold true. Each wear rate measurement presented in this work is the average of 3
separate measurements, performed respectively on each of the 3 repeated tracks used for
tribological test repeatability verification.
𝑉
𝑊̇ = (𝐿.𝑑)

150

(Equation 4.2)
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4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Ionic liquids comparison
A full characterization of [HMIM][NTf2] by infrared (FTIR) spectra analysis was previously
presented [59]. A similar characterization of [DMIM][NTf2] and [HDMIM][NTf2] was not
deemed necessary as the characteristic bands remain largely the same, reflecting only the
increasing alkyl chain length of the cationic moiety. Figure 4.2 shows the results of DSC analyses
performed between -30 ºC and 110 ºC for the three IL used in this work. These reveal that while
[HMIM][NTf2] remains liquid throughout the whole measurement range, [DMIM][NTf2] and
[HDMIM][NTf2] show well defined melting peaks centred at 7 ºC and 52 ºC, respectively. This
illustrates the impact of the alkyl chain length of the cation on the physical properties of the IL. At
the test temperature used for this study (standard room temperature conditions) the
[HDMIM][NTf2] is in solid state and can only become fluid if the actual contact temperature
exceeds 52 ºC.

Figure 4.2: DSC curves obtained for the ionic liquids used in this work.
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Figure 4.3: Thermogravimetric analysis curves obtained for each ionic liquid.

Figure 4.3 shows the range of interest from the thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) used to assess
the relative temperature stability of the ILs, which is important for this work as the base coating is
cured at 250 ºC.

All tested IL remain stable up to 330 ºC, at which point [HDMIM][NTf2] reaches the onset of
degradation, followed by the onset of degradation of [DMIM][NTf2] at 370 ºC, with the most
stable IL being [HMIM][NTf2] with an onset of degradation at 380 ºC. This confirms that none of
the IL suffers degradation during the coating cure process, at 250 °C.

4.4.2 GNP, GNPox and GNPox/IL analyses
SEM analyses were performed on the nanomaterials used to modify the base EPX coating, in
order to verify their morphologic differences after undergoing the distinct treatments. Each
material sample was prepared by drying a drop of nanomaterial pre-dispersion directly on an
aluminium holder for SEM analysis, as described in section 4.3.2. The drying step was performed
on a forced convection oven at 200 ºC during 1 h to ensure complete removal of the NMP carrier
solvent.
Figure 4.4 illustrates some results of the performed analyses. Figure 4.4 a) shows the morphology
of untreated GNP. It can be seen that the platelets tend to form agglomerates, since there was no
stabilizer present in the pre dispersion. The platelets present smooth surfaces and straight edges.
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Figure 4.4 b) shows the morphology of as prepared GNPox particles. The individual platelets are
noticeably more wrinkled as a consequence of the oxidation process creating polar groups that,
due to attractive interactions, distort the sheets. Figures 4.4 c) to e) show the morphology of
GNPox particles coated respectively with [HMIM][NTf2], [DMIM][NTf2], and [HDMIM][NTf2]
IL. The presence of the IL coating on the GNPox platelets is visually noticeable and confirmed by
EDS spectra that reveal the presence of nitrogen, fluorine, and sulphur, absent from the pristine
platelets (EDS not shown here).
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Figure 4.4: SEM and EDS analysis of a) GNP, b) GNPox, c) GNPox-[HMIM][NTf2],
d) GNPox-[DMIM][NTf2] and e) GNPox-[HDMIM][NTf2]. Magnification: a) 15 000x and
b), c), d) and e) 20 000x.
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Figure 4.4 e) is of particular interest since the [HDMIM][NTf2] IL is clearly promoting GNPox
platelet deagglomeration. Only in this image individually coated particles can be distinguished,
with the typical lateral dimensions around 5 µm. From these analyses we conclude that there is a
good degree of affinity between the tested IL and GNPox.
GNP particles have only residual oxygen functionality, located at the platelet edges, and are thus
not expected to have a strong interaction with the epoxy matrix of the base coating. GNPox
particles, on the other hand, have a significant amount of oxygen-containing functional groups
that are expected to interact physically and covalently with the polymer matrix. The XPS analysis
shown in Figure 4.5 was used to identify the C 1s groups found on GNPox as used in this work,
and in Table 4.3 the atomic composition of GNPox and a quantification of C 1s groups is
presented [62].

Figure 4.5: XPS analysis of GNPox; the shown deconvoluted peaks correspond to
1) C-C (sp2), 2) C-C (sp3), 3) C-OH, 4) C-O-C, 5) C=O and 6) O-C=O.
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Table 4.3: Atomic composition of GNPox and content of C 1s chemical groups resulting
from spectra fitting.
Binding Energy

GNPox

Chemical Group

(eV)

(at%)

C-C (sp2)

284.5

38.9

C-C (sp3)

285.4

32.8

C-OH

286.4

4.3

C-O-C

287.1

12.9

C=O

288.0

6.9

O-C=O

289.2

4.2

sp2 / sp3

-

1.18

From Table 4.3 it is concluded that epoxy groups (C-O-C) are the most abundant oxygen
containing functional groups in GNPox platelets. These groups are expected to react with the
amine used as hardener for the polymer matrix of the coatings and form covalent bonds to
enhance the polymer matrix stiffness, while C-OH, C=O and O-C=O groups are not expected to
produce covalent polymer/platelet interactions.
The used IL are shown to have strong affinity to the GNPox particles, but no covalent interaction
between GNPox and IL is expected; an interaction based on physical adsorption of IL onto
GNPox is the most likely mechanism to govern interactions between these materials. The IL
presence in the epoxy matrix of the base coating is expected to increase polymer chain mobility,
acting as a plasticizer, which could enhance the matrix’s toughness while having a detrimental
impact on its stiffness, contributing to the formation of smaller wear debris particles and thus a
more stable transfer film. Interaction of any of the tested materials with the PTFE filler present in
the base coating is expected to be only of physical nature due to the non-reactive behaviour of
PTFE.

4.4.3 Tribological test analyses
As stated in section 4.3.4, each COF curve plotted in this work (Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.11) is an
average of 3 replicates. To illustrate the repeatability of results obtained with the used tribological
setup, Figure 4.6 presents the original results for 3 separate runs with the reference EPX coating at
P.V4 conditions. The average of these 3 curves being plotted in Figure 4.7 a) P.V4. The high
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repeatability of these results is exemplary of all other obtained results. As such, the average of 3
runs for each trial provides enough confidence to support the following discussion.

Figure 4.6: Coefficient of friction plot of 3 separate tribological trial runs for the reference
EPX coating at P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1conditions, to illustrate repeatability of results.
The amount of generated data for analysis is very large. As such, the results analysis is divided
into 3 Groups of coatings as illustrated in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Groups of coatings studied.
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

EPX-GNP

EPX-HMIM

EPX-GNPox-HMIM

EPX-GNPox

EPX-DMIM

EPX-GNPox-DMIM

EPX-HDMIM

EPX-GNPox-HDMIM
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Group 1 encompasses coatings modified only with graphene-based nanomaterials (GNP and
GNPox); Group 2 encompasses coatings modified only with varying cation alkyl-length ILs;
Group 3 encompasses coatings modified with combinations of GNPox and correspondingly
varying ILs. The tribological test results for each of these groups are presented respectively in
Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show SEM and topography images for coating EPX-HDMIM,
presented as an illustrative example of the analyses performed on all the tested coatings. Due to
the large extension of images obtained, the remainder for all tested coatings are presented as
supporting material to this work.
The analysis and discussion of obtained results is performed below by comparing each of the
tested coatings to the reference EPX coating, on a group wise manner.
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Figure 4.7: Coefficient of friction and wear rate measurement for Group 1. a) EPX,
b) EPX-GNP, c) EPX-GNPox. P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; P.V3 –
150 N, 800 mm.s-1; P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. Each COF curve is an average of 3 trial
repetitions.
The reference EPX coating (Figure 4.7 a)) shows good COF performance at al tested P.V levels.
At P.V4 conditions there is a clear rise on the COF from about 950 m of sliding distance onwards,
but by the end of the test the COF measurement is still low at 0.11. The coating shows lower COF
values for higher sliding speeds, which is not typical for a coating with PTFE as lubricant agent,
but indicates that higher speeds probably facilitate the formation of a PTFE transfer film between
the epoxy matrix and the steel counterface. The behaviour of the coating in wear rate
measurements is also good with a minimum value of 1.6×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1 for P.V2 conditions
and a maximum value of 2.9×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1 for P.V1 conditions with small errors indicating a
consistent behavior. There is not an identifiable trend of wear resistance as a function of either
sliding speed or applied load, but rather an overall homogenous behavior with a dissonant low
wear rate at P.V2 conditions. It must be stated that all the P.V conditions used for testing are
rather severe and were aimed at causing maximum coating wear in relatively short sliding
distances, which further stresses the high performance of the reference coating.
Analysing the results it is clear that the introduction of GNPox (Figure 4.7 c)) has the most
beneficial overall effect on the measured COF under the tested P.V conditions; the only exception
to this trend being the behaviour of EPX-GNP coating under P.V3 conditions. The addition of
GNPox also seems to make the coating’s behaviour regarding COF much more independent on
test conditions than the original coating, a trend that is not coherently observed with the
EPX-GNP coating.
Results regarding wear rate also follow the most positive trend for EPX-GNPox, presenting
marked exception at P.V2 test conditions where this coating presents the higher overall wear rate
in this group despite presenting the lowest COF values in this group. A possible explanation for
this exception could be linked to behaviour of the EPX-GNPox coating under these conditions
being dominated by adhesive wear, where the GNPox particles could be torn from the coating to
constitute a third body but not disturbing the COF due to the lubricating nature of the
platelet-shaped nano particles. This hypothesis is corroborated by the presence of abundant fine
residue on both the test tracks and the counterface pins when tested under P.V2 conditions (lowest
load combined with lowest sliding speed); something that was not observed under the remainder
conditions.
The results obtained with EPX-GNPox are superior to the ones achieved with EPX-GNP, as
expected due to the plausible physical and covalent interactions between GNPox and the polymer
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matrix. For this reason GNPox platelets were selected for combination with the ILs in the studies
presented later in this work.
For the group of coatings presented in Figure 4.8 there seems to be an optimum alkyl chain length
for the IL cation regarding the coatings’ COF behavior. The lower-alkyl [HMIM] cation does not
show a COF stabilizing behavior in relation to the unmodified coating. The intermediate-alkyl
[DMIM] presents a similar trend regarding measured COF to the one observed for the
EPX-GNPox coating, showing a higher independence of COF relative to the P.V conditions. On
the other hand, while the higher-alkyl [HDMIM] cation shows a tendency for COF stabilization
under different P.V conditions, the dispersion in COF values is much higher than for the coating
modified with [DMIM]. Overall COF values for the EPX-DMIM coating are lower than those of
the unmodified coating, shown in Figure 4.7 a), demonstrating that the incorporated IL has a
lubricating effect on the contact pair.
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Figure 4.8: - Coefficient of Friction and wear rate measurement for Group 2.
a) EPX-HMIM, b) EPX-DMIM, c) EPX-HDMIM. P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; P.V2 – 75 N,
400 mm.s-1; P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. Each COF curve is an
average of 3 trial repetitions.
Wear rate analysis for this group of coatings yields more disparate results. The coating containing
the lower alkyl cation [HMIM] presents much higher wear rates at all tested P.V conditions than
the unmodified coating. With [DMIM] the coating shows mixed behavior by bettering the
unmodified coating wear rate at P.V3 and P.V4, while showing a considerably higher wear rate
than the unmodified coating at P.V1 and P.V2. The higher alkyl cation [HDMIM] can only
improve on the unmodified coating’s wear rate at P.V4, where it shows the lowest overall wear
rate for this group of coatings, but under all other P.V conditions it shows a much higher wear
rate than the unmodified coating.
The results for this group of coatings indicate that the incorporation of IL can have a beneficial
effect on the stabilization of COF depending on the alkyl-length of the IL cation, with an existing
optimum alkyl length. The overall unsatisfying behavior regarding wear rate is thought to be
linked to the increased polymer chain mobility of the coating matrix. While this is beneficial for
lowering the measured COF, it can impart an exaggerated loss of hardness and stiffness to the
coating matrix, resulting in accelerated mass-loss under harsh testing conditions such as the ones
used during this work.
Figure 4.9 shows SEM images of the wear tracks in secondary electron (SE) and backscattered
electron (BE) modes, as well as an illustrative topography measurement of the respective wear
track for coating EPX-HDMIM at a) P.V1, b) P.V2, c) P.V3, and d) P.V4 test conditions. Figure
4.10 shows SEM images of the wear tracks cross sections in SE and BE modes for coating EPXHDMIM at a) P.V1, b) P.V2, c) P.V3, and d) P.V4 test conditions. The same analysis for each
tested coating is made available in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.9: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-HDMIM sample. a) P.V1 – 75 N,
800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N,
400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode.
Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure 4.10 and the similar figures for other coatings allow for an important observation which is
that the direct incorporation of the non-encapsulated (free) ILs tested at a 2 wt% incorporation
level does not harm the coatings’ adhesion to the substrate. This is a very important observation
since coating adhesion to substrate is a major driver for the overall tribological performance of
any coating. Had the free ILs affected the adhesion of the coatings, the effects would be visible
through areas of the test tracks where the coating would have been removed.
From Figure 4.9 it is possible to observe multiple cracks on the wear surface from the images in
BE mode. The formation of these cracks also supports the conclusion that the increased polymer
chain mobility of the matrix caused by the incorporation of IL is exaggerated and can lead to
excessive deformation under load. On the other hand, by observing the images corresponding to
P.V3 and P.V4 (the higher load conditions) a considerable amount of metal on the wear tracks is
visible. This is not the substrate material, but is rather transferred material from the counterface
pin due to abrasion. This can be verified with the images in Figure 4.10 that show the test track
cross sections and confirm that a considerable coating thickness is still present on the wear track
after the tests and as such the substrate has not been reached. The higher abrasiveness of the
coating at higher test loads could point to an increase in the measured COF, but the EPX-HDMIM
coating presents its lowest COF values at P.V3 and P.V4 (higher load levels). The measured wear
rates for this coating show a very high value for P.V3 (higher sliding speed), 8.6×10-6 mm3.N-1.m1

, and a very low value for P.V4 (lower sliding speed), 1.4×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1. This behavior is

repeated at the lower load level, where the coating presents wear rates of 8.7×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1
and 2.6×10-6 mm3.N-1.m-1 at P.V1 (higher sliding speed) and P.V2 (lower sliding speed),
respectively. This allows concluding that the EPX-HDMIM coating shows its best tribological
properties at lower sliding speeds combined with higher load levels.
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Figure 4.10: SEM images of cross-section and 3D profile of wear track of sample
EPX-HDMIM. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N,
800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE –
Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.

Figure 4.11 shows that both EPX-GNPox-DMIM and EPX-GNPox-HDMIM coatings have a
stabilizing effect on the measured COF at all tested P.V levels. Some differences are readily
noticeable however, with the EPX-GNPox-HDMIM showing a trend to present COF
measurements that are more independent from the P.V conditions than for the other coatings and
presenting lower COF values for all P.V conditions except P.V1, relatively to the base EPX
coating. The EPX-GNPox-DMIM coating presents a clear correlation between COF and applied
load level, with lower loads leading to higher COF and higher loads yielding lower COF, again
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with the COF comparing favorably to the base EPX coating on all P.V conditions except for
P.V1. The EPX-GNPox-HMIM coating does not improve significantly on COF measurements
relatively to the base EPX coating. The combination of GNPox and the higher-alkyl cation
[HDMIM][NTf2] IL presents the best performance with respect to COF under the tested P.V
conditions with a noticeable improvement over the base EPX coating.
The analysis of wear rate measurements for this group of coatings yields surprising results, with
the base EPX coating showing the lowest wear rates at P.V2 (low load and low sliding speed) and
P.V3 (high load and high sliding speed), and the EPX-GNPox-HMIM showing the lowest wear
rates at P.V1 (low load and high sliding speed) and P.V4 (high load and low sliding speed). These
results are almost in contradiction with the COF measurements, especially because the wear rates
for coating EPX-GNPox-HDMIM are significantly higher than the ones presented by the base
EPX coating.
For this coating group it is concluded that a synergistic effect can be found for the combination of
GNPox and [HDMIM][NTf2] IL under all tested P.V conditions, regarding COF measurements.
However, no such effect can be clearly identified regarding the coating’s wear resistance under
the tested P.V conditions. It is likely that the reinforcement effect expected from the GNPox
particles was not sufficient to outbalance the increased polymer chain mobility of the epoxy
matrix caused by the incorporation of ILs.
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Figure 4.11: Coefficient of Friction and wear rate measurement for Group 3.
a) EPX-GNPox-HMIM, b) EPX-GNPox-DMIM, c) EPX-GNPox-HDMIM. P.V1 – 75 N,
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800 mm.s-1; P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1.
Each COF curve is an average of 3 trial repetitions.
Table 4.5 presents a summary of the best results obtained under each of the tested P.V conditions,
regarding COF and wear rate measurements. A % improvement relative to the performance of the
reference EPX coating is also presented.
Table 4.5: Summary of best results regarding COF and wear rate measurements.
Improvements relative to performance of the reference EPX coating are presented in %.
COF
Coating

Average value

Wear rate
Improve.
%

Coating

Average value
-6

3.

-1.

Improve.
-1

×10 mm N m

%

1.88

36

EPXP.V1 EPX-GNPox

0.055

27

GNPoxHMIM

EPX-GNPox
P.V2

EPX-

0.069

22

EPX-GNP

1.32

17

0.050

23

EPX-GNPox

1.38

50

0.059

28

EPX-GNPox

1.35

40

GNPoxHDMIM
P.V3

EPX-GNP
EPX-

P.V4

GNPoxDMIM

The results presented in Table 4.5 highlight the impact of the modifications performed to the
reference EPX coating. Best results of 28 % reduction in COF with the EPX-GNPox-DMIM
coating at P.V4; and 50 % wear rate reduction with the EPX-GNPox coating at P.V3 are achieved.
Taking into account that the tribological behavior of the reference coating is already good, these
results demonstrate the high potential of namely GNPox and combinations of GNPox/IL for the
improvement of tribological coatings properties.
An increase in GNPox incorporation ratio could possibly allow sufficient reinforcement of the
coatings’ epoxy matrix, maximizing its wear resistance while still allowing the IL to deliver
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enhancements to the COF. Another variable to explore is the oxidation ratio of the GNPox, which
can be tuned to make the nanoplatelets contain more functional groups that will enhance covalent
interactions with the polymer matrix.

4.5 Conclusions


Effective methodologies were developed for preparing epoxy-PTFE coatings modified
with oxidized and non-oxidized graphene nanoplatelets and non encapsulated ionic
liquids.



Oxidized graphene nanoplatelets yielded better overall tribological behaviour when
incorporated in the epoxy-PTFE coating than the non-oxidized platelets.



Non-encapsulated ionic liquids were incorporated at 2 wt% in the coatings with no
negative effect on the coatings’ adhesion to the substrate. To the authors’ best
knowledge this was the first time that non constrained ionic liquids were incorporated in
a tribological coating.



The variations in ionic liquid cation alkyl length tested do not allow for a direct
conclusion on the benefits of longer or shorter alkyl chain lengths for tribological
applications in coatings.



There are potential synergies to be achieved through the combined usage of oxidized
graphene nanoplatelets and ionic liquids as modifiers to a base epoxy-PTFE coating
towards improved tribological properties.



Establishing an optimum ratio of oxidized graphene nanoplatelets / ionic liquid to yield
tribological performance synergies at various load and speed combinations requires
case-specific studies.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 General conclusions


It was established that the comercially available water-based fluoropolymer coatings are
not suitable for modification with nanomaterials due to instability when subjected to
high-energy dispersion techniques.



Nanomaterial

manipulation techniques for solvent-based commercial product

modification were successfully developed.


Nanocomposite coatings using graphene nanoplatelets and inorganic fullerene-like
tungsten disulphide were successfully developed from commercial formulations and
proven to outperform the base formulations.



One of the most important outcomes of this work was the acquired knowledge on
tribological polymer coatings formulation. This knowledge does not constitute an
advance to the state-of-the-art per se but revealed to be a fundamental asset to enable
research on advanced tribological polymer coating concepts as the ones presented. This
knowledge was practically inexistent in both the faculty and the company, so it had to
be created from the most fundamental concepts. This knowledge was simultaneously
extended to the formulation of functional polymer coatings for applications other than
tribology, and has provided Flupol with a high degree of differentiation regarding its
competitors on an international level.
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The knowledge on nanomaterial handling and processing techniques in a safe and
efficient manner was a very important outcome of this work. Correct nanomaterial
manipulation, functionalization, and incorporation methods are the golden key to enable
the extraction of their extraordinary properties. At the nanoscale, chemistry and physics
blend in remarkable fashion. This drives a user to the need of using advanced concepts
from at least these two areas of knowledge to be able to achieve some form of success.



Nanocomposite polymer coatings were successfully produced from scratch and shown
to outperform commercially available products from internationally renowned
companies.



An efficient microencapsulation technique for ionic liquids was developed and shown
to produce the desired results in consistent fashion.



Advanced solid-liquid coating formulations were produced incorporating ionic liquids
in both microencapsulated and unconstrained forms.



Nanocomposite coatings presenting synergistic tribological behavior from ionic liquids
and graphene derivatives were successfully developed.



Today, most of Flupol’s coating systems offer is based on self-developed proprietary
coating formulations that range from non-stick coating systems for food contact
applications to a tribological polymer nanocomposite coating system approved to usage
in space flights by the European Space Agency (ESA). The latter being the first
polymer coating approved for usage in some high contact pressure applications that
were previously the reserve of sputtered molybdenium disulphide (MoS2) coatings.



Advances in the state-of-the-art of industrially viable tribological polymer coatings have
been produced along this work. While some of them still need further refinement in
order to find a suitable application in the real world, or in order to perform at optimum
levels in a specific contact geometry or service conditions, others are ready for
real-world applications. This is also an important outcome of this work.



Being able to take the laboratory-borne development work to a factory, having it
applied by skilled workers from real industry, and receiving their feedback for tuning
was also a major outcome of this work as a professional and personal enrichment
experience. The transitioning of a given technology from a laboratory to industrial
production is something that must be included in every Research & Development effort
from this first moment.



Even if it is not a direct outcome of the performed work, it is important to acknowledge
that this thesis was kick-started by a technological prediction exercise done at Flupol as
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this is the company’s normal modus operandi. It is thus gratifying to verify that the
technological prediction exercise was aimed at the right target, since a significant
portion of the company’s new projects are already in the field of tribological
applications for polymer coatings.

5.2 Future work
The proposed topics for future research are presented below. These have the potential for further
enhancing the positive results reported.


An optimization of the potassium permanganate to graphene ratio used in the oxidation
process is proposed. The aim of this study would be to maximize the quantity of
chemical functional groups on the oxidized graphene nanoplatelets, without causing
exaggerated damage to the graphene lattice. It was demonstrated that chemical
functional groups introduce a higher degree of interaction between the platelets and the
polymers in the coatings, so this study would be aimed at maximizing these
interactions.



A study on the incorporation ratio of aminopropyl-trimethoxysilane functionalized
graphene nanoplatelets (SGNP) in the developed polyamide-imide based coating is
proposed. The incorporation of SGNP at 0.2 %wt pointed towards this loading
exceeding the optimum point. The proposed study would be aimed at seeking the
optimum SGNP incorporation ratio to check if further tribological properties
enhancement could be achieved using this material.



The development of water-based tribological polymer coating formulations is
suggested. For environmental and cost-efficiency reasons, an adaptation of the
performed development work towards total or partial replacement of solvents like Nmethylpyrrolidone could be a remarkable achievement.



Since the incorporation of the prepared ionic-liquid-filled polysulfone microcapsules
does not require the usage of high-shear agitation or sonication for correct dispersion, it
is suggested that a study should be performed on the incorporation of these capsules in a
water-based one-coat formulation. For tribological applications, one-coat formulations
such as the ones developed in this work, often present the most interesting performance.
The study presented in this work was performed with a two-coat system because the
existence of a water-based one-coat formulation only recently came to the author’s
knowledge.
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A study on the incorporation ratio of the prepared microcapsules in the previously
mentioned coating is suggested. The obtained results were very interesting at a 5 %wt
incorporation ratio, but the optimum ratio may differ from this.



A study on the maximum free ionic-liquid content in the presented epoxy-PTFE
formulation before compromising coating adhesion to the substrate or coating film
formation is suggested. Given the ionic-liquids’ lubrication characteristics, it is
hypothesised that a higher incorporation ratio could eventually provide the coating with
exceptional low-friction and wear resistance characteristics in low contact load
applications, without reaching the point of compromising adhesion to the substrate or
coating film formation.



As a follow-up to the previously proposed study, and assuming its success, the search
for an optimized oxidized graphene nanoplatelet incorporation ratio in such coating is
suggested. This study would be aimed at improving the coating’s applicability in higher
contact pressure applications.
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6 APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR

CHAPTER 4 INFLUENCE OF GRAPHENE, GRAPHENE OXIDE, AND DIFFERENT ALKYL CHAIN LENGTH
IONIC LIQUIDS ON THE TRIBOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE OF EPOXY-PTFE COATING
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Figure B. 1: SEM images of unworn coating surface. a) EPX; b) EPX-GNP; c) EPX-GNPox. SE – Secondary
electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 2: SEM images of unworn coating surface. a) EPX-HMIM; b) EPX-DMIM;
Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 3: SEM images of unworn coating surface. a) EPX-GNPox-HMIM;
c) EPX-GNPox-HDMIM. SE – Secondary electron mode;

b) EPX-GNPox-DMIM;
BE – Backscattered electron mode.

Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 4: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX sample. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400
mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1.
Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x
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Figure B. 5: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX.
-1

-1

-1

mm.s ; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s ; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s ;

a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800

d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE –

Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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Figure B. 6: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-GNP sample. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N,
400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE –
Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 7: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-GNP. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800
mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1;

d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE –

Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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Figure B. 8: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-GNPox sample. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N,
400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE –
Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 9: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-GNPox. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800
mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1;
SE – Secondary electron mode;

c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1.
BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200

x.
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Figure B. 10: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-HMIM sample. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75
N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE –
Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 11: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-HMIM. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800
mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary
electron mode;

BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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Figure B. 12: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-DMIM sample. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75
N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE –
Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 13: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-DMIM. a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800
mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary
electron mode;

BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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Figure B. 14: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-GNPox-HMIM sample.
-1

-1

-1

a) P.V1 – 75 N, 800

mm.s ; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s ; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s ; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE – Secondary
electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 15: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-GNPox-HMIM. a) P.V1 –
75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1;

c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-

1

. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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Figure B. 16: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-GNPox-DMIM sample.
-1

-1

-1

mm.s ; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s ; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s ;

d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE –

Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 17: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-GNPox-DMIM. a) P.V1 –
75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1;

c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-

1

. SE – Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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Figure B. 18: SEM images of wear track surface of EPX-GNPox-HDMIM sample.
-1

-1

-1

mm.s ; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s ; c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s ;

d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1. SE –

Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 1 000 x.
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Figure B. 19: SEM images of cross-section and 3D Profile of wear track of sample EPX-GNPox-HDMIM. a) P.V1 –
75 N, 800 mm.s-1; b) P.V2 – 75 N, 400 mm.s-1;

c) P.V3 – 150 N, 800 mm.s-1; d) P.V4 – 150 N, 400 mm.s-1.

SE – Secondary electron mode; BE – Backscattered electron mode. Magnification: 200 x.
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